HAMPTON ROADS HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS

2017 UPDATE
The hazards significantly affecting the region, as determined by the planning group during the process
outlined in Section 2, were updated with current hazard history information from several sources,
including the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Hurricane Tracks, National Weather Service (NWS), and the Commonwealth of Virginia, 2013
Hazard Mitigation Plan.

INTRODUCTION
This section of the Plan describes the hazards that threaten the Hampton Roads region and provides
general background information, local data (e.g., the location and spatial extent), and historical
occurences for each hazard. This section also presents best available data regarding notable historical
damages within the region. The natural hazards discussed in this section are as follows:












FLOODING
SEA LEVEL RISE AND LAND SUBSIDENCE
TROPICAL/COASTAL STORM
SHORELINE EROSION
TORNADO
WINTER STORM
EARTHQUAKE
WILDFIRE
DROUGHT
EXTREME HEAT
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENT

As stated in Section 2, the committee reviewed and discussed manmade (or man-influenced) and
technological hazard planning as it was incorporated into the existing plans. The Committee agreed to
focus this plan on natural hazards. The exception was Hazardous Materials Incidents, which the
Committee determined has enough overlap with natural hazards to warrant consideration as part of the
Plan.
The committee also discussed Lightning and Tsunamis, two hazards included in previous plans. While
the group acknowledged that Lightning is a natural hazard that can affect the Hampton Roads region and
that there is a history of occurrence, there is no widespread risk to lives, structures and infrastructure from
Lightning and thus the group determined it should be excluded from the plan update. The damages and
injuries that have occurred in the past are very isolated in nature. Lightning as a major cause of Wildfire
is retained in the discussion on Wildfire.
Regarding Tsunamis, there have been no known Tsunamis to directly impact the Hampton Roads region.
Further, there is no record of a catastrophic Atlantic basin tsunami impacting the mid-Atlantic coast of the
United States. Tsunami inundation zone maps are not available for communities located along the U.S.
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East Coast. FEMA Guidance in State and Local Mitigation Planning How-To Guide: Understanding Your
Risks (p. 1-8), indicates that Atlantic Coast communities have a relatively low tsunami risk “and can
probably avoid conducting a tsunami risk assessment at this time.” The lack of historical evidence of any
damages caused by Tsunamis led the group to conclude that it is not a natural hazard to which the region
is generally exposed, and thus, the hazard was excluded from the plan update.

44 CFR Requirement
Part 201.6(c)(2)(i): The risk assessment shall include a description of the type, location, and
extent of all natural hazards that can affect the jurisdiction. The plan shall include information on
previous occurrences of hazard events and on the probability of future hazard events.

Some of these hazards are interrelated (e.g., tropical/coastal storm events can cause flooding and
tornado activity, and flooding can be associated with winter storms and erosion); thus, hazard discussions
overlap where necessary throughout the risk assessment.
To a large extent, historical records are used to identify the level of risk within the planning area—with the
assumption that the data sources cited are reliable and accurate. Maps are provided to illustrate the
location and spatial extent for those hazards within the region that have a recognizable geographic
boundary (i.e., hazards that are known to occur in particular areas of the region such as the 100-year
floodplain). For those hazards with potential risk not confined to a particular geographic area (such as
winter storms and tornadoes), historical event locations and/or general information on the applicable
intensity of these events across the entire planning area is provided.
For most hazards analyzed in this section, some level of property damage was associated with any or all
of the hazard events cataloged. However, for some historic events reports of property damage were not
available. Therefore, totals of past property damages derived from historical records are best estimates
and should not be used as a stand-alone indicator of hazard risk.
The terms “likely”, “highly likely” and “unlikely” are used to describe the probability of future occurrence for
each hazard. Hazards termed “likely” to occur again in the future are expected to occur but may not have
occurred with such high frequency in the past that future events are a certainty. Hazards termed “highly
likely” have a history of occurrence or particular characteristics that make a future event almost
guaranteed. “Unlikely to occur” indicates that committee members, based on review of past events, have
the impression that any future occurrence will be a rare and unique event.
The Vulnerability Assessment, Section 5 of this plan, expands upon the foundation provided here and
assesses the vulnerability of the region to these natural hazards.

SUMMARY OF PRESIDENTIAL DISASTER DECLARATIONS
A presidential disaster declaration is issued when a disaster event is determined to be beyond the
response capabilities of state and local governments. Since 1953, the first year presidential disaster
declarations were issued in the United States, the region has been named in twelve such declarations
(Table 4.1). Under a presidential disaster declaration, the state and affected local governments are
eligible to apply for federal funding to pay 75% of the approved costs for debris removal, emergency
services related to the storm, and the repair or replacement of damaged public facilities. The types of
natural hazards that led to these disaster declarations in Hampton Roads include ice storms, winter
storms, hurricanes, and the Hurricane Katrina evacuation in 2005. The most recent declarations were for
Tropical Depression Ida in 2009 and Hurricane Irene in 2011.
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TABLE 4.1: PRESIDENTIAL DISASTER DECLARATIONS ISSUED FOR HAMPTON ROADS
YEAR

DATE OF
DECLARATION

DISASTER
NUMBER

DISASTER TYPE

1972

September 8

339

Tropical Storm Agnes

1996

February 16

1086

Blizzard of 1996

1996

October 23

1135

Hurricane Fran

1998

October 9

1242

Hurricane Bonnie

1999

September 6

1290

1999

September 24

1293

Tropical Storm Dennis and
Tornadoes
Hurricane Floyd

2000

February 28

1318

Severe Winter Storms

2003
2005

September 18
September 12

1491
3240

Hurricane Isabel
Hurricane Katrina Evacuation

2006

September 22

1661

Tropical Depression Ernesto

2009

December 9

1862

Tropical Depression Ida and a
Nor’easter

2011

August 26
Source: FEMA, 2015

4024

Hurricane Irene

DESIGNATED AREAS
Chesapeake, Hampton, Isle of Wight
Co, James City Co, Newport News,
Norfolk, Portsmouth, Suffolk, Virginia
Beach, Williamsburg, York Co
All study area communities
Hampton, Isle of Wight Co, James
City Co, Newport News, Poquoson,
Suffolk, Williamsburg, York Co
Chesapeake, Norfolk, Portsmouth,
Suffolk, Virginia Beach
Hampton
All study area communities
Franklin, Isle of Wight Co, James
City Co, Newport News,
Southampton Co, Suffolk,
Williamsburg, York Co
All study area communities
All study area communities
Isle of Wight Co, James City Co,
Newport News, Poquoson, York Co
Chesapeake, Hampton, Isle of Wight
Co, Newport News, Norfolk,
Poquoson, Portsmouth, Virginia
Beach
All study area communities

NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER STORM EVENT DATABASE
Much of the data in the remaining tables of this section were taken from the NOAA NCDC database.
NCDC receives storm data from the NWS which, in turn, receives their information from a variety of
sources, including: city, county, state, and federal emergency management officials, local law
enforcement officials, skywarn spotters, NWS damage surveys, newspaper clippings, the insurance
industry, and the general public. Information on hazard events not recorded in this database is provided
in narrative format for each hazard subsection to supplement the NCDC data and to provide a more
accurate depiction of historic hazard events in the region.
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FLOODING
BACKGROUND
Approximately 90% of presidentially declared
disasters are associated with floods. However, the
majority of damages across the United States are
due to more frequent, localized flooding events that
do not receive federal disaster declarations.
The primary types of flooding include riverine,
coastal, and urban flooding. Riverine flooding is a
function of excessive precipitation levels and water
runoff volumes within a stream or river. Coastal
flooding is typically a result of storm surge, winddriven waves, and heavy rainfall produced by
hurricanes, tropical storms, nor’easters, and other
Photo courtesy of the City of Chesapeake.
large coastal storms. Urban flooding occurs when
manmade development obstructs the natural flow of
water or when impervious surfaces significantly decrease the ability of natural groundcover to absorb and
retain surface water runoff. Hampton Roads is subject to a variety of flood sources. The two major
sources are: coastal flooding and storm surge associated with large amounts of tidally-influenced water
being pushed inland from Hampton Roads and nontidal, riverine flooding as a result of excess
precipitation in the watershed.
Similar to hurricanes, nor’easters are ocean storms capable of causing substantial damage to coastal
areas in the Eastern United States due to their strong winds and heavy surf. Nor'easters are named for
the winds that blow in from the northeast and drive the storm up the East Coast along the Gulf Stream, a
band of warm water that lies off the Atlantic coast. They are caused by the interaction of the jet stream
with horizontal temperature gradients and generally occur during the fall and winter months when
moisture and cold air are plentiful.
Nor’easters are known for dumping heavy amounts of rain and snow, producing hurricane-force winds,
and creating high surf that causes severe beach erosion and coastal flooding. There are two main
components to a nor'easter: (1) a Gulf Stream low-pressure system (counter-clockwise winds) generated
off the southeastern U.S. coast, gathering warm air and moisture from the Atlantic, and pulled up the East
Coast by strong northeasterly winds at the leading edge of the storm; and (2) an Arctic high-pressure
system (clockwise winds) which meets the low-pressure system with cold, arctic air blowing down from
Canada. When the two systems collide, the moisture and cold air produce a mix of precipitation and have
the potential for creating dangerously high winds and heavy seas. As the low-pressure system deepens,
the intensity of the winds and waves increase and can cause serious damage to coastal areas as the
storm moves northeast.
The presence of the Gulf Stream off the eastern seaboard in the winter season acts to dramatically
enhance the surface horizontal temperature gradients within the coastal zone. This is particularly true off
the Virginia coastline where, on average, the Gulf Stream is closest to land north of 32 degrees latitude.
During winter offshore cold periods, these horizontal temperature gradients can result in rapid and intense
destabilization of the atmosphere directly above and shoreward of the Gulf Stream. This air mass
modification or conditioning period often precedes wintertime coastal extra-tropical cyclone development.
The temperature structure of the continental air mass and the position of the temperature gradient along
the Gulf Stream drive this cyclone development. As a low pressure deepens, winds and waves can
increase and cause serious damage to coastal areas as the storm generally moves to the northeast.
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The coastal communities of Virginia are most vulnerable to the impacts of nor’easters. Since the storms
typically make landfall with less warning than hurricanes (due to their rapid formation along the coast),
residents and business owners may be caught unprepared for the impacts. Fortunately, nor’easters
typically occur during the tourist off-season when fewer non-residents are visiting the coast. As with
hurricanes, structural vulnerability to nor’easters is proportional to the strength of the structure, with
mobile homes being particularly vulnerable.
Additional causes of flooding, especially in the western Tidewater portion of the study area, may include
features, such as roadways and pipelines, that act as choke points in the river, blocking debris and
restricting the flow of water during heavy flooding events; development of the watershed resulting in the
loss of riparian zone and vegetation coverage; land management, including forestry and farming
practices; and deficiencies in manmade drainage systems.
Flooding in the region is also possible as the result of a dam that malfunctions. There are approximately
80,000 dams in the United States today, the majority of which are privately owned. Other owners include
state and local authorities, public utilities and federal agencies. The benefits of dams are numerous: they
provide water for drinking, navigation and
agricultural irrigation. Dams also provide
hydroelectric power, create lakes for fishing
and recreation, and save lives by
preventing or reducing floods.
Though dams have many benefits, they
also can pose a risk to communities if not
designed,
operated
and
maintained
properly. In the event of a dam failure, the
energy of the water stored behind even a
small dam is capable of causing loss of life
and great property damage if development
exists downstream of the dam. The failure
of dams has the potential to place large
numbers of people and great amounts of
property in harm’s way.
The periodic inundation of floodplains
Lake Burnt Mills in Suffolk. (Photo courtesy of City of Suffolk)
adjacent to rivers, streams, and shorelines
is a natural and inevitable occurrence that can be expected to take place based upon established
recurrence intervals. FEMA has studied and mapped both the 100-year floodplain (with a 1% chance of
being equaled or exceeded in any given year), and the 500-year floodplain (with a 0.2% chance of being
equaled or exceeded in any given year) for the study area.

LOCATION AND SPATIAL EXTENT
Flooding can occur along all waterways in the region. Localized riverine flooding can occur in areas of
Hampton Roads not adjacent to a major body of water. Large sections of the region are low and subject
to tidal flooding during hurricanes and severe nor’easters. Flood duration is typically shorter for
hurricanes and tropical storms than for nor’easters because the storms tend to move faster and affect
only 1 to 2 tidal cycles. The main impacts from flooding include:
- Inundation of low-lying residential neighborhoods and subsequent damage to structures,
contents, garages, and landscaping;
- Impassable road crossings and consequential risk for people and cars attempting to traverse
flooded crossings;
- Damage to public and private infrastructure, possibly including but not limited to water and sewer
lines, bridge embankments, and both small and large drainageways;
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-

-

Wave action responsible for shoreline damage, and damage to boats and facilities, including
ships, ports and shipyards;
Inundation of critical facilities, possibly including some fire stations, police facilities, public
shelters, emergency operations centers (EOC), and several publicly-owned buildings. Public
shelter availability is limited by the expected severity of flooding. (See Table 5.2 for number of
critical facilities in flood hazard areas.)
Recovery time needed to bring critical infrastructure, schools and employers back online. Of
particular concern in the region are transportation routes, including school buses, housing for
displaced residents and debris management.

Communities in the study area have outlined specific plans for activating their EOC, protecting critical
facilities and taking specific drainage system actions when faced with an impending flood. Since power
outages and threats to the water supply can result from both the wind and flood hazard (which often occur
simultaneously in the region), residents are advised of appropriate precautions and specific low-lying
areas are evacuated to protect the safety of residents, tourists and responders, and to minimize loss of
life.
When severe floods occur, the regional economy is severely impacted by the inability of flooded
homeowners to get back to work quickly, the slow rebound of closed or debris-strewn transportation
routes, the closing of schools and businesses, and the general state of emergency. Power outages and
boil-water advisories are common and can affect many thousands of residents and businesses in the
region for several days or even weeks if the damage is severe. Severely flooded homes and even whole
neighborhoods result in displaced residents, including schoolchildren. Loss of life due to people
traversing flooded roads, remaining in or becoming trapped in flooded structures, and curiosity-seekers
watching storm surge is possible. Flooded businesses that decide to close, move or cease operations in
the region have an impact on land values and the labor force, as does flood damage to the facilities of
large port-related employers in the region such as shipyards and marinas. Time spent repairing flood
damage versus productive value-added labor is costly to employers.
Over time, the pressure on communities and elected officials to fix flooding problems has increased in the
region. Longer-term impacts to the real estate market from flooding and flood insurance costs are
impacting property sales, especially for older homes in the densely-populated floodplains of Hampton,
Newport News, Poquoson, Norfolk, Portsmouth and Virginia Beach. The large number of structures
vulnerable to flood damage (see Section 5 for more details) and the cost of measures needed to mitigate
such a large-scale problem is daunting for emergency managers, floodplain managers, planners and
building professionals throughout the region.
Areas identified as vulnerable to flooding are depicted on FEMA’s Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs),
which were developed through the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), show the existing potential
flood hazard areas throughout the region based on the estimated 100-year floodplain (Figures 4.1
through 4.3). The 100-year floodplain represents the areas susceptible to the 1% annual flood. The
maps also show the 0.2% annual flood, or 500-year flood. The 100-year flood, or base flood, has at least
a 26% chance of occurring over the life of a typical 30-year mortgage. FIRM data is available through
several sources for more detailed viewing at the parcel level:
-

Paper FIRMs are available for viewing in each jurisdiction in the study area that participates in the
NFIP;
The FEMA Map Service Center at https://msc.fema.gov/portal/ is the official public source for
flood hazard information produced in support of the NFIP; and,
Most localities in the study area have property information viewer tools with flood data layers, and
several have included additional sea level rise inundation viewers. The following may be helpful:
Hampton - http://webgis.hampton.gov/sites/ParcelViewer/Account/Logon
Newport News - http://gis2.nngov.com/gis/
Poquoson - http://poquoson.mapsdirect.net/
Williamsburg - http://williamsburg.timmons.com/flex/index.html
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James City County - http://property.jamescitycountyva.gov/JamesCity/Account/Logon
York County - http://maps.yorkcounty.gov/York/Account/Logon
Norfolk - http://www.norfolk.gov/flooding/flood_prone_areas.asp and
http://www.norfolk.gov/index.aspx?NID=1949
Portsmouth - http://www.portsmouthva.gov/assessor/data/
Suffolk - http://apps.suffolkva.us/realest/
Virginia Beach - https://www.vbgov.com/map/
Chesapeake - https://cityapps.cityofchesapeake.net/REIS/RealEstateSearch/Details
Isle of Wight County, Smithfield, Windsor http://iowgis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=4889333b70534c018c2c723b4
d953f51
Southampton County, Franklin, towns - http://www.southampton.interactivegis.com/index.php#
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FIGURE 4.1: FEMA-IDENTIFIED 100-YEAR FLOOD HAZARD AREAS, HAMPTON, NEWPORT
NEWS, POQUOSON

Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2016
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FIGURE 4.2: FEMA-IDENTIFIED 100-YEAR FLOOD HAZARD AREAS, JAMES CITY COUNTY,
WILLIAMSBURG

Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2016
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FIGURE 4.3: FEMA-IDENTIFIED 100-YEAR FLOOD HAZARD AREAS, YORK COUNTY

Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2016
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FIGURE 4.4: FEMA-IDENTIFIED 100-YEAR FLOOD HAZARD AREAS, NORFOLK, PORTSMOUTH

Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2016
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FIGURE 4.5: FEMA-IDENTIFIED 100-YEAR FLOOD HAZARD AREAS, VIRGINIA BEACH

Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2016
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FIGURE 4.6: FEMA-IDENTIFIED 100-YEAR FLOOD HAZARD AREAS, CHESAPEAKE

Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2016
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FIGURE 4.7: FEMA-IDENTIFIED 100-YEAR FLOOD HAZARD AREAS, SUFFOLK

Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2016
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FIGURE 4.8: FEMA-IDENTIFIED 100-YEAR FLOOD HAZARD AREAS, ISLE OF WIGHT COUNTY,
SMITHFIELD, WINDSOR

Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2016
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FIGURE 4.9: FEMA-IDENTIFIED 100-YEAR FLOOD HAZARD AREAS, SOUTHAMPTON COUNTY
AND TOWNS, FRANKLIN

Source: Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2016
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Figure 4.10 shows the most recent storm surge hazard areas that can be expected as the result of
Category 1, 2, 3, and 4 hurricanes, based on the Sea, Lake and Overland Surge from Hurricanes
(SLOSH) model. SLOSH is a computerized model run by the NWS to estimate storm surge heights
resulting from hypothetical hurricanes by taking into account the maximum of various category hurricanes
as determined by pressure, size, forward speed, and sustained winds. The regional analysis represents
the composite maximum water inundation levels for a series of parallel tracks making landfall at various
points along the coast. The SLOSH model, therefore, is best used for defining the “worst case scenario”
of potential maximum surge for particular locations as opposed to the regional impact of one singular
storm surge event.

FIGURE 4.10: HAMPTON ROADS STORM SURGE ZONES

Source: Climate Change in Hampton Roads, Phase II: Storm Surge Vulnerability and Public Outreach, Hampton Roads Planning
District Commission, June 2011

According to the National Inventory of Dams (NID) maintained by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
(USACE) there are 74 dams located in the Hampton Roads region (Table 4.2). The NID consists of dams
meeting at least one of the following criteria;
1) High hazard classification - loss of one human life is likely if the dam fails,
2) Significant hazard classification - possible loss of human life and likely significant property or
environmental destruction,
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3) Equal or exceed 25 feet in height and exceed 15 acre-feet in storage,
4) Equal or exceed 50 acre-feet storage and exceed 6 feet in height.
The state regulatory agency for dams is DCR through the Dam Safety and Floodplain Management
Program. Figure 4.11 shows the location of high hazard dams in the region according to the National
Inventory of Dams and DCR.

TABLE 4.2: HIGH HAZARD DAMS IN THE HAMPTON ROADS REGION
COMMUNITY
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
James City County
Williamsburg
York County (location)
Williamsburg (operator)
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
York County
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk

DAM TYPE

PRIMARY
PURPOSE

HEIGHT
(FEET)

NORMAL
STORAGE
(ACRE
FEET)

Ajacan Lake BMP Dam
Brewery Road Dam
Cranstons Mill Pond Dam
Deer Lake Dam
Eastern Pond Dam (PC 106)
High Street SWM
Horne’s Lake Dam
Jolly Pond Dam
Kiskiack South Dam
Lake Nice
Lake Pasbehegh Dam
Little Creek Dam
Mirror Lakes Dam No. 1 (West)
Mirror Lakes Dam No. 2
Nice Dam
No. 9 Hole, Wexford Dr. SWMS
Perry Dam
Rennicks Pond
Scotts Pond
Stieffen Pond
Warburton Pond Dam
Warehams Pond
Wenger Dam
Wingfield Lake Dam
Lake Matoaka Dam

Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth

Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Irrigation
Flood Control
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Water Supply
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation

24
35
11
35
20
28
14.8
10
25
35
12
67
26.69
18
28
14
26.5
16
16
14
16
19
24
24

684
143
71
35.39
32.29
250
113.2
301
59
24,600
50
18
38
79
268
83
167

Waller Mill Dam

Earth

Recreation

40

4603

Beaverdam Pond Dam
Bigler Mill Pond Dam
Cheatham Pond Dam
Harwood’s Mill Dam
Jones Mill Pond Dam & Parkway
Lower Big Bethel Dam
Penniman Lake Dam
Pond 11 Dam
Pond 12 Dam
Powell Lake Dam
Queens Lake Dam
Roosevelt Pond Dam
Skimino Pond Dam
Upper Big Bethel Dam
Williamsburg Country Club Dam
Wormley Pond Dam
York Meadows Dam
Lake Cohoon
Lake Burnt Mills
Lake Killby
Speight’s Run Dam
Western Branch

Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth

Water Supply
Water Supply
Recreation
Water Supply
Other
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Water Supply
Recreation
Recreation
Flood Control

9
13
9.09
27
26
16
11.5
12
13.5
9
12
14
7
27
24
11
15

37
145
196
2696
700
183
38
36
17
300
42.79
15
1190
6,025
7,449

NAME OF DAM
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TABLE 4.2: HIGH HAZARD DAMS IN THE HAMPTON ROADS REGION
COMMUNITY
Suffolk
Suffolk
Suffolk
Virginia Beach
Virginia Beach
Chesapeake
Norfolk
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Isle of Wight County
Southampton County
Southampton County
Southampton County
Southampton County
Southampton County
Southampton County
Southampton County
Southampton County
Southampton County
Southampton County
Southampton County
Southampton County
Southampton County

NAME OF DAM
Lake Meade Dam
Godwin’s Millpond Dam
C-Pond Dam
Lake Smith Dam
Little Creek Reservoir
Lake Drummond
Lake Whitehurst
Alemar Dam
Aberdeen Dam
ASB Pond
Butlers Dam
Echo Dam
Edwards Dam
Gail Dam
Jenkins Dam
Pond A-1 Dam
Pond B-2 Dam
Rhodes Dam
Smithfield Downs Golf Course
Dam
Smithfield Lake Dam
Tormento Dam
Wrenns Dam
Bishop Dam
Camp Dam
Claud Dam
Colgate Darden Dam
Cypress Cove Dam
Dardens Dam (Marks)
Johnson Dam
McGraphs Dam
Princes Dam
Ray Development Dam
Rivers Dam
Whitefields Dam
Windbourne Dam

DAM TYPE

PRIMARY
PURPOSE

HEIGHT
(FEET)

NORMAL
STORAGE
(ACRE
FEET)
6,372
1,000

Gravity

-

67

22,000

Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth

Irrigation
Irrigation
Irrigation
Recreation
Irrigation
Irrigation
Recreation
Other
Other
Irrigation

17
22
17
21
20
23
16
11
20
22
16

23
63
122
82
70
30
11
15
819
66

Earth

Recreation

18

15

Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth
Earth

Recreation
Irrigation
Recreation
Other
Irrigation
Irrigation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Irrigation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation

19
17
14
7
17
10
12
10
12
15
9
16
17
11
14
15

196.34
406
76
126
82
75
335
279
471
746
81
108
82
156
398
156

Source: National Inventory of Dams, 2013 edition and personal correspondence with Robert VanLier, Virginia DCR,
May 23, 2016
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FIGURE 4.11: HAMPTON ROADS DAMS FROM NATIONAL INVENTORY OF DAMS

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, National Inventory of Dams, 2013 edition
NOTE: As of 12/13/16, the NID erroneously does not contain any dams for incorporated cities in Virginia per phone
conversation with Robert VanLier at DCR. DCR is requesting correction of the database for future updates.

SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL EVENTS
Many flood events that have occurred in the region have been the result of coastal storms, tropical storms
or hurricanes. Other localized flooding occurs when heavy rains fall during high tide causing waters that
would normally drain quickly to back up because of the tides. Based on historical and anecdotal
evidence, it is clear that there is a relatively high frequency of flooding in the region. Some of the notable
flood events to impact Hampton Roads are discussed below.
The Storm of 1749 is one of the most notable storms to occur in the region. It was responsible for the
formation of Willoughby Spit, a formation of land approximately two miles long and a quarter mile wide.
This storm created a 15-foot storm surge that flooded much of the region.
On March 1-3, 1927 a nor'easter hit the region with high winds gusting to 62 mph at Cape Henry and 52
mph at Norfolk. Heavy snow fell across North Carolina into Virginia and travel was delayed for two to
three days. In Virginia Beach, high tide and heavy surf on March 2 inflicted considerable damage. The
beaches in some places were washed back 50 feet and denuded of the overlying sand, exposing the clay
beneath.
The Chesapeake-Potomac hurricane struck the region on August 23, 1933 and created a high tide in
Norfolk of 9.69 feet above Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW), a record for the area. Eighteen people were
killed by this storm that also flooded downtown Norfolk and destroyed homes at Ocean View. Winds
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were recorded at 70 mph in Norfolk, 82 mph at Cape Henry, and 88 mph at the Naval Air Station in
Norfolk.
Flooding of August 13-18, 1940, was the result of four significant rainfall events within a three-week
period. During this historical flood for the region, the Blackwater River crested at 21.9 feet, approximately
10 feet above flood stage for the City of Franklin. One of the primary causes of this flood event was an
unnamed tropical cyclone that meandered across the southeast United States for four days before
dissipating on August 15. Rains began in earnest in Virginia on August 13 as the storm entered the state
from the west. Deluges flooded locations statewide with 4.76 inches of rainfall being measured in
Hampton Roads. The Meherrin River at nearby Emporia reached a flood of record stage on August 17
when the river crested at 31.5 feet, 8.5 feet above flood stage. A total of 16 deaths in Virginia and
neighboring states are directly attributed to this flood event.
On April 11, 1956, a severe nor'easter gave gale winds (greater than 40 mph) and unusually high tides to
the Tidewater Virginia area. At Norfolk, the strongest gust was 70 mph. The strong northeast winds blew
for almost 30 hours and pushed up the tide, which reached 4.6 feet above normal in Hampton Roads.
Thousands of homes were flooded by the wind-driven high water and damages were large. Two ships
were driven aground. Waterfront fires were fanned by the high winds. The flooded streets made access to
firefighters very difficult, which added to the losses.
The Ash Wednesday storm of 1962 produced very severe flooding throughout the Hampton Roads
region partly because it occurred during "Spring Tide" (sun and moon phase to produce a higher than
normal tide). The storm moved north off the coast past Virginia Beach and then reversed its course
moving again to the south and bringing with it higher tides and waves which battered the coast for several
days. The storm's center was 500 miles off the Virginia Capes when water reached nine feet at Norfolk
and seven feet on the coast. Huge waves toppled houses into the ocean and broke through Virginia
Beach's concrete boardwalk and sea wall. Houses on the bay side also saw extensive tidal flooding and
wave damage. The beaches and shorefront had severe erosion. Locals indicated that the damage from
this storm was worse in Virginia Beach than that caused by the 1933 Hurricane. The islands of
Chincoteague and Assateague on the Eastern Shore were completely submerged. Receding water
exposed hundreds of thousands of dead chickens drowned by the flooding. The Virginia Department of
Health indicated that it was an extreme health hazard and asked all women, children, and elderly to
evacuate. A million dollars in damage was done to NASA's Wallops Island launch facility and an
estimated $4 million in wind and flood damages occurred in the City of Hampton. Winds were recorded at
speeds up to 70 mph causing 40-foot waves at sea. This storm also produced Virginia's greatest 24-hour
snowfall with 33 inches and the greatest single storm snowfall with 42 inches (these were recorded in the
mountainous western region of the Commonwealth).
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In September of 1999, Hurricane Floyd was responsible for wind and flood damage in the Hampton
Roads region. Several trees were uprooted as wind speeds were recorded between 50 and 80 mph
across the region. This event brought over 10
inches of rain to Chesapeake, and approximately 13
inches to the Southampton County/City of Franklin
area, and occurred just two weeks after Tropical
Storm Dennis had saturated the area with 6.2
inches of rain. Hurricane Floyd caused the Great
Dismal Swamp to overflow its banks creating
flooding along the Northwest River. In Suffolk,
during Hurricane Floyd in 1999, Speight’s Run
spillway was compromised rendering Turlington
Road impassable. Other dams in Suffolk were
overtopped by what was reported as 8 feet of water.
In western Tidewater, primary routes out-of-service
due to flooding included U.S. Highway 58 near
Franklin and Interstate 95 south of Petersburg to
Emporia. Riverine flooding was extensive and
prolonged throughout the Chowan River Basin with
the Blackwater, Meherrin and Nottoway Rivers all
Rainfall totals from Hurricane Floyd.
exceeding flood stage. Water levels within the City
Source: NOAA Climate Prediction Center
of Franklin were estimated to be more than four feet
above the previous flood of record, which occurred
in August 1940, making it the new flood of record. Gage height indicated that the water reached a height
of 26.27 feet on September 18, 1999. By early morning on September 16, the Blackwater River had
made its way to Main Street bringing four to five feet of water to even the higher elevations of Downtown
Franklin, and floodwaters continued to rise at a rate of approximately six inches per hour. Approximately
100 homes and 182 businesses were totally destroyed as a result of the flooding. Floodwaters did not
begin to recede until September 21, and home and business owners were not able return to their
properties and begin to evaluate their losses until September 28. The flooding was a 500-year flood of
record for parts of the basin. Also, there were enormous agricultural/crop losses due to the flooding.
On October 17, 1999, a flash flood, which resulted from very heavy rainfall associated with Hurricane
Irene, ranged from five to nine inches in the City of Franklin and Southampton County. The precipitation
resulted in numerous flooded roads and road closures due to high water. Specific problem areas in
Franklin included: a ditch along Armory Drive near the Wal-Mart Shopping Plaza where fast-moving
water and drainage issues caused some road erosion; and flooding near the library caused problems
along Second Avenue.
In September of 2003, Hurricane Isabel caused widespread flooding, comparable to that caused by the
1933 hurricane and the Ash Wednesday Storm of 1962. Hurricane Isabel proved to be the costliest
disaster in Virginia’s history. The storm produced a high storm surge (four to five feet in Southside
Hampton Roads) which inundated the tidal portions of the region’s creeks and rivers. Damage from
flooding was extensive to structures and infrastructure in the planning area. The NFIP processed more
than 24,000 Isabel claims in six states and the District of Columbia, totaling nearly $405 million. As a
result of polluted runoff, Virginia Department of Health forbade gathering shellfish in the Virginia portion of
the Chesapeake Bay, and rivers flowing into the bay. On September 18, 2003, Hurricane Isabel made
landfall off the coast of northeast North Carolina. The hurricane, which had originally been a Category 5
storm, reached Chesapeake as a weak Category 1 storm. The magnitude of Hurricane Isabel’s impact
on the region was historic with rain, storm surge, and wind severely affecting many areas. Rainfall from
Hurricane Isabel averaged four to seven inches over large portions of eastern North Carolina, east-central
Virginia, and Maryland.
Although no damage was reported in the NCDC records, several streets in Franklin flooded as a result of
precipitation associated with Tropical Storm Ernesto during the first four days of September, 2006.
Ernesto strengthened throughout the day on Thursday, August 31 with maximum sustained winds
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reaching 70 mph. The Tropical Storm made landfall in Brunswick County, North Carolina near Long
Beach at 1130 PM on Thursday, August 31. Ernesto moved north across the Coastal Plain of North
Carolina on Friday, September 1, reaching southeastern Virginia as a Tropical Depression during the late
afternoon on Friday. The system became extratropical late Friday evening as it moved across eastern
Virginia. The Blackwater River crested at 15.61 feet according to stream gage data.
Between October 7 and 10, 2006, a strong low
pressure system off the North Carolina coast
coupled with an upper level cutoff low to dump
intense rainfall across portions of southeastern
Virginia and western Tidewater. Rainfall amounts
in excess of 10 inches resulted in numerous road
closures and moderate to major river flooding
from late Friday, October 6th through Saturday,
October 7th. In Franklin, the Blackwater River
flooded much of downtown Franklin. Numerous
businesses and residences sustained water
damage, with estimates of property damage
totaling approximately $4 million and crop
damage estimated at $700,000. The Blackwater
River crested October 10, 2006 at 22.77 feet.

Downtown Franklin during the October, 2006 flood.
Source: City of Franklin photo

The November 2009 Mid-Atlantic nor'easter (or "Nor'Ida") was a powerful storm that caused widespread
flooding throughout the region. Persistent onshore flows brought elevated water levels for four days. At
Sewells Point, a max storm tide of 7.74 feet MLLW was recorded on November 13th, the third highest
recorded tide of all time at that location. Widespread coastal damage and major flooding occurred as a
result of seven inches of rainfall and large wind-driven waves impacting beaches. Damage in Virginia
exceeded $38.8 million, of which 64% was in Norfolk alone. According to the NWS, 7.4 inches of rain fell
in Norfolk between November 11 and 13. Hurricane-force winds also affected the region, with a peak
gust of 75 mph recorded at Oceana.
In August 2011, Hurricane Irene moved northward over the Outer Banks of North Carolina and just off
the Virginia coast, producing heavy rains which caused widespread flooding across most of south central
and southeast Virginia Saturday morning, August 27th into early Sunday morning, August 28th. Storm
total rainfall generally ranged from six to as much as 12 inches. Heavy rains associated with Hurricane
Irene produced widespread lowland flooding across much of Southside Hampton Roads, including
roadways which were washed out or closed. Great Bridge reported 10.75 inches of rain. Deep Creek
reported 9.72 inches of rain. Very heavy rainfall ranged from five to nine inches in the City of Franklin
and Southampton County. The precipitation resulted in numerous flooded roads and road closures due
to high water. Fort Monroe estimated wind and water caused an estimated $2.2 million in damage to
properties leased by the Fort Monroe Authority.
At the end of October 2012, Tropical Cyclone Sandy moved northward well off the Mid Atlantic Coast
producing heavy rain which caused flooding across much of eastern and southeast Virginia. Storm total
rainfall ranged from four inches to as much as 10 inches across the area. Numerous roads were closed
due to flooding. Storm total rainfall ranged from three to six inches across Chesapeake. Although the
storm did not cause the destruction locally that it did in the northeast, it remains a significant rain and
coastal flood event for parts of the Hampton Roads region.
Table 4.3 provides information on significant flood events documented by the NCDC between 1995 and
July 2015 for the study area, representing the most recent data available. These events resulted in one
reported death and one reported injury, and $130,109,000 million in property damages reported to the
NCDC. Additional unreported property damages are likely. Additional data on repetitive flood losses is
provided in Chapter 5. Bolded events in Table 4.3 are described in additional detail above.
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TABLE 4.3: SIGNIFICANT FLOOD EVENTS (1995 - 2015)
LOCATION

DATE OF
TYPE OF DEATHS/
OCCURRENCE EVENT INJURIES

SOUTHAMPTON

6/11/1996

Flash
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK

6/18/1996

Flood

0/0

VIRGINIA BEACH

6/18/1996

Flood

0/0

VIRGINIA BEACH

6/20/1996

Flood

0/0

NORFOLK and
VIRGINIA BEACH

7/18/1996

Flash
Flood

0/0

CHESAPEAKE

7/18/1996

Flash
Flood

0/0

VIRGINIA BEACH

7/18/1996

Flash
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK

7/31/1996

Flood

0/0

NEWPORT NEWS,
YORK/POQUOSON,
NORFOLK/HAMPTON/
PORTSMOUTH, AND
VIRGINIA BEACH

4/23/1997

Coastal
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK AND
VIRGINIA BEACH

6/3/1997

Coastal
Flood

0/0

VIRGINIA BEACH,
YORK/POQUOSON,
NORFOLK/HAMPTON/
PORTSMOUTH, AND
NEWPORT NEWS

10/19/1997

Coastal
Flood

0/0

VIRGINIA BEACH,
NEWPORT NEWS,
NORFOLK, AND YORK

1/27/1998

Coastal
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK, HAMPTON,
PORTSMOUTH,
VIRGINIA BEACH,
NEWPORT NEWS,
AND
YORK/POQUOSON

2/4/1998

Coastal
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK,

7/24/1999

Flash

0/0

HAMPTON ROADS HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN
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-

$10,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$1,500,000

$75,000,000

DETAILS
Heavy rain in 3 hours caused road closures
in the Sebrell area.
Heavy rain in 2 hours caused road closures
in the Ocean View and Willoughby Spit
sections of Norfolk.
Heavy rain in a few hours caused road
closures in Lynnhaven and Oceanfront
sections of Northern Virginia Beach.
Heavy rain in 1 hour caused road closures
in the Alanton and Oceana sections of
Virginia Beach.
Heavy rain in 6 hours caused road closures
with people trapped in cars along the 300400 block of East Little Creek Road and
along Campostella Road. Flooding was
also reported in the Kempsville area along
Indian River Road and Princess Anne
Road. High water was reported in the
Oceanfront area along Atlantic Avenue.
Heavy rain in a few hours resulted in water
along Bainbridge Boulevard and Freeman
Avenue and a split of Interstate 64 and 264.
Heavy rain in a few hours resulted in
flooding in the Kempsville area along Indian
River Road and Princess Anne Road and
the Oceanfront area along Atlantic Avenue.
Streets were flooded due to two storms in
an afternoon.
Moderate coastal flooding caused tides to
peak at 5.8ft above the Mean Lower Low
Water especially in Willoughby Spit, Ghent,
and downtown sections of Norfolk, the OldTown section of Portsmouth, the Buckroe
Beach and Grandview sections of
Hampton, and the Sandbridge section of
Virginia Beach. Minor coastal flooding was
reported in Newport News and York county.
Minor to moderate flooding resulted in loss
of part of the boardwalk and a couple
lifeguard stands in Virginia Beach and
several streets flooded in downtown
Portsmouth and downtown Norfolk.
Minor to moderate flooding resulted in
streets being closed and water in a few
houses in Norfolk, downtown Portsmouth,
Sandbridge and Sandfiddler areas of
Virginia Beach. Minor flooding was
reported in Newport News and York
County.
A Nor'easter caused high tides and
moderate coastal flooding combined with
gale and storm force winds. A couple
houses were damaged and power outages
were scattered across the Hampton Roads
area.
A Nor'easter caused gale & storm force
winds & high tides that resulted in moderate
to severe coastal flooding with damage to
buildings, road closures, & scattered power
outages especially in Norfolk, Virginia
Beach, and Hampton. Willoughby & Ocean
View had the most damage.
Roads were flooded including Hampton
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TABLE 4.3: SIGNIFICANT FLOOD EVENTS (1995 - 2015)
LOCATION
CHESAPEAKE,
VIRGINIA BEACH,
SUFFOLK, and
PORTSMOUTH
VIRGINIA BEACH,
NORFOLK,
CHESAPEAKE, AND
PORTSMOUTH
VIRGINIA BEACH,
NORFOLK,
CHESAPEAKE,
SUFFOLK, AND
PORTSMOUTH
SUFFOLK
CHESAPEAKE, ISLE
OF WIGHT, SUFFOLK,
NORFOLK,
FRANKLIN,
SOUTHAMPTON,
PORTSMOUTH,
NEWPORT NEWS,
HAMPTON, YORK,
JAMES CITY,
POQUOSON, AND
WILLIAMSBURG
SUFFOLK,
SOUTHHAMPTON,
ISLE OF WIGHT,
FRANKLIN,
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
BEACH,
CHESAPEAKE,
PORTSMOUTH,
NEWPORT NEWS,
POQUOSON, YORK,
AND HAMPTON

DATE OF
TYPE OF DEATHS/
OCCURRENCE EVENT INJURIES
Flood

-

8/14/1999

Flash
Flood

0/0

9/7/1999

Flash
Flood

0/0

9/7/1999

Flash
Flood

0/0

9/15/1999

Flash
Flood

0/0

10/17/1999

Flash
Flood

0/0

JAMES CITY

7/19/2000

Flash
Flood

0/0

HAMPTON, NEWPORT
NEWS

7/24/2000

Flash
Flood

0/0

SOUTHAMPTON,
POQUOSON, AND
YORK

7/24/2000

Flash
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK

7/26/2000

Flash
Flood

0/0

SUFFOLK

7/30/2000

Flash
Flood

0/0

SOUTHAMPTON

8/3/2000

Flash
Flood

0/0

PORTSMOUTH, AND
NORFOLK

8/11/2000

Flash
Flood

0/0

HAMPTON ROADS HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN

PROPERTY
DAMAGE

DETAILS
Boulevard. Parts on Interstate 264,
Ballahack Road, and Military Highway in
Chesapeake were flooded. Many other
roads were flooded and impassable.

-

Primary roads and underpasses were
flooded including Route 13 in Chesapeake.

-

A line of thunderstorms caused flooding on
roads.

-

Road (1500 block Camp Pond Road)
flooded out.

$35,000

-

-

$350,000

-

-

$2,000

-

Hurricane Floyd caused heavy rain and
widespread flooding and flash flooding
across eastern Virginia. 12 to 18 inches
of rain fell in the Tidewater region.
Numerous roads were washed out and
several rivers exceeded flood stage
including the Chowan River Basin and
the Blackwater, Meherrin, and Nottoway
Rivers. There were enormous
agricultural losses due to flooding.

Heavy rainfall associated with Hurricane
Irene caused flooded roads and road
closures.

Heavy rain caused flooding and standing
water across the intersection of Routes 30
and 60 near Toano.
Heavy rain caused 35 residences to be
evacuated due to high water on Scoggin
Circle and Grimes Road in the Buckroe
Beach section of Hampton. Widespread
flooding of main and secondary roads was
reported in Newport News.
Flooding on secondary roads and several
roads washed out. Three interstate offramps were closed due to flooding in York.
Heavy rain flooded roadways and caused
closure of underpasses on Tidewater Drive
in downtown Norfolk. Flooding also
occurred at Chesapeake Boulevard and
Chesapeake Street in the East Ocean View
section of Norfolk.
Heavy rain caused flooding of Kings Fork
Road in the western part of the city.
Heavy rain caused flooding on Route 58
near Drewryville and two minor accidents
on Route 308 were due to high water.
Flooding caused the closure of Interstate
264 at Frederick Boulevard. The
intersections of Granby Street and
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TABLE 4.3: SIGNIFICANT FLOOD EVENTS (1995 - 2015)
LOCATION

DATE OF
TYPE OF DEATHS/
OCCURRENCE EVENT INJURIES

VIRGINIA BEACH

8/14/2000

Flash
Flood

0/0

SOUTHAMPTON

9/1/2000

Flash
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK

9/5/2000

Flash
Flood

0/0

SOUTHAMPTON /
FRANKLIN

9/5/2000

Flood

0/0

SUFFOLK AND ISLE
OF WIGHT

6/16/2001

Flash
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK

7/23/2001

Flash
Flood

0/0

SOUTHAMPTON

8/18/2001

HAMPTON AND
NEWPORT NEWS

6/14/2002

VIRGINIA BEACH,
NORFOLK, HAMPTON,
AND NEWPORT NEWS

8/28/2002

Flash
Flood

0/0

VIRGINIA BEACH
AND NORFOLK

10/11/2002

Flash
Flood

0/0

NEWPORT NEWS,
YORK/POQUOSON,
NORFOLK/HAMPTON/
PORTSMOUTH, AND
VIRGINIA BEACH

4/10/2003

Storm
Surge/ti
de

0/0

NEWPORT NEWS
AND YORK

7/19/2003

Flash
Flood

0/0

NEWPORT NEWS

8/5/2003

Flash

0/0

Flash
Flood
Flash
Flood
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0/0
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-

-

-

$3,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

DETAILS
Brambleton Avenue, Princess Anne Road
and Monticello Avenue, and City Hall
Avenue and Granby Street were all closed
due to high standing water in Norfolk. Also,
underpasses on Campostella Avenue,
Tidewater Drive and Colley Avenue were
closed due to accumulated water.
Widespread flooding caused the closure of
several roads in the vicinity of Princess
Anne Plaza. Sections of Rosemont Road
were closed due to flooding.
Several roads flooded.
Heavy rain caused the side of an
underpass wall to slide into the road at
Granby Street and Interstate 64 resulting in
road closure.
The Nottoway and Blackwater Rivers
flooded and caused some road closures
including: Route 653 from Route 719 to
Cary's Bridge, Route 619 at the intersection
of Route 629, Route 614 from Route 622 to
the Isle of Wight county line, and Route 651
(Indian Town Road) from Route 35 at
Hancock Peanut to Route 652.
Flooding caused one road closure near
Whaleyville. Knoxville Road, Rose Drive,
and numerous other secondary roads were
impassable around Windsor.
One car was submerged at the underpass
on Colley Avenue and 21st Street and
roads were covered with water.
Flooding resulted in impassable roads and
high water on Route 35.
Streets were flooded and water was
shooting out of a manhole cover.
Heavy rains caused roads closures along
Rosemont at the Virginia Beach Boulevard
and around Kings Grant area. A car stalled
in deep water. Union street and areas near
City Hall and Granby were flooded in
Norfolk. A section of West Mercury
Boulevard and Powhatan Parkway in
Hampton were closed due to high water.
Roads were closed at the intersection of
27th and Buxton streets and flood
barricades were in place at the City Line
Apartment Complex in Newport News.
Atlantic Avenue was closed in Virginia
Beach between 42nd and 65th streets due
to flooding. The intersection of Tidewater
Drive and Virginia Beach Boulevard in
Norfolk were flooded.
Flooding occurred at high tide resulting in
water in some streets portions of the Middle
Peninsula and Hampton Roads.
Heavy rain caused street flooding near
Leesville Mill Subdivision. Route 17 was
reported closed at intersection with Route
173 due to street flooding.
6 families had to be evacuated due to flash
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TABLE 4.3: SIGNIFICANT FLOOD EVENTS (1995 - 2015)
LOCATION

DATE OF
TYPE OF DEATHS/
OCCURRENCE EVENT INJURIES
Flood

-

POQUOSON

8/17/2003

Flash
Flood

0/0

SUFFOLK, HAMPTON,
NEWPORT NEWS,
NORFOLK, AND
PORTSMOUTH

9/3/2003

Flash
Flood

0/0

NEWPORT NEWS
AND YORK

5/19/2004

Flash
Flood

0/0

NEWPORT NEWS

5/22/2004

Flash
Flood

0/0

PORTSMOUTH

6/10/2004

Flash
Flood

0/0

CHESAPEAKE

7/4/2004

Flash
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK AND ISLE
OF WIGHT

7/25/2004

Flash
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK AND
PORTSMOUTH

8/2/2004

Flash
Flood

0/0

CHESAPEAKE

7/13/2005

Flash
Flood

0/0

SUFFOLK,
CHESAPEAKE,
PORTSMOUTH, AND
NORFOLK

8/9/2005

Flash
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK / HAMPTON
/ PORTSMOUTH…,
NORFOLK, SUFFOLK,
PORTSMOUTH,
CHESAPEAKE,
HAMPTON, NEWPORT
NEWS, AND
POQUOSON

10/8/2005

Flood

0/0
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-
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DETAILS
flooding.
High water occurred on Poquoson and
Huggins roads, and also in Hunts Neck are
and in yards.
Streets were flooded in northern Suffolk.
Many roads closed due to high water,
including 27th and Buxton Streets in
Newport News and the 8000 block of
Hampton Boulevard in Norfolk.
High water on Warwick Boulevard between
36th and 50th Street and at Center and
Jefferson Avenue, and underpasses along
Main Street and Center Avenue. Dare Road
reported closed due to high water in York.
High water at Flint Drive and Tillerson
Drive.
High water at Airline Boulevard and I-264
and at intersection of Oregon and Dakota
Roads.
A section of Route 17 in the Great Dismal
Swamp Area was washed out due to rain.
Streets were flooded in downtown Norfolk
including Waterside Drive. Lawnes Creek
Bridge on Route 10 near Rushmere and
several other roads were reported closed
due to flooding in Isle of Wight.
Some streets were flooded including the
intersection of Park Avenue and Virginia
Beach Boulevard and at the intersection of
Robinhood Road and I-64 Underpass. Duke
and Randolph Streets reported closed due
to high water. Flooding on I-264 and
Portsmouth Boulevard in Portsmouth.
One half mile of Murray Drive near Fentress
in the Green Haven subdivision was
underwater.
College Drive and Camelia Drive flooded in
Suffolk. Parts of Taylor Road were flooded
in Chesapeake. Numerous roads were
closed including Hampton Boulevard with
vehicles flooded in Norfolk. Effingham and
London Boulevard and the entrance to
Route 264 at Frederick Boulevard were
flooded in Portsmouth.
Street flooding reported at Hampton
Boulevard and Terminal Boulevard, Granby
Street and Tidewater Drive, 900 Block of
East Oceanview Avenue, Virginia Beach
Boulevard and Brambleton, Princess Anne
and Monticello Avenue. Areas of flooding
were reported along sections of Route 58,
on College Drive in the College Square
Section, and on Kilby Shores Drive in
Suffolk. The 56th block of Cranny Brook
Road, Bunch Boulevard at Dwight Avenue,
Powhatan and Vahallia, Scott Drive at
Westhaven, 264 West bound off ramp, and
Gateway Drive were closed due to flooding
in Portsmouth. Bruce Road was closed
near Tyre Neck Road in Western Branch
part of Chesapeake. Grimes Road and Lee
Street were under water in Hampton.
Buxton Avenue was closed at 25th Street in
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TABLE 4.3: SIGNIFICANT FLOOD EVENTS (1995 - 2015)
LOCATION

DATE OF
TYPE OF DEATHS/
OCCURRENCE EVENT INJURIES

CHESAPEAKE,
NORFOLK,
PORTSMOUTH,
SUFFOLK, AND
VIRGINIA BEACH

6/14/2006

Flash
Flood

0/0

YORK, HAMPTON,
ISLE OF WIGHT, AND
NEWPORT NEWS

6/23/2006

Flood

0/0

SUFFOLK, NORFOLK,
VIRGINIA BEACH,
CHESAPEAKE,
SOUTHAMPTON,
FRANKLIN, YORK,
PORTSMOUTH,
HAMPTON, JAMES
CITY AND NEWPORT
NEWS

9/1/2006

Flash
Flood

0/0

YORK / POQUOSON

9/1/2006

Coasta
l Flood

0/0

NORFOLK AND YORK

10/6/2006

Coasta
l Flood

0/0

SOUTHAMPTON, ISLE
OF WIGHT,
FRANKLIN, AND
JAMES CITY

10/7/2006

Flash
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK, YORK,
CHESAPEAKE,
SUFFOLK, AND
VIRGINIA BEACH

11/22/2006

Coastal
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK AND
VIRGINIA BEACH

6/26/2007

Flash
Flood

0/0
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$200,000

$8,050,000

$225,000

-

DETAILS
Newport News. North Lawson Road was
flooded in Poquoson.
Heavy rain from the remnants of Tropical
Storm Alberto caused flash flooding and
road closures and the closure of Bainbridge
Boulevard near the Triple Decker Bridge in
Chesapeake. Brambleton Avenue near
Route 264 overpass was closed and
flooding occurred at Texas Avenue in the
Norvell Heights area in Norfolk. The 2000
block of Frederick Boulevard was closed
due to flash flooding in Portsmouth. The
2500 block of Pruden Boulevard was closed
due to flash flooding in Suffolk. Atlantic
Avenue between 49th and 71st streets was
closed in Virginia Beach due to flash
flooding.
High water on several roads including Main
Street in Isle of Wight.
Numerous streets flooded with a couple
feet of water including Route 600
between Routes 614 to 623 in
Southampton, Route 264 ramp to
Frederick Boulevard in Portsmouth,
London Bridge Road and Corporate
Landing Street in Virginia Beach, Route
64 at Mercury Boulevard in Hampton,
Route 664 at 35th street to Jefferson
Avenue in Newport News, and Route 632
in James City.
Tides of 4 to 5 feet above normal caused
significant property damage across
portions of the Virginia Peninsula and
Middle Peninsula near the Chesapeake
Bay and adjacent tributaries.
Strong onshore winds caused moderate
coastal flooding during high tide and
caused road closures and power
outages in western portions of the
southern Chesapeake Bay.
Intense rainfall caused river flooding,
road closures, and power outages in
western portions of the southern
Chesapeake Bay. HWY 460 was closed
from Ivor to the Sussex county line.
HWY 258 and parts of HWY 460 near
Windsor in Isle of Wight. The Blackwater
River flooded much of downtown
Franklin where numerous businesses
and residences sustained water damage.
Strong onshore winds caused moderate
coastal flooding during high tide and
caused road closures across portions of
eastern and southeast Virginia including the
intersection of Tidewater Drive and
Brambleton Avenue and the intersection of
Virginia Beach Boulevard and Tidewater
Drive. The 700 block of North Main Street
and East Constance Road in the 100 block
between North Main and Katherine Street
were closed due to high water in Suffolk.
Heavy rain caused flash flooding on roads
and in underpasses including Tidewater
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TABLE 4.3: SIGNIFICANT FLOOD EVENTS (1995 - 2015)
LOCATION

DATE OF
TYPE OF DEATHS/
OCCURRENCE EVENT INJURIES

PORTSMOUTH AND
NORFOLK

4/21/2008

Flash
Flood

0/0

SUFFOLK

5/5/2009

Flash
Flood

0/0

SOUTHAMPTON

8/5/2009

Flash
Flood

0/0

PORTSMOUTH,
CHESAPEAKE, AND
NORFOLK

8/12/2009

Flash
Flood

0/0

HAMPTON

8/13/2009

Flash
Flood

0/0

NEWPORT NEWS

8/14/2009

Flash
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK

8/22/2009

Flash
Flood

0/0

CHESAPEAKE, ISLE
OF WIGHT, NEWPORT
NEWS, NORFOLK,
VIRGINIA BEACH,
YORK, AND SUFFOLK

11/12/2009

Coasta
l Flood

0/0

CHESAPEAKE,
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
BEACH, AND YORK

12/19/2009

Coastal
Flood

0/0

VIRGINIA BEACH,
PORTSMOUTH, AND
HAMPTON

7/29/2010

Flash
Flood

0/0

PORTSMOUTH,
HAMPTON, YORK,
NORFOLK, AND

9/30/2010

Flash
Flood

0/0

HAMPTON ROADS HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN

PROPERTY
DAMAGE

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$38,750,000

$40,000

-

-

DETAILS
Drive underpasses. Flooding was reported
on Virginia Beach Blvd and Kempsville
Road in Virginia Beach.
Heavy rains caused flash flooding and road
closures across portions of southeast
Virginia.
Isolated thunderstorm produced heavy rain
which caused flash flooding across portions
of Suffolk. High water was reported at the
3800 Block of Whaleyville Boulevard in
Whaleyville.
Isolated thunderstorms produced heavy
rains which caused flash flooding across
portions of Southampton county and a
section of State Highway 186 was flooded
and partially closed.
Scattered thunderstorms produced heavy
rain which caused flash flooding and road
closures across portions of southeast
Virginia. Gracie Road and State Highway
407 were flooded in Chesapeake.
Westbound Route 264 at the downtown
tunnel was closed from Norfolk to
Portsmouth. Road was flooded at South
Brambleton Road and Kimball Terrace near
the Exit 11A interchange of Interstate 264 in
Norfolk.
Isolated thunderstorm produced heavy rain
which caused flash flooding across portions
of Hampton.
Isolated thunderstorm produced heavy rain
which caused flash flooding across portions
of Newport News.
Scattered thunderstorms produced heavy
rain which caused flash flooding and road
closures in numerous locations downtown,
including the Ghent area and in the vicinity
of Old Dominion University.
A Nor'easter produced moderate to
severe coastal flooding across much of
eastern and southeastern Virginia
causing flooding of streets, homes, and
businesses. Tidal flooding took out the
clubhouse north of the Godwin Bridge,
and destroyed a number of piers in
Suffolk. The flooding was extensive,
well above what was experienced in
Isabel, in the Long Creek, Lynnhaven
Colony and Bay Island areas of Virginia
Beach.
A coastal low pressure area produced
moderate to severe coastal flooding across
much of eastern and southeast Virginia and
several streets, homes and businesses
were flooded in low lying areas
Scattered thunderstorms produced flash
flooding across portions of southeast
Virginia and numerous roads were flooded
in north Virginia Beach, the City of
Hampton, and the City of Portsmouth.
Thunderstorms produced flash flooding and
caused road closures including Portsmouth
Boulevard, County Street, Effingham Street,
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TABLE 4.3: SIGNIFICANT FLOOD EVENTS (1995 - 2015)
LOCATION
CHESAPEAKE,
VIRGINIA BEACH,
CHESAPEAKE,
FRANKLIN, ISLE OF
WIGHT, NORFOLK,
PORTSMOUTH,
SOUTHAMPTON,
SUFFOLK, YORK,
HAMPTON, JAMES
CITY, NEWPORT
NEWS, AND JAMES
CITY

DATE OF
TYPE OF DEATHS/
OCCURRENCE EVENT INJURIES

DETAILS
and the Interstate 264 Exit at Effingham.

8/27/2011

Flood

0/0

SOUTHAMPTON

9/9/2011

Flood

1/1

VIRGINIA BEACH

9/28/2011

Flash
Flood

0/0

ISLE OF WIGHT,
NEWPORT NEWS,
AND YORK

5/15/2012

Flash
Flood

0/0

NEWPORT NEWS
AND HAMPTON

8/25/2012

Flash
Flood

0/0

HAMPTON

8/28/2012

Flash
Flood

0/0

SOUTHAMPTON

8/28/2012

Flood

0/0

ISLE OF WIGHT,
VIRGINIA BEACH,
YORK, SUFFOLK,
NEWPORT NEWS,
CHESAPEAKE,
NORFOLK, AND
JAMES CITY
NEWPORT NEWS,
JAMES CITY, ISLE OF
WIGHT, HAMPTON,
CHESAPEAKE,
WILLIAMSBURG,

PROPERTY
DAMAGE

10/28/2012

Coasta
l Flood

0/0

10/29/2012

Flood

0/0

HAMPTON ROADS HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN

-

-

-

-

$2,000,000

-

-

$2,044,000

-

Hurricane Irene produced heavy rains
which caused widespread flooding and
either closed or washed out roadways.
Rainfall ranged from four to twelve
inches across the region.

The driver of a vehicle drowned after his
vehicle went into a swamp in Southampton
county. The passenger was able to escape
from the vehicle.
Scattered thunderstorms caused heavy rain
which produced flash flooding and flooded
Jeanna Street and Shore Drive.
Scattered thunderstorms produced heavy
rain and flash flooding resulting in flooding
on several roads and high water west of
Carrollton in Isle of Wight. In Newport
News, flooding was reported on Interstate
64 at Jefferson Avenue. Several accidents
were reported near the Patrick Henry Mall.
The underpasses at Main Street and Center
Avenue were flooded several feet.
Winterhaven Drive had several cars
floating. There was significant flooding off of
Harpersville Road. There was flooding at
the Virginia Living Museum. Three feet of
water was reported on a road in the
Coventry Subdivision in York.
Scattered thunderstorms produced heavy
rain which caused flash flooding which
resulted in flooding on Warwick Boulevard,
Main Street, Deep Creek Road and cars
were submerged on Warwick Boulevard
just west of Mercury Boulevard in Newport
News. An apartment building was flooded
in Hampton.
Scattered thunderstorms produced heavy
rain which caused flash flooding. Fox Hill
Road was almost impassable at Mercury
Boulevard due to flooding. Other roads
were closed or impassible and an
apartment complex was evacuated.
Scattered thunderstorms produced heavy
rain which caused flooding and road
closures mainly western sections along and
south of Route 58.
Tropical Cyclone Sandy produced very
strong winds which caused moderate to
severe coastal flooding especially on the
James River, York River, Chesapeake
Bay, and at Sewells Point. Some streets
were flooded in Chesapeake.
Tropical Cyclone Sandy produced very
strong winds which caused flooding and
closed numerous roads.
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TABLE 4.3: SIGNIFICANT FLOOD EVENTS (1995 - 2015)
LOCATION

DATE OF
TYPE OF DEATHS/
OCCURRENCE EVENT INJURIES

PROPERTY
DAMAGE

DETAILS

PORTSMOUTH,
SUFFOLK, YORK,
VIRGINIA BEACH,
AND NORFOLK

YORK

7/21/2013

Flash
Flood

0/0

NORFOLK,
PORTSMOUTH, AND
CHESAPEAKE

5/16/2014

Flood

0/0

VIRGINIA BEACH

7/9/2014

Flood

0/0

NORFOLK, ISLE OF
WIGHT, AND
PORTSMOUTH

7/10/2014

Flood

0/0

VIRGINIA BEACH

7/15/2014

Flood

0/0

SUFFOLK

7/24/2014

Flash
Flood

0/0

ISLE OF WIGHT,
NEWPORT NEWS,
PORTSMOUTH,
NORFOLK,
CHESAPEAKE, AND
HAMPTON

9/8/2014

Flood

0/0

TOTAL

1/1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Scattered thunderstorms produced heavy
rain which caused flash flooding. Flooding
was reported along Farm Road just off of
Route 17. Oriana Road (Route 620) was
flooded just north of Newport News Airport.
Two to three inches of water was over
roadway along Route 17 just south of the
Coleman Bridge.
Heavy rain caused flooding during high tide.
Numerous roads were closed due to high
water. The first floor of some apartments
and a couple of cars were under water in
Ghent. Norfolk Public Schools experienced
flooding inside some of their buildings.
Scattered severe thunderstorms produced
heavy rain which caused minor flooding on
Sandbridge Road.
Scattered severe thunderstorms produced
heavy rain which caused some minor
flooding on Windsor Boulevard in Windsor
and Elm Street in Portsmouth.
Scattered severe thunderstorms produced
heavy rain which caused some minor
flooding at the intersection of Baxter Road
and Princess Anne Road and on Mill Dam
Road near First Colonial Road.
Scattered thunderstorms produced heavy
rain which caused flash flooding on Clay
Street with water flowing into homes in
Suffolk. A car was partially submerged in
high water in the Pleasant Hill area.
Showers and scattered thunderstorms
produced locally heavy rainfall and resulted
in flooding across portions of southeast
Virginia. Several roads were flooded or
impassable over northeast Isle of Wight
county. Several roads were flooded in
southern portions of Newport News,
including 26th Street near Interstate 664,
and Warwick Boulevard and 35th Street.
Also, several streets were flooded around
Mercury Boulevard. An apartment complex
was evacuated in Hampton. Heavy rain
closed several roads and underpasses
across the region.

$130,109,000
million

Source: NCDC (1995 to July, 2015 data)

PROBABILITY OF FUTURE OCCURRENCES
Flooding remains a highly likely occurrence throughout the identified flood hazard and storm surge areas
of the Hampton Roads region. Smaller floods caused by heavy rains and inadequate drainage capacity
will be frequent, but not as costly as the large-scale floods caused by hurricanes and coastal storms,
which may occur at less frequent intervals.
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SEA LEVEL RISE AND LAND SUBSIDENCE
BACKGROUND
Global sea level is determined by the volume and mass of water in the world’s oceans. Sea level rise
occurs when the oceans warm or ice melts, bringing more water into the oceans. Sea level rise caused by
warming water or thermal expansion is referred to as steric sea level rise, while sea level rise caused by
melting snow and ice is called eustatic sea level rise. The combination of steric and eustatic sea level rise
is referred to as absolute sea level rise. Absolute sea level rise does not include local land movements.
Additionally, while it is often represented as a global average, absolute sea level rise varies from place to
place as a result of differences in wind patterns, ocean currents, and gravitational forces.
The primary consequences of continuing sea level rise are interrelated and include:
Increased Coastal Erosion – Sea level rise influences the on-going processes that drive erosion, in turn
making coastal areas ever more vulnerable to both chronic erosion and episodic storm events (Maryland
Commission on Climate Change, 2008). Secondary effects of increased erosion include increased water
depths and increased sediment loads which can drown seagrass and reduce habitat and food sources for
fish and crabs. Increased wave action contributes to the increased erosion as the wave energy attacks
intertidal and upland resources.
Inundation of Normally Dry Lands – The loss of coastal upland and tidal wetlands through gradual
submergence or inundation is likely over time. Wetlands can provide protection from erosion, subdue
storm surges, and provide a nursery and spawning habitat for fish and crabs. Without impediments, such
as hardened shorelines, and with a slow enough rate of sea level rise, wetlands can normally migrate
upland. However, if barriers are present and sea level rise outpaces upland migration, wetlands can
drown in place (VA Governor’s Commission on Climate Change, 2008). Many communities in the region
have noted an influx of requests in recent years for bulkhead repair as a result of more frequent
inundation behind failing bulkheads. Tidal wetlands are slowly migrating landward. The loss of wetlands
means increased coastal and shoreline erosion, reduced storm surge protection, and reduction in nursery
and spawning habitat for fish and crabs.
Coastal Flooding – An increase in duration, quantity, and severity of coastal storms results in increased
flood damages to infrastructure. Increased sea level and/or land subsidence increases the base storm
tide, which is the storm surge plus astronomical tide (Boon, Wang, and Shen, undated). Ultimately, sea
level rise increases the destructive power of every storm surge. Minor storms that may not have caused
damage in the past will begin to affect infrastructure in the future (Boon, et al, undated). Higher wave
energy from higher storm tides will translate each storm’s destructive forces landward. The damage
caused by major storms becomes increasingly costly. Sea level rise will threaten the longevity and
effectiveness of stormwater drainage systems and other infrastructure, especially during significant rain
events that occur during high tides such as that which may be caused by a nor’easter.
Saltwater Intrusion – As sea level rises, the groundwater table may also rise, and saltwater may intrude
into freshwater aquifers. This impact may have secondary impacts related to drinking water and
agriculture, even for home gardeners.
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LOCATION AND SPATIAL EXTENT
According to the Old Dominion University Center for Sea Level Rise, sea level rise has a very localized
spatial extent related to past development activities. Historically, many of the region’s large and small
waterways were filled, creating developable land upon which infrastructure, residences and businesses
were constructed. Subsequently, as sea level has risen, these areas have been the first to experience
the effects. Water begins to retrace ancient flow paths, flooding neighborhood streets and stormwater
outfalls. The outfalls are then less capable of handling rainfall runoff because the pipes must also
accommodate rising sea water. This phenomenon exacerbates and prolongs flood events.
Several factors are influencing the rates of sea level rise relative to land in the Hampton Roads region,
including an increased volume of water in the oceans from melting ice. Some scientists believe that
thermal expansion of a gradually warming ocean increases ocean volume. The rate of sea level rise is
relative to the land adjacent to the sea; land subsidence is the downward movement of the earth’s crust.
The Hampton Roads region is experiencing both regional subsidence (along the east coast of the United
States) and local subsidence, exacerbating the effects of storms. Subsidence alone can damage wetland
and coastal marsh ecosystems and damage infrastructure, but when combined with sea level rise, the
effects can be even more devastating.
Local subsidence is believed to be the result of settlement or compaction of subsurface layers resulting
from groundwater withdrawals and glacial isostatic rebound (USGS, Land Subsidence and Relative SeaLevel Rise in the Southern Chesapeake Bay Region, 2013). Groundwater withdrawals in the region,
primarily seen near the pumping centers of Franklin and West Point, decrease pressure and therefore
water levels in the aquifer system. As a result, the aquifer system compacts and the land surface
subsides. Borehole extensometers, like the one in Franklin, Virginia measure compaction or expansion of
aquifer thickness. Scientists also use surface monitoring data such as that from tidal stations, geodetic
surveying and remote sensing in an effort to determine how much land subsidence can be attributed to
aquifer compaction. Figure 4.12 illustrates the spatial extent of changes in groundwater level in the
Hampton Roads region that are thought to contribute to land subsidence.
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FIGURE 4.12: GROUNDWATER LEVEL DECREASES FROM 1900 TO 2008

Source: USGS, Land Subsidence and Relative Sea-Level Rise in the Southern Chesapeake Bay Region,
2013
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NOAA has compiled data from regional tide gauges to document the rates of sea level rise. There are
four local stations with data pertinent to the region, and the rates of sea level rise range from 1.23 feet to
1.98 feet per 100 years.
At Sewell’s Point, Naval Station Norfolk, the local NOAA tide station with the longest period of record, the
mean sea level trend is 4.44 millimeters/year with a 95% confidence interval of +/- 0.27 mm per year,
based on monthly mean sea level data from 1927 to 2006 (Figure 4.13). This rate is equivalent to a
change of 1.46 feet in 100 years. The plot shows the monthly mean sea level without the regular
seasonal fluctuations due to coastal ocean temperatures, salinities, winds, atmospheric pressures, and
ocean currents. The long-term linear trend is also shown, including its 95 percent confidence interval.

FIGURE 4.13: MEAN SEA LEVEL TREND, SEWELLS POINT, VIRGINIA
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At Downtown Portsmouth, the mean sea level trend is 3.76 millimeters/year with a 95% confidence
interval of +/- 0.45 mm/year based on monthly mean sea level data from 1935 to 1987 (Figure 4.14).
This rate is equivalent to a change of 1.23 feet in 100 years.

FIGURE 4.14: MEAN SEA LEVEL TREND, PORTSMOUTH, VIRGINIA
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At the First Island, Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel, the mean sea level trend is 6.05 millimeters/year with
a 95% confidence interval of +/- 1.14 mm per year based on monthly mean sea level data from 1975 to
2006, which is equivalent to an increase of 1.98 feet in 100 years (Figure 4.15). The second plot
compares linear mean sea level trends and 95% confidence intervals calculated from the beginning of the
station record to recent years (2006-2011). The values do not indicate the trend in each year, but the
trend of the entire data period up to that year.

FIGURE 4.15: MEAN SEA LEVEL TREND, CHESAPEAKE BAY BRIDGE TUNNEL, VIRGINIA
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At Gloucester Point, as shown in Figure 4.16, the mean sea level trend is 3.81 millimeters/year with a 95percent confidence interval of +/- 0.47 mm/yr based on monthly mean sea level data from 1950 to 2003,
which is equivalent to an increase of 1.25 feet in 100 years. Additional data since 2003 have not been
analyzed as part of NOAA’s program.

FIGURE 4.16: MEAN SEA LEVEL TREND, GLOUCESTER, VIRGINIA

Source: NOAA, 2014

SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL EVENTS
Unlike wildfires, earthquakes or coastal storms, the impacts of sea level rise are not felt or recorded in a
matter of hours or days, but instead are slowly observed, recorded, and experienced over decades and
centuries. However, scientists at the Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) have gathered data from
several historical storms and made careful comparisons in an effort to highlight the historical impact of
sea level rise locally.
The Ash Wednesday Storm of 1962 produced a peak storm tide of approximately 7.2 feet MLLW at
Sewell’s Point (see Figure 4.17). If that same storm were to occur at mean high tide in 2030, using the
sea level rise rates calculated above for Sewell’s Point, the astronomical tide would be approximately one
foot higher. Since the storm tide is obtained by adding the storm surge to the astronomical tide, the same
storm could then produce a storm tide of over 8 feet MLLW. By comparison, Hurricane Isabel in 2003
produced a storm tide of 7.887 feet MLLW and caused an immense amount of damage.
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FIGURE 4.17: ASTRONOMICAL AND STORM TIDES FOR 1962 STORM (NOAA, 2008)

Storm Tide

Storm Surge

Height

Astronomical Tide

Similarly, Boon (undated) concluded that sea level rise contributed to the similarity of two storms, the
August 1933 hurricane and Hurricane Isabel in 2003. The storms had comparable peak storm tides of
8.018 feet MLLW (1933) and 7.887 feet MLLW (2003), and both peaks occurred very shortly before or
after astronomical high tide, yet the 1933 storm occurred during spring tides and Isabel during neap tides.
As a result, the storm surge in the 1933 storm was much higher and, all things being equal, the data
would not have shown the storm surge that it did for Isabel had it not been for the constant adjustment of
MLLW to account for as much as 1.35 feet of sea level rise between August, 1933 and September, 2003
(Table 4.4).

TABLE 4.4: AUGUST 1933 HURRICANE AND HURRICANE ISABEL (BOON, UNDATED)
STORM
August 1933
Isabel – September 2003
1933 -2003

STORM TIDE
(HEIGHT IN FEET ABOVE
MLLW)
8.018
7.887
0.131

STORM SURGE
MEAN WATER LEVEL
(HEIGHT IN FEET ABOVE (HEIGHT IN FEET
NORMAL)
ABOVE MLLW)
5.84
0.95
4.76
2.30
1.08
-1.35

A mere tropical depression, Ernesto struck Hampton Roads on September 1, 2006. At Sewells Point, the
storm surge reached a peak of about four feet above monthly mean sea level for the lunar month, but
occurred at low tide. Boon (Ernesto: Anatomy of a Storm Tide, undated) concludes that if the peak storm
surge had occurred at high tide, the storm tide peak would have reached seven feet MLLW, or just 0.9
feet below Isabel’s peak storm tide.
More recently, several scientist-authors have highlighted data at Money Point, Virginia, on the southern
branch of the Elizabeth River near Portsmouth. (NOAA has not compiled sea level rise trend data for the
Money Point gage as shown in Figures 4.7 through 4.10 for other gages in the region.) In Sea Level
Rise and Coastal Infrastructure: Prediction, Risks and Solutions, Bilal M. Ayyub and Michael S. Kearney
observe that during the extratropical storm event which occurred in mid-November 2009, the maximum
extratidal storm tide height of 4.69 feet at Money Point exceeded the extratidal height of 4.43 feet
observed there during Hurricane Isabel. Again, during Hurricane Irene in 2011, the VIMS Tidewatch tool
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showed that Money Point experienced the highest water levels in the area, at 4.4 feet above highest
astronomical tide. Figure 4.18 shows observed water levels (red), predicted astronomic tide (blue), and
the storm surge (green).

FIGURE 4.18: HURRICANE IRENE, TIDEWATCH DATA FOR MONEY POINT, VA

Source: Virginia Institute of Marine Science, 2011
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The impacts of sea level rise are beginning to be felt on an almost daily basis in some parts of Hampton
Roads. Old Dominion University compiled Figure 4.19 which graphically shows the increasing problem of
nuisance flooding in Norfolk.

FIGURE 4.19: NUISANCE FLOODING IN NORFOLK

Source: L. Atkinson, Old Dominion University 2014
The impacts of sea level rise are similar to the effects of flooding outlined above, but the frequency and
severity of flooding can be expected to continue to increase, which has longer-term effects.
As nuisance flooding increases, Hampton Roads’ population is becoming more accustomed to driving
through salt-water flooded roads, cleaning out flooded buildings, and working through the impacts of each
minor flood. But the longer-term economic impacts discussed above for flooding are slowly becoming
more apparent. More communities must commit to long-term capital expenditures on flood mitigation and
infrastructure rather than new investments in economic development, for example. More property owners
must spend their wages on flood insurance, flood repair, and flood mitigation rather than on tangible
goods. And the real estate market suffers when structures are subject to repetitive flooding with
increasing frequency. Even nuisance flooding of crawl spaces or garages detracts from the ability of a
house in a repetitive flood loss area to accrue value in the long-term. Days out of school for students
locally are increasing annually due to flooding, and the impact on students and parents is sobering from
an economic standpoint.
Impacts on the environment are apparent as shoreline erosion from more frequent shoreline inundation
contributes to loss of trees, wetland grasses and other valuable habitats of the intertidal zone. Damage to
these sensitive features is important because it could affect the important local seafood industry which
relies on the intertidal zone as a fish and shellfish nursery, and because of the difficulty of recreating
these habitats elsewhere. Also, eroded shorelines are more vulnerable to damage from severe flood
events in the future.
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PROBABILITY OF
FUTURE OCCURRENCE
In a report to the Virginia General
Assembly
in
2013
entitled
Recurrent Flooding Study for
Tidewater
Virginia,
VIMS
presented four scenarios of sea
level rise.
Each scenario, as
shown in Figure 4.20 represents
a possible trajectory for sea level
rise in the region. The lowest,
historic scenario is based on
observed rates of rise and does
not account for any acceleration.
The low scenario incorporates
Nuisance flooding in Norfolk. Source: Wetlands Watch
some
acceleration
using
assumptions
about
future
greenhouse gas emission. The high scenario is based on the upper end of projections from semiempirical models using statistical relationships in global observations of sea level and air temperature.
And the highest scenario is based on consequences of global warming, ice-sheet loss and glacial melting.
Each scenario was customized for conditions in southeastern Virginia, including using estimates for
subsidence. The report concludes that regional planners should anticipate a 1.5-foot rise in sea level
above the 1992 datum within the next 20 to 50 years (2033-2063). According to the VIMS report, “sea
level rise will make it easier for the current patterns of weather events to generate damaging flood events
in the future. Increases in storm intensity and/or frequency will only aggravate that circumstance.”
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FIGURE 4.20: SOUTHEAST VIRGINIA SEA LEVEL RISE SCENARIOS

Source: VIMS, Recurrent Flooding Study for Tidewater Virginia, 2013
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TROPICAL/COASTAL STORM
BACKGROUND
Hurricanes and tropical storms are characterized by closed
circulation developing around a low-pressure center in which
the winds rotate counter-clockwise in the Northern
Hemisphere and with a diameter averaging 10 to 30 miles
across. A tropical cyclone refers to any such circulation that
develops over tropical waters. Tropical cyclones act as a
mechanism to transport built-up heat from the tropics toward
the poles. In this way, they are critical to the earth’s
atmospheric heat and moisture balance.
The primary
damaging forces associated with these storms are high-level
sustained winds, heavy precipitation, and tornadoes. Coastal
areas are particularly vulnerable to storm surge, wind-driven
waves, and tidal flooding which can prove more destructive
than cyclone wind 1.
Hurricane Isabel approaches North
The key energy source for a tropical cyclone is the release of
Carolina and Virginia in September of
latent heat from the condensation of warm water. Their
2003. (Photo courtesy of NASA)
formation requires a low-pressure disturbance, warm sea
surface temperature, rotational force from the spinning of the
earth, and the absence of wind shear in the lowest 50,000
feet of the atmosphere. The majority of hurricanes and tropical storms form in the Atlantic Ocean,
Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of Mexico during the official Atlantic hurricane season, which encompasses the
months of June through November. The peak of the Atlantic hurricane season is September 10th. The
Atlantic Ocean averages about 10 storms annually, of which six reach hurricane status (NASA Earth
Observatory online at: http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov).

As a hurricane develops, barometric pressure (measured in millibars or inches) at its center falls and
winds increase. If the atmospheric and oceanic conditions are favorable, it can intensify into a tropical
depression. When maximum sustained winds reach or exceed 39 miles per hour (mph), the system is
designated a tropical storm, given a name, and is monitored by the National Hurricane Center in Miami,
Florida. When sustained winds reach or exceed 74 mph the storm is deemed a hurricane. Hurricane
intensity is further classified by the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale which rates hurricane intensity
on a scale of one to five, with five being the most intense. The wind scale, recently revised to remove
storm surge ranges, flooding impact and central pressure statements, is shown in Table 4.5.

1

For purposes of this risk assessment, coastal flood hazards associated with hurricanes and tropical storm events
are included under the “flood” hazard.
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TABLE 4.5: SAFFIR-SIMPSON HURRICANE WIND SCALE
CATEGORY

MAXIMUM SUSTAINED WIND
SPEED (mph)

1
2
3
4
5

74–95
96–110
111–129
130–156
157 +

DAMAGE SUMMARY
Very dangerous winds will produce some damage.
Extremely dangerous winds will cause extensive damage.
Devastating damage will occur
Catastrophic damage will occur.
Catastrophic damage will occur.

Source: National Hurricane Center

Categories 3, 4, and 5 are classified as “major” hurricanes, and while hurricanes within this range
comprise only 20% of total tropical cyclones making landfall, they account for over 70 percent of the
damage in the United States. Table 4.6 describes the damage that could be expected for each hurricane
category.

TABLE 4.6: HURRICANE DAMAGE CLASSIFICATIONS
STORM
CATEGORY

1

2

3

4

5

DAMAGE LEVEL

DESCRIPTION OF DAMAGES

MINIMAL

Well-constructed frame homes could have damage to roofs, shingles, vinyl
siding and gutters. Large branches of trees will snap and shallowly rooted
trees may be toppled. Extensive damage to power lines and poles likely will
result in power outages that could last a few to several days.

MODERATE

Well-constructed frame homes could sustain major roof and siding damage.
Many shallowly rooted trees will be snapped or uprooted and block
numerous roads. Near-total power loss is expected with outages that could
last from several days to weeks.

EXTENSIVE

Well-built framed homes may incur major damage or removal of roof decking
and gable ends. Many trees will be snapped or uprooted, blocking numerous
roads. Electricity and water will be unavailable for several days to weeks
after the storm passes.

EXTREME

Well-built framed homes can sustain severe damage with loss of most of the
roof structure and/or some exterior walls. Most trees will be snapped or
uprooted and power poles downed. Fallen trees and power poles will isolate
residential areas. Power outages will last weeks to possibly months. Most of
the area will be uninhabitable for weeks or months.

CATASTROPHIC

A high percentage of framed homes will be destroyed, with total roof failure
and wall collapse. Fallen trees and power poles will isolate residential areas.
Power outages will last for weeks to possibly months. Most of the area will
be uninhabitable for weeks or months.

Source: National Hurricane Center web site, 2015

Storm surge is a large dome of water often 50 to 100 miles wide and rising anywhere from four to twenty
feet. The storm surge arrives ahead of the storm’s actual landfall and the more intense the hurricane is,
the sooner the surge arrives. Water rise can be very rapid, posing a serious threat to those who have not
yet evacuated flood-prone areas. A storm surge is a wave that has outrun its generating source and
become a long period swell. The surge is always highest in the right-front quadrant of the direction in
which the hurricane is moving. As the storm approaches shore, the greatest storm surge will be to the
north of the hurricane eye. Such a surge of high water topped by waves driven by hurricane force winds
can be devastating to coastal regions, causing severe beach erosion and property damage.
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Storm surge heights and associated waves are dependent upon the shape of the continental shelf
(narrow or wide) and the depth of the ocean bottom (bathymetry). A narrow shelf, or one that drops
steeply from the shoreline and subsequently produces deep water close to the shoreline, tends to
produce a lower surge but higher and more powerful storm waves. Damage during hurricanes may also
result from spawned tornadoes and inland flooding associated with heavy rainfall that usually
accompanies these storms. For the purposes of this report, the storm surge impacts in the region are
discussed under the Flooding hazard.

LOCATION AND SPATIAL EXTENT
Hampton Roads is in an area that can expect to experience hurricane damage in any given year. Since
the mid-1800s, numerous tropical cyclones have affected Virginia, causing the deaths of an estimated
228 people and costing the Commonwealth more than a billion dollars in damages.
A total of 78 storms have passed within 75 miles of Hampton Roads since 1851 (Figures 4.21 and 4.22).
Two Category 3 hurricanes passed within 75 miles of the region (unnamed storms in 1879 and 1899),
eight were Category 2 hurricanes, 16 were Category 1 hurricanes and 49 were tropical storms. The
remainder were tropical or extratropical depressions.

FIGURE 4.21: HISTORICAL STORM TRACKS WITHIN 75 MILES OF HAMPTON ROADS SINCE
2005

ANDREA

Source: NOAA Historical Hurricane Tracks.
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FIGURE 4.22: HISTORICAL STORM TRACKS WITHIN 75 MILES OF HAMPTON ROADS, 18512005

Source: NOAA Historical Hurricane Tracks

In Hampton Roads, the negative impacts of wind from the Category 1 and 2 hurricane events the area
has experienced are consistent with the damage described in Table 4.6. Wind damage in the region from
events in recent memory has been marked by a large number of downed trees, damage to roofs, siding
and signs, power outages of typically less than a week as a result of downed power lines and trees
across lines, and wind-blown debris damage and accumulation. Downed trees can temporarily block
roadways, impeding transportation; however, these blockages are typically repaired swiftly by Virginia
Department of Transportation and local roadway maintenance crews. Business interruptions resulting
from power outages are commonplace and many restaurants and cold storage facilities can be negatively
impacted, especially by prolonged outages. Commodities such as ice and gas are in high demand to
power both home and business generators. Since wind and flood events typically occur simultaneously,
the combined impacts are more devastating in flood-prone areas. Roof damage from wind can
subsequently result in rain damage to structures, as well. Combined storm surge and wind impacts to
shorefront areas at Virginia Beach, Norfolk, and Hampton may make some homes and businesses
uninhabitable for days to weeks at a time.

SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL EVENTS
The NWS began keeping weather records on January 1, 1871. Prior to that, information on past
hurricanes and tropical storms to impact the Hampton Roads region were taken from ships logs, accounts
from local citizens, newspapers, and other sources. There are several historical references to major
storms that affected coastal Virginia in the 1600's and 1700's. Some of these storms were strong enough
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to alter land masses, including the widening of the Lynnhaven River (September 6, 1667) and formation
of Willoughby Spit (October 19, 1749). These reports also indicate severe flooding caused by these
storms (12-15 feet of flooding in some cases).
Better records have been kept since 1871. One of the first storms to be well documented was a
hurricane in October 1878 that resulted in Cobb and Smith Islands on the Eastern Shore being
completely submerged.
One of the worst storms to impact the region occurred in August 1933 when a hurricane known as the
Chesapeake-Potomac Hurricane of 1933 passed just west of the Hampton Roads area. The storm
made landfall in northeastern North Carolina and moved northwest. This hurricane produced the record
high tide for the area which exists today, at a level of 9.69 feet above MLLW. The highest sustained wind
was 88 mph at the Naval Air Station (NAS). Less than a month later, another hurricane struck the area
with winds again clocked at 88 mph at NAS, but tides only rose to 8.3 feet above MLLW.
Another unnamed storm occurred in September of 1944 creating the fastest one-minute wind speed to
ever be recorded in the area of 134 mph at Cape Henry. Gusts were estimated to be 150 mph. The local
NWS office recorded 72 mph winds with gusts to 90 mph.
Although the center of circulation for Hurricane Hazel in 1954 did not pass within 75 miles of the region,
wind speeds of 78 mph were recorded at Norfolk Airport with gusts up to 100 mph and an unofficial
reading of 130 mph was also reported in Hampton.
In 1960, Hurricane Donna passed through the region with a fastest one-minute wind speed of 73 mph at
Norfolk Airport, 80 mph at Cape Henry and estimated 138 mph at Chesapeake Light Ship. Lowest
pressure of 28.65 inches holds the area record for a tropical storm. Three deaths were documented in
association with this hurricane.
On August 27, 1998, Hurricane Bonnie tracked over the region after passing over the northern Outer
Banks. Winds speeds were sustained at 46 mph with gusts to 64 mph at Norfolk International Airport.
Four to seven inches of rain combined with near hurricane force winds knocked out power to 320,000
customers across Virginia. Highest tide was recorded at 6.0 feet above MLLW. This was the most
significant storm to impact the region since Hurricane Donna in 1960.
On September 6, 1999, downgraded Hurricane Floyd passed directly over Virginia Beach on a track
similar to Hurricane Donna in 1960. Wind speeds were recorded at 31 mph with gusts to 46 mph. Rainfall
amounts of 12-18 inches were recorded in portions of eastern Virginia, causing extensive flooding in the
Southside Hampton Roads region.
In the 1990s, several storms had a less direct path over Hampton Roads, but nonetheless impacted the
weather severely. In 1996, Hurricanes Bertha and Fran impacted the region, followed by Hurricane
Danny in 1997, Hurricane Bonnie in 1998, and Hurricanes Dennis, Floyd, and Irene in 1999. Although
each of these storms was downgraded by the time they reached Hampton Roads, they each created
problems for the region when they passed through, and two resulted in Federal Disaster declarations
(Bonnie and Floyd) for the region. Tropical storms Helene in 2000 and Kyle occurred in 2002, and of
course, Hurricane Isabel caused $1.6 billion damage in the region in 2003, and claimed 33 lives (The
Virginian Pilot, 9/4/06). During Isabel, wind speeds of 54 mph with gusts to 75 mph in Norfolk and
significant beach erosion were reported.
Of the five storms that have passed through the region since the original Hazard Mitigation Plans were
developed (Alberta, Ernesto, Barry, Gabrielle, Hanna and Irene), Hanna initially appeared to forecasters
to have the worst characteristics. Tropical Storm Hanna tracked up the Mid-Atlantic coast on
September 6, 2008, with maximum sustained winds around 50 mph. Hanna originally made landfall near
the border of North and South Carolina around 3:20 am on the 6th. The storm tracked across eastern
North Carolina during the early afternoon hours before turning northeast across southeastern Virginia
later in the afternoon. Hanna eventually tracked across the Chesapeake Bay and into Delaware during
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the evening hours. With the track of Hanna being to the east, the strongest winds were also confined to
the east of Hampton Roads. The highest sustained wind of 55 mph with a peak gust of 68 mph was
recorded at the 3rd Island Bay Bridge Tunnel. Minimum pressure of 991 MB was recorded at the 3rd
Island Bay Bridge Tunnel. Coastal storm tides of two feet or less above astronomical tide levels were
common, with only minor beach erosion reported. Near the coast, as well as inland, tropical storm winds
knocked down numerous trees and power lines, as well as caused minor structural damage. No fatalities
or injuries were attributed to the winds.
Contrary to expectations and forecasts, however, Ernesto in early September 2006 proved very
damaging because of coastal flooding. State officials blamed Ernesto for six deaths across Virginia and
an estimated $33 million in statewide damage (The Virginian Pilot, 9/4/06). Additional discussion of the
regional flood-related impacts from Ernesto is shown in Table 4.3.
Hurricane Irene, in late August 2011, first struck the
U.S. as a Category 1 hurricane in eastern North
Carolina, then moved northward along the MidAtlantic Coast. Wind damage in coastal North
Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland was moderate, with
considerable damage resulting from falling trees and
power lines. Irene made its final landfall as a tropical
storm in the New York City area and dropped
torrential rainfall in the Northeast that caused
widespread flooding. Irene was the first hurricane to
hit the U.S. since Ike in September 2008. Irene’s
landfall in eastern North Carolina and path northward
were accurately predicted more than four days in
advance by NOAA’s National Hurricane Center,
which used information from weather satellites,
hurricane models, aircraft observations, and other
data.

Flooding at the “Triple Decker Bridge” resulting from
Hurricane Sandy.

Photo credit: City of Chesapeake
Hurricane Sandy, in October 2012, was again
expected to bring extreme hurricane conditions to
southeastern Virginia. Fortunately, the storm track veered away from the Virginia coast and spared the
region much of the devastation wrought in the northeast. Some areas of Virginia were included in the
Presidentially-Declared Disaster for the storm, but Hampton Roads saw little more than flooding in lowlying areas and limited wind damage, and therefore was not among declared communities.

After landfall along the northwestern coast of Florida on June 7, 2013, Tropical Storm Andrea moved
northeastward with additional acceleration across northeastern Florida and southeastern Georgia, with
the center passing over Savannah, Georgia. During this time, the storm maintained an intensity of 40
knots, with the strongest winds occurring mainly over water to the east and southeast of the center. As
the cyclone moved into South Carolina, it started to merge with a baroclinic zone, which caused Andrea
to become extratropical over northeastern South Carolina. The center of the post-tropical cyclone moved
rapidly across eastern North Carolina and southeastern Virginia, over the Atlantic near the New Jersey
coast, and across eastern Long Island to eastern Massachusetts. One traffic incident related to the storm
appears to have caused one death in Virginia, but the location of the accident was not reported in the
National Hurricane Center Tropical Cyclone Report on the storm.
Table 4.7 shows the historical storm tracks within 75 miles of Hampton Roads since 1851 that are the
basis for Figures 4.15 and 4.16. While Tropical Storm Arthur in 2014 does not appear to have tracked
within the search radius used for Table 4.8 and Figure 4.16, the storm nonetheless produced tropical
storm force winds and locally heavy rainfall across portions of southeast Virginia from late Thursday night,
July 3rd into midday Friday, July 4th. Rain bands associated with Arthur produced generally one to two
inches of rainfall across portions of the Virginia Beach. Back Bay reported 1.30 inches of rain. A wind gust
of 47 knots was measured at Oceana Naval Air Station, and a wind gust of 43 knots was measured at
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Lynnhaven. The gusts caused minor structural damage which was reported to total $5,000. Norfolk
International Airport reported 1.46 inches of rain. A wind gust of 38 knots was measured at Norfolk NAS.

TABLE 4.7: HISTORICAL STORM TRACKS WITHIN 75 MILES OF HAMPTON ROADS (SINCE
1851)
DATE OF OCCURRENCE

STORM NAME

WIND SPEED
(mph)

STORM CATEGORY AT
LANDFALL

8/25/1851
9/10/1854
8/20/1856
9/17/1859
9/27/1861
11/2/1861
9/18/1863
10/26/1872
9/29/1874
9/17/1876
10/23/1878
8/18/1879
9/9/1880
9/10/1881
9/11/1882
9/23/1882
9/12/1883
8/26/1885
7/2/1886
9/11/1888
10/12/1888
9/25/1889
6/17/1893
10/23/1893
9/29/1894
10/10/1894
9/23/1897
10/26/1897
8/18/1899
10/31/1899
7/11/1901
6/16/1902
9/15/1904
9/1/1908
8/25/1918
12/3/1925
9/19/1928
8/23/1933
9/16/1933
9/6/1935
9/18/1936
8/2/1944
9/14/1944
10/20/1944
6/26/1945
7/7/1946
8/14/1953
8/31/1954
8/12/1955
9/20/1955
7/10/1959
7/30/1960
9/12/1960
9/14/1961
9/1/1964

UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
UNNAMED
BARBARA
CAROL
CONNIE
IONE
CINDY
BRENDA
DONNA
UNNAMED
CLEO

45
45
60
60
70
80
70
45
70
90
105
115
80
70
45
45
45
80
40
40
60
45
65
50
85
75
70
60
120
65
80
40
65
50
40
45
45
80
90
75
100
50
105
40
50
65
105
100
80
70
40
50
105
40
45

TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
CATEGORY 2 HURRICANE
CATEGORY 3 HURRICANE
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 3 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
CATEGORY 2 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 2 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 2 HURRICANE
CATEGORY 2 HURRICANE
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 2 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
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TABLE 4.7: HISTORICAL STORM TRACKS WITHIN 75 MILES OF HAMPTON ROADS (SINCE
1851)
DATE OF OCCURRENCE

STORM NAME

WIND SPEED
(mph)

STORM CATEGORY AT
LANDFALL

9/17/1967
8/28/1971
6/22/1972
7/1/1981
9/30/1983
9/14/1984
9/27/1985
8/18/1986
9/25/1992
7/13/1996
7/24/1997
8/28/1998
9/16/1999
9/24/2000
10/12/2002
9/18/2003
8/14/2004
6/16/2006
9/2/2006
9/10/2007
9/06/2008
8/28/2011
6/8/2013

DORIA
DORIA
AGNES
BRET
DEAN
DIANA
GLORIA
CHARLEY
DANIELLE
BERTHA
DANNY
BONNIE
FLOYD
HELENE
KYLE
ISABEL
CHARLEY
ALBERTO
ERNESTO
GABRIELLE
HANNA
IRENE
ANDREA

40
65
50
60
65
60
105
80
65
75
45
85
80
45
45
100
40
60
45
40
70
75
37

TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 2 HURRICANE
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 2 HURRICANE
TROPICAL STORM
EXTRATROPICAL STORM
EXTRATROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
TROPICAL STORM
CATEGORY 1 HURRICANE
EXTRATROPICAL STORM

Source: NOAA Historical Hurricane Tracks

PROBABILITY OF FUTURE OCCURRENCES
It is likely that the region will be impacted by hurricanes and tropical storms in the future. Direct impacts
from hurricanes category 3 and 4 intensity are rare in Hampton Roads due to 1) historical tracks
remaining offshore or impacting land before reaching Hampton Roads; and 2) cooler Atlantic Ocean
water temperatures north of Cape Hatteras, which diminish a storm's ability to maintain intensity, or
intensify. A Category 5 hurricane is considered implausible in Hampton Roads due to the cooler water
temperatures mentioned above. The effects of smaller hurricanes (Categories 1 and 2 with wind speeds
from 74-110 mph) and tropical storms (sustained wind speeds of at least 39 mph and torrential rains) will
be frequent, as storms making landfall along the North Carolina and Virginia coastlines could impact the
region in any given year.
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SHORELINE EROSION
BACKGROUND
Erosion is the gradual breakdown and movement of land due to both physical and chemical processes of
water, wind, and general meteorological conditions. Natural, or geologic, erosion has occurred since the
Earth’s formation and continues at a very slow and uniform rate each year. Major storms such as
hurricanes and tropical storms may cause more
sudden, rapid erosion by combining heavy
rainfall, high winds, heavy surf and storm surge
to significantly impact river banks and the
shoreline.
As it relates to natural hazards that threaten
property damage, there are two types of erosion:
riverine erosion and coastal erosion.
The
primary concern of both riverine and coastal
erosion is the gradual removal of rock,
vegetation and other sediment materials from
river banks, stream beds and shorelines that
result in soil instability and possible damages to
property and infrastructure.
The average annual erosion rate on the Atlantic
coast is roughly 2 to 3 feet per year; however,
erosion rates vary greatly from location to
location and year to year. A study by The Heinz
Center (2000), Evaluation of Erosion Hazards,
states that over the next 60 years, erosion may
claim one out of four houses within 500 feet of
the U.S. shoreline.
It also states that
nationwide, erosion may be responsible for
approximately $500 million in property loss to
coastal property owners per year, including both
damage to structures and loss of land. To the
homeowners living within areas subject to
coastal erosion, the risk posed by erosion is
comparable to the risk from flooding and other
natural hazard events.

Erosive forces at work during the November 2009
nor’easter at Chick’s Beach, Norfolk. Photo source: 1)
Mark Vogan; 2) WAVY-TV 10.

In Hampton Roads, shoreline, or coastal,
erosion poses the most significant threat, and is
a long-term hazard that undermines waterfront
homes, businesses, public facilities and infrastructure along shorelines, even rendering structures
uninhabitable or unusable. Shoreline erosion is driven by a number of natural influences such as sea
level rise and land subsidence, large storms such as tropical storms, nor’easters and hurricanes, storm
surge, flooding and powerful ocean waves. While coastal flooding in the region is typically a short term
event, shoreline erosion in Hampton Roads may best be described as a relatively slow natural process
occurring over the long term, with occasional major impacts wrought by coastal storm and flooding
hazards. Manmade influences such as coastal development and some shoreline stabilization projects
can exacerbate shoreline erosion, even when initially intended to minimize immediate erosive effects.
Many older shoreline stabilization features in Hampton Roads are vulnerable to the effects of shoreline
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erosion and their failure can cause subsequent catastrophic failure of parking lots, marinas, parks,
garages, roads and other waterfront features. The features are not typically critical to the life, health and
safety of residents, but nonetheless are costly and time-consuming to repair for both public and private
entities. While not as sudden as other hazard events discussed in this plan, shoreline erosion influences
the stability and condition of coastal property and beaches when other short-term hazard events occur.
For example, erosive forces may undermine tree roots and revetments along a shoreline, exacerbating
the effects of flooding and sea level rise.
In Hampton Roads’ more vulnerable Atlantic Ocean and Chesapeake Bay shorelines, the same large
waves that are capable of causing severe shoreline erosion often attract onlookers, tourists and surfers
drawn to the waves’ magnitude and power. Locally, fatalities then result when these people are
unexpectedly caught up in the surf and strong offshore currents, or rip currents, hindering their return to
shore.

LOCATION AND SPATIAL EXTENT
Shoreline erosion is a significant concern in the Hampton Roads region. According to VIMS, the Atlantic
and Chesapeake Bay coasts in the region are very dynamic in terms of shoreline change and sediment
transport processes. VIMS and other agencies occasionally perform studies to determine long term
shoreline change patterns for various locations across the region. However, these studies are largely
intended to track shoreline and dune evolution through natural and manmade alterations, and are not
designed to determine erosion rates or areas of coastal erosion. While FEMA does not map erosion
hazard areas, FIRMs produced by the agency do indicate the highest risk areas for coastal flooding with
significant wave action (termed V zones, velocity zones, or coastal high hazard areas) 2. For purposes of
this plan, areas identified as coastal high hazard zones on the FIRM are also assumed to be at risk of
shoreline, or coastal, erosion.
Another factor in accurately determining specific
shoreline erosion hazard areas is the continuous
implementation of shoreline reinforcement or
nourishment projects completed by federal, state
and local government agencies. Typically, areas of
high concern with regard to long term erosion are
addressed through shoreline hardening or
stabilization
projects,
such
as
seawalls,
breakwaters and beach sand replenishment. For
example, in 2002, the Virginia Beach Erosion
Control and Hurricane Protection Project protected
more than six miles from the imminent hazards of
shoreline erosion through sand replenishment.
Many other projects have been completed in the
region and still others are pending approval and/or
funding 3.

HISTORICAL OCCURENCES

This photo, taken while the Virginia Beach Erosion
Control and Hurricane Protection Project was
underway, shows the significant difference between
the unimproved area and the area of the widened
beach berm already completed. (Source: City of
Virginia Beach)

Shoreline erosion events typically occur in
conjunction with hurricanes, tropical storms and
nor’easters, so the list of “Ocean and Lake Surf” events provided from the NCDC database is not
considered comprehensive (Table 4.8). Some of the damages listed duplicate damages shown for
coastal flooding events and/or may apply to areas outside of the study area for this plan; however, the
descriptive details indicate the nature of shoreline erosion damage (and fatalities) associated with this
select group of events in Hampton Roads.
2
3

For more information on FEMA V-zones, refer to the Flood hazard discussion within this section.
In order to counter effects of coastal erosion, Virginia Beach’s shoreline has been renourished annually since 1951.
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TABLE 4.8: OCEAN AND LAKE SURF EVENTS (1993 - 2015)
LOCATION

DATE

TYPE OF DEATHS/ PROPERTY
EVENT INJURIES DAMAGE

Virginia
Beach

8/31/1993

Heavy
Surf

1/0

Isle of Wight,
Norfolk,
Suffolk,
Virginia
Beach,
Portsmouth

11/17/1994

Coastal
Flooding

0/0

Isle of Wight,
Norfolk,
Suffolk,
Virginia
Beach

12/23/1994

Coastal
Flooding

0/0

Virginia
Beach

8/13/1995

Rip
Current

1/0
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DETAILS

A 15-year-old boy drowned, presumably caught in
$0 a strong undertow, as Hurricane Emily was
approaching the North Carolina coast.
Strong easterly flow between Hurricane Gordon, a
category 1 storm meandering 150 miles south of
Cape Hatteras, and a strong anticyclone over New
England, caused significant coastal flooding and
damage in Sandbridge. The worst flooding
occurred on the 18th, when tides were running 4
feet above normal. The heaviest damage occurred
along 14th Street, where 100 feet of the fishing pier
washed away. Several homes suffered minor
damage, with two requiring extra work to remain in
place. A 1000-foot stretch of road and several
$655,000 protective steel bulkheads were damaged. Seas,
which were as high as 18 feet 60 miles east of the
Virginia Capes, and 7 feet near the mouth of the
Chesapeake Bay, forced the Naval Carrier George
Washington to remain 2 miles offshore Thursday
night through Friday morning. The above-normal
tides caused other minor flooding in Tidewater.
The Nansemond River overflowed its banks in
Suffolk, causing minor flooding. High tides on the
James and Pagan Rivers, caused several roads to
be under water in eastern Isle of Wight County on
the 17th.
A double-structured storm system produced minor
coastal flooding in the Tidewater region on the
23rd. The effects were much less than expected as
the main storm moved well east of the mid-Atlantic
before curling northwest into Long Island. The
secondary low pressure area was significantly
weaker, but still produced northeast winds of 35 to
45 mph around Tidewater. High tides of 1 to 3 feet
$65,000 above normal caused most of the flooding. In the
Sandbridge section of Virginia Beach, a beachfront
home collapsed into the sea. The combination of
pounding surf and wind from flow around Hurricane
Gordon in late November and this event finished
off the home. In addition, a few more bulkheads
were flattened. Several roads in the Tidewater area
had minor flooding, including Rescue Road in
Smithfield (Isle of Wight Co).
Vacationer from New York drowned after venturing
$0
too far into severe rip current conditions.
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TABLE 4.8: OCEAN AND LAKE SURF EVENTS (1993 - 2015)
LOCATION

DATE

TYPE OF DEATHS/ PROPERTY
EVENT INJURIES DAMAGE

Norfolk,
Virginia
Beach,
Newport
News, York
County,
Poquoson

4/24/1997

Coastal
Flooding

0/0

$0

Norfolk,
Virginia
Beach,
Portsmouth

6/3/1997

Coastal
Flooding

0/0

$0

Norfolk,
Virginia
Beach,
Portsmouth,
Newport
News,
Poquoson

10/19/1997

Coastal
Flooding

0/0

$0

Norfolk,
Virginia
Beach, York
County,
Poquoson,
Newport
News

1/27/1998

Coastal
Flooding

0/0

$1,500,000
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DETAILS
Moderate coastal flooding occurred across portions
of the Hampton Roads area during the time of high
tide April 23rd and continued into April 24th. The
areas most seriously affected included the
Willoughby Spit, Ghent, and downtown sections of
Norfolk, the Old-Town section of Portsmouth, and
Sandbridge at Virginia Beach. Tides peaked at 5.8
feet above Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW) at
Sewells Point in Norfolk. Based on reports
received from downtown Norfolk and the
Grandview section of Hampton, tides were
somewhat higher in the estuaries (Lafayette River,
the Hague, the Harris and Back Rivers) draining
into the Elizabeth River and Hampton Roads.
Minor to moderate flooding occurred across
portions of Hampton Roads during high tide the
evening of June 3rd. In Virginia Beach, officials
reported part of a new boardwalk washed away
and several lifeguard stands lost. Crawford
Parkway in downtown Portsmouth was reported
flooded and in downtown Norfolk, several streets
were reported under water.
Minor to moderate flooding occurred across
portions of Hampton Roads during high tide
Sunday, October 19th. Some minor flooding was
reported in low-lying areas of Norfolk, with water in
a few homes and a few streets closed. Minor
flooding was also reported in downtown
Portsmouth and in the Sandbridge and Sandfiddler
areas of Virginia Beach. Tides peaked between 5.2
and 5.8 feet above MLLW at Sewells Point in
Norfolk. Minor coastal flooding was reported in
portions of Newport News and York county.
A Nor'easter battered eastern Virginia on January
27th and 28th. Slow movement of the storm
combined with the highest astronomical tides of the
month resulted in an extended period of gale to
storm force onshore winds which drove tides to
6.44 feet above MLLW at Sewells Point. Tide
levels resulted in moderate coastal flooding
throughout Hampton Roads. One house collapsed
into the Atlantic Ocean at Sandbridge. Another
home sustained severe damage. The rainfall
combined with the gale and storm force winds
resulted in scattered tree limbs downed across
much of eastern Virginia. In addition, there were
widely scattered power outages.
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TABLE 4.8: OCEAN AND LAKE SURF EVENTS (1993 - 2015)
LOCATION

Norfolk,
Virginia
Beach, York
County,
Poquoson,
Newport
News

DATE

TYPE OF DEATHS/ PROPERTY
EVENT INJURIES DAMAGE

2/4/1998

Coastal
Flooding

0/0

$75,000,00
0

Hampton

9/18/2003

Coastal
Flooding,
Heavy
Surf

Virginia
Beach

1/29/2005

Heavy
Surf

1/1

$0

York County,
Poquoson

9/1/2006

Coastal
Flood

0/0

$1,900,000

Norfolk, York
County,
Hampton

10/6/2006

Coastal
Flood

0/0

$200,000

HAMPTON ROADS HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN

DETAILS
A Nor'easter battered eastern Virginia from
February 3rd through the 5th. The slow movement
of the storm resulted in an extended period of gale
to storm force onshore winds which drove tides to
7.0 feet above MLLW at Sewells Point. Tide levels
resulted in moderate to severe coastal flooding
throughout Hampton Roads. Norfolk, Virginia
Beach and Hampton reported some structural
damage to buildings along the bay and coast, as
well as significant beach erosion. Norfolk reported
main roads and intersections under 3 feet of water
or greater with many roads impassable. North
facing areas in Willoughby and Ocean View
suffered the greatest damage. In the Chick's
Beach area of Virginia Beach, 4 condominiums
were undermined by the tidal flooding, and
residents of those buildings had to be evacuated.
Twenty-nine house fires were also reported in
Norfolk as a result of flood water shorting out
furnaces. The rainfall combined with the gale and
storm force winds resulted in some trees downed
across much of eastern Virginia. In addition, there
were widely scattered power outages.
Hurricane Isabel caused historic flooding and
severe erosion in the region. In Hampton, the
coastal flooding, heavy surf and wave action
breached the barrier beach at Factory Point.
A small boat with 2 men on board was heading out
of Rudee Inlet. They made it through the first set of
breakers then stopped the boat. A wave overtook
them and flipped the boat. One man climbed onto
and stayed with the overturned boat and was
rescued. He was treated for mild hypothermia and
later released. The other man died of hypothermia.
Tides of 4 to 5 feet above normal combined with 6
to 8 foot waves caused significant damage to
homes, piers, bulkheads, boats, and marinas
across portions of the Virginia Peninsula and
Middle Peninsula near the Chesapeake Bay and
adjacent tributaries.
Strong onshore winds resulted in major coastal
flooding during times of high tide. Tidal departures
were 2.5 to 3.5 above normal during the event. A
strong low pressure system off the North Carolina
coast coupled with an upper level cutoff low to
dump intense rainfall across portions of southeast
Virginia. Rainfall amounts in excess of 10 inches
resulted in numerous road closures and moderate
to major river flooding from late Friday, October 6th
through Saturday, October 7th. Up to 28,000
Dominion Virginia Power customers lost power
during the event.
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TABLE 4.8: OCEAN AND LAKE SURF EVENTS (1993 - 2015)
LOCATION

DATE

TYPE OF DEATHS/ PROPERTY
EVENT INJURIES DAMAGE

Norfolk,
Chesapeake
York County,
Hampton

11/22 and
Coastal
11/23/2006 Flood

0/0

$145,000

Virginia
Beach

5/23/2009

Rip
Current

1/0

$0

Isle of Wight,
Chesapeake,
Newport
News, York
County,
Hampton

11/12/2009

Coastal
Flood

0/0

$16,200,00
0

Norfolk,
Virginia
Beach, York
County,
Chesapeake

12/19/2009

Coastal
Flood

0/0

$30,000

Virginia
Beach
Virginia
Beach
Chesapeake,
James City
County,
Newport
News, York
County,
Norfolk, Isle
of Wight,
Virginia
Beach,
Suffolk,
Hampton

8/25/2011
6/16/2012

10/28/2012

Rip
Current
Rip
Current

Coastal
Flood

1/0

-

1/0

-

0/0

$2,060,000
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DETAILS
Strong onshore winds caused moderate coastal
flooding during times of high tide. Tidal departures
were about 3 feet above normal during the event.
An intense low pressure system off the North
Carolina coast combined with an upper level cutoff
low to provide very strong winds, heavy rains, and
moderate coastal flooding across portions of
eastern and southeast Virginia from late November
21st into afternoon November 23rd.
A man body boarding was caught up in a rip
current and pulled offshore. Officials performed
CPR, but it failed to revive the man and he died.
An intense Nor'easter produced moderate to
severe coastal flooding across much of eastern
and southeast Virginia and the Virginia Eastern
Shore. The peak tide height at Money Point was
8.59 feet above MLLW, which was 6.17 feet above
the astronomical tide. That tide height was 0.3 feet
higher than the previous record storm tide
measured at this location during Hurricane Isabel
in September 2003.
A strong coastal low pressure area produced
moderate to severe coastal flooding across much
of eastern and southeast Virginia. The peak tide
height at Money Point was 6.77 feet above MLLW.
Several streets, homes and businesses were
flooded in low lying areas close or directly exposed
to the Chesapeake Bay. The peak tide height at
Yorktown was 5.32 feet above MLLW. Several
streets, homes and businesses were flooded in low
lying areas of the county close or directly exposed
to the Chesapeake Bay.
A surfer who got caught in a rip current drowned in
Virginia Beach.
A man was caught up in a rip current and drowned
in Virginia Beach.
Tropical Cyclone Sandy moving northward well off
the Mid Atlantic Coast then northwest into extreme
southern New Jersey produced very strong
northeast winds followed by very strong west or
northwest winds. The very strong winds caused
moderate to severe coastal flooding across
portions of eastern and southeast Virginia. Water
levels reached 3.5 feet to around 4.5 feet above
normal adjacent to the Chesapeake Bay resulting
in moderate to severe coastal flooding. Flooding of
streets due to the combination of rain and storm
surge was widespread during the height of the
storm. However, water levels were lower than
Irene in 2011.
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TABLE 4.8: OCEAN AND LAKE SURF EVENTS (1993 - 2015)
LOCATION
Chesapeake,
James City
County,
Newport
News, York
County,
Norfolk, Isle
of Wight,
Virginia
Beach,
Suffolk,
Hampton,
Poquoson

DATE

10/23/2015

Totals
Source: NCDC, 2015

TYPE OF DEATHS/ PROPERTY
EVENT INJURIES DAMAGE

Coastal
Flood

0/0

6/1

DETAILS

Anomalously strong/nearly stationary high
pressure over New England produced strong
onshore winds over the Mid-Atlantic. The strength
$1,000,000 and duration of the onshore winds produced
(Norfolk) moderate coastal flooding along the Atlantic Coast
and Chesapeake Bay. A tidal departure of 3 to 4
feet resulted in moderate flooding along the
Chesapeake Bay.

$98,755,00
0

PROBABILITY OF FUTURE OCCURENCES
Shoreline erosion over the long-term and short term will likely continue to occur in the Hampton Roads
region. Shoreline erosion will be more immediate and severe during hurricanes, tropical storms and
nor’easters.
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TORNADO
BACKGROUND
A tornado is a violent windstorm characterized by a twisting, funnel-shaped cloud extending to the
ground. Tornadoes are most often generated by thunderstorm activity when cool, dry air intersects and
overrides a layer of warm, moist air forcing the warm air to rise rapidly. The damage caused by a tornado
is a result of the high wind velocity and wind-blown debris, also accompanied by lightning or large hail.
According to the NWS, tornado wind speeds normally range from 40 to more than 200 mph. The most
violent tornadoes (EF5) have rotating winds of 200 mph or more
and are capable of causing extreme destruction and turning
normally harmless objects into deadly missiles.
Each year, an average of over 1,200 tornadoes is reported
nationwide, resulting in an average of 80 deaths and 1,500
injuries (NOAA, 2002 and 2014). They are more likely to occur
during the spring and early summer months of March through
June and can occur at any time of day, but are likely to form in the
late afternoon and early evening. Most tornadoes are a few
dozen yards wide and touch down briefly, but even small shortlived tornadoes can inflict tremendous damage. Highly destructive
tornadoes may carve out a path over a mile wide and tens of
miles long.
Waterspouts are weak tornadoes that form over warm water and
are most common along the Gulf Coast and southeastern states.
Waterspouts occasionally move inland, becoming tornadoes that
cause damage and injury. However, most waterspouts dissipate over the open water causing threats
only to marine and boating interests. Typically, a waterspout is weak and short-lived, and because they
are so common, most go unreported unless they cause damage.
The destruction caused by tornadoes ranges from light to devastating depending upon the intensity, size,
and duration of the storm. Typically, tornadoes cause the greatest damages to structures of light or
wood-framed construction such as residential homes (particularly mobile homes), and tend to remain
localized in impact. The traditional Fujita Scale for tornadoes, introduced in 1971, was developed to
measure tornado strength and associated damages. Starting in February of 2007, an “enhanced” Fujita
(EF) Scale was implemented, with somewhat lower wind speeds at the higher F-numbers, and more
thoroughly-refined structural damage indicator definitions. Table 4.9 provides a summary of the EF Scale.
Assigning an EF Scale rating to a tornado involves the following steps:
• Conduct an aerial and ground survey over the entire length of the damage path;
• Locate and identify damage indicators in the damage path;
• Consider the wind speeds of all damage indicators and assign an EF Scale category for the highest
wind speed consistent with wind speeds from the other damage indicators;
• Record the basis for assigning an EF scale rating to a tornado event; and
• Record other pertinent data related to the tornado event.
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TABLE 4.9: ENHANCED FUJITA (EF) SCALE FOR TORNADOES
EF-SCALE
NUMBER

3 SECOND GUSTS (mph)

F0
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5

65-85
86-110
111-135
136-165
166-200
over 200

Source: NWS Storm Prediction Center

In Virginia, tornadoes primarily occur from April through September, although tornadoes have been
observed in every month. Low-intensity tornadoes occur most frequently; tornadoes rated F2 or higher
are very rare in Virginia, although F2, F3, and a few F4 storms have been observed. According to the
Commonwealth of Virginia, Mitigation Plan 2013, Virginia ranks 28th in terms of the number of tornado
touchdowns reported between 1950 and 2006.
Tornadoes are high-impact, low-probability hazards. The net impact of a tornado depends on the storm
intensity and the vulnerability of development in its path. Because the path of each tornado is unique to
each event, general descriptions of impacts in Hampton Roads can be drawn from the impacts of
previous storms (see also Table 4.10 below). Communities rarely activate Emergency Operation Centers
before tornadoes due to the short warning times, but after extreme events with catastrophic damage that
displace a large number of residents, such activation may become necessary.
In Hampton Roads, a high intensity tornado, while unlikely, could be expected to impact almost
everything within the storm’s path: homes, especially those constructed prior to the use of building
codes; infrastructure, especially above-ground power lines in the commercial zones and bridges
throughout the region; cars and personal property; landscape elements such as trees, fences and shrubs;
and even human lives. Downed trees can block roadways, impeding traffic and blocking access and
egress if any of the region’s thoroughfares are impacted. Manufactured homes are particularly vulnerable
to damage in the event of tornadoes, as well, particularly if they were placed outside of flood zones and
before building codes were in effect requiring foundation tie-downs.
Tornadoes associated with tropical cyclones are somewhat more predictable. These tornadoes occur
frequently in September and October when the incidence of tropical storm systems is greatest. They
usually form around the perimeter of the storm, and most often to the right and ahead of the storm path or
the storm center as it comes ashore. These tornadoes commonly occur as part of large outbreaks and
generally move in an easterly direction. Tracking and prior notification by the National Weather Service
and local news media helps save lives locally.
Most tornado strikes in the region have been F0 or F1 and the effects were somewhat less than as
described above for severe storms. Critical damage to structures in the tornado’s path is common, with
indiscriminate damage to public-and privately-owned structures, some infrastructure, and downed trees
that make transportation difficult. In areas adjacent to the path, minor damage, especially to roofs and
windows from trees and flying debris, can also be expected. While downed trees may block
transportation routes and result in power outages for some customers, these impacts are typically cleared
within a few days.

LOCATION AND SPATIAL EXTENT
Tornadoes typically impact a relatively small area; however, it is impossible to predict where in the
planning area a tornado may strike. Vulnerability of individual structures is based largely on building
construction materials and standards, availability of safe rooms and advanced warning system
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capabilities. In cases involving intense tornadoes, the best defense against injury or death is a properly
engineered safe room or tornado shelter, neither of which is standard practice in the region. Likewise,
advanced warning system capabilities are limited to Reverse 911, Emergency Alert System warnings and
National Weather Service weather radio broadcasts.

Figure 4.23 illustrates the approximate location where confirmed tornadoes have touched down in the
region.

FIGURE 4.23: HISTORIC TORNADO TOUCHDOWNS AND TRACKS: 1950-2011

Study
Area

Source: Commonwealth of Virginia Hazard Mitigation Plan 2013
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SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL EVENTS
Hampton Roads has experienced 35 days with reported damaging tornadoes since 1995. The tornadoes
occurring since 1995 had strengths up to EF3. Damage estimates for these tornadoes exceed $41.56
million. Table 4.10 lists historical tornadoes that touched down in the study area (NCDC Website).

TABLE 4.10: TORNADOES (1995 - 2015)
DATE OF
OCCURRENCE

MAGNITUDE

ISLE OF WIGHT

7/12/1996

F1

0

$25,000

YORK

7/12/1996

F1

0

$15,000

HAMPTON

9/4/1996

F0

0

$1,000

CHESAPEAKE

7/24/1997

F1

0

$400,000

NORFOLK

7/24/1997

F1

0

$400,000

NORFOLK

7/24/1997

F0

0

$100,000

CHESAPEAKE

4/9/1998

F0

0

$25,000

HAMPTON

9/4/1999

F2

0/6

$7,720,000

LOCATION

HAMPTON ROADS HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN

DEATHS/ PROPERTY
INJURIES DAMAGE

DETAILS
Small tornado damaged 10-15 homes and
several trees in Moorfield subdivision of
Smithfield.
Tornado cut a 2-mile-long path across part
of Naval Weapons Station Yorktown.
Numerous trees, homes and cars were
damaged.
Weather personnel at Langley Air Force
Base observed a small tornado about 1/2
mile north-northwest of their building. Minor
damage to a few vehicles and tops of trees
occurred.
Tornado had a track of approximately 1
mile and was an estimated 50 yards in
width.
Tornado path started in south Norfolk just
south of Poindexter Street on Guerriere
Street. The tornado then continued northnortheast into the Berkley Avenue Industrial
Park before crossing into the southern
portion of Norfolk and lifting after causing
damage on Roseclair and Joyce Streets.
One business, a car wash was destroyed,
and six sustained major roof damage. One
home was damaged in Chesapeake, with
damage to a couple of additional structures
in the Roseclair and Joyce Street areas of
Norfolk.
Tornado first touched down west of Route
460 between Liberty Street and Indian
River Road. The tornado tracked northnortheast across Indian River Road and
across the eastern branch of the Elizabeth
River before lifting east of Harbor Park and
south of I-264. Minor damage to several
structures, mostly residential.
Tornado with speeds of 60-70mph in
Chesapeake. Damage was seen just south
of intersection of Dominion Boulevard and
Great Bridge Boulevard. Several trees were
downed/topped in the Riverwalk
Subdivision. Damage to a couple of homes
as a result of trees falling on them. Tornado
moved east-northeast to just northwest of
intersection of Volvo Parkway and
Kempsville Road. Several trees were
downed/topped in this area as well, with a
couple of homes damaged by falling
trees/limbs. Tornado appeared to remain
just above ground, with all structural
damage resulting from falling trees/limbs.
Tornado touchdown in the city of Hampton.
Extensive structural damage in a 3 block
area. Three apartment complexes and an
assisted living facility condemned. Two
additional apartment complexes partially
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TABLE 4.10: TORNADOES (1995 - 2015)
LOCATION

DATE OF
OCCURRENCE

MAGNITUDE

DEATHS/ PROPERTY
INJURIES DAMAGE

VIRGINIA BEACH

7/24/2000

F0

0

$20,000

SUFFOLK

5/21/2001

F0

0

$25,000

SUFFOLK

6/1/2001

F1

0

$15,000

NEWPORT NEWS

8/11/2001

F0

0

$50,000

SUFFOLK

2/22/2003

F0

0

$25,000

SOUTHAMPTON

5/9/2003

F0

0

$10,000

YORK

8/7/2003

F1

0

$20,000

VIRGINIA BEACH

8/8/2003

F0

0

$5,000

NORFOLK

9/18/2003

F0

0

-

SOUTHAMPTON
COUNTY

6/25/2004

F1

0

$2,000

SUFFOLK

6/25/2004

F1

0

$2,000

SUFFOLK

6/25/2004

F0

0

$2,000

CHESAPEAKE

8/14/2004

F0

0

$5,000

JAMES CITY
COUNTY

8/30/2004

F0

0

$5,000

JAMES CITY
COUNTY

8/30/2004

F0

0

$5,000

POQUOSON

8/30/2004

F0

0

$5,000

HAMPTON

8/30/2004

F0

0

$5,000

YORK COUNTY

8/30/2004

F0

0

$10,000

YORK COUNTY

8/30/2004

F0

0

$10,000

HAMPTON ROADS HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN

DETAILS
condemned. Many roofs were lifted off
buildings and as many as 800 vehicles
were reported damaged. This tornado
formed in area ahead of tropical storm
Dennis.
A waterspout that formed over Back Bay
came ashore at Campbell Landing Road
and destroyed 20’ x 30’ foot outbuilding
before dissipating. Many trees were blown
down; camper shells and lawn furniture
were tossed across neighborhood.
Tornado occurred in 5000 block of Manning
Road. Several small outbuildings destroyed
including 30’ wooden shed.
Tornado touched down near Jackson Road.
Tornado became a funnel cloud and then
touched down again just south of Sleepy
Hole Road and passed through Sleepy
Hole Golf Club. Tornado continued north
northeast through Chatham Woods with
extensive damage along Burning Tree
Lane.
Weak tornado damaged a couple of mobile
homes and produced minor damage at
townhouse complex near Fort Eustis.
Several 50-60 foot trees were pushed over
into houses. Numerous tree trunks were
twisted and tops sheared off.
Damage to trees and outbuildings, and
minor damage to home by a tornado in
northwest Southampton County.
Tornado damage occurred near Victory
Boulevard and Running Man Trail, with
about a dozen trees down. Damage to 4
houses from trees snapping off and falling
on the homes.
Tornado briefly touched down with minor
damage reported at Salem Crossing
Shopping Center.
Brief tornado occurred in association with
Isabel. No damage reported.
F1 tornado downed numerous large trees in
a swamp.
F1 tornado downed numerous trees near
intersection of Route 660 and Route 668.
F0 tornado damage to trees on Cypress
Chapel Road in Whaleyville.
Tornado associated with Tropical Storm
Charley damaged a fence and downed
trees.
F0 tornado downed or damaged several
trees.
F0 tornado downed or damaged several
trees near Drummonds Field Subdivision
and the James River.
F0 tornado downed trees on River Road
and Wythe Creek Road.
F0 tornado damaged a shed and trees on
Hall Road.
F0 tornado downed trees and damaged
roofs at Pinewood Drive and Highway 134.
F0 tornado blew roof off of garage and
damaged trees.
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TABLE 4.10: TORNADOES (1995 - 2015)
DATE OF
OCCURRENCE

MAGNITUDE

SOUTHAMPTON

7/2/2005

F0

0

-

SOUTHAMPTON

7/8/2005

F1

0

$2,000

VIRGINIA BEACH

7/14/2005

F0

0

$2,000

JAMES CITY

1/11/2006

F1

0/2

$20,000

PORTSMOUTH

8/11/2006

F0

0

-

HAMPTON

8/11/2006

F0

0

-

EF3

0/200

$30,000,000

EF0

0

$5,000

EF1

0

$60,000

EF1

0

$100,000

LOCATION

DEATHS/ PROPERTY
INJURIES DAMAGE

4/28/2008

SUFFOLK

4/28/2008
SOUTHAMPTON
COUNTY
4/28/2008

PORTSMOUTH

4/28/2008
NORFOLK
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F0 tornado touched down near Freemans
Pond Road then crossed Route 460.
F1 tornado caused damage near Old
Belfield Road.
Brief tornado touchdown caused minor
damage to golf practice facility and downed
tree limbs near Dam Neck Road and
Holland Road.
F1 tornado caused intermittent damage at
Jamestown Beach Campground and
Foxfield subdivision. One trailer and pop-up
camper were destroyed at campground and
caused minor injuries to two occupants.
Two townhomes suffered minor roof and
siding damage in subdivision.
Waterspout near the mouth of the James
River came on shore near Churchland High
School. No damage or injuries were
reported.
Waterspout near mouth of the James River
came on shore just south of Beach Road in
Grandview section of Hampton.
A tornado touched down with damage first
noted about 2 miles northeast of Lummis.
The tornado crossed Route 58, downing
trees as it moved northeast. The tornado
strengthened just south of the intersection
of Route 10 and Route 58, where it
damaged several homes and an
elementary school as well as downing
numerous trees. The intense tornado
crossed Route 58 again and then Route 10
before hitting the Freedom Plaza shopping
center where it destroyed a strip mall and
tossed around numerous cars. One car was
impaled into a building adjacent to the strip
mall. Thereafter, the tornado moved into 2
subdivisions east and northeast of Obici
Hospital. Many homes were damaged with
at least a dozen completely destroyed. The
tornado then continued into Driver where it
damaged a number of homes and
businesses and downed numerous trees.
The tornado then appeared to lift just north
of Driver, although amateur video and
pictures suggested that the tornado
maintained close contact with the ground as
it tracked northeast across northern
portions of Portsmouth to the Norfolk Naval
Air Station.
A brief tornado touched down about a half
mile east of Capron off Highway 58 near
Douglas Drive. Several trees were downed
or snapped off.
The tornado moved from northeast Suffolk
across northern portions of Portsmouth.
The tornado maintained close contact with
the ground and downed several trees and
produced some structural damage. While in
Suffolk, the tornado was rated as EF3, but
in Portsmouth it was rated as EF1.
The tornado maintained close contact with
the ground as it moved from northern
Portsmouth to the Norfolk Naval Air Station.
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TABLE 4.10: TORNADOES (1995 - 2015)
LOCATION

DATE OF
OCCURRENCE

MAGNITUDE

DEATHS/ PROPERTY
INJURIES DAMAGE

4/28/2008
JAMES CITY
COUNTY

EF0

0

$200,000

ISLE OF WIGHT

4/28/2008

EF1

0

$184,000

FRANKLIN

9/26/2008

EF0

0

-

ISLE OF WIGHT

4/20/2009

EF0

0

$5,000

CHESAPEAKE

5/4/2009

EF0

0

$10,000

SOUTHAMPTON
COUNTY

10/27/2010

EF0

0

$50,000

SOUTHAMPTON
COUNTY

4/16/2011

EF1

0

$30,000

EF3

0

$50,000

EF3

0

$15,000

4/16/2011
JAMES CITY
COUNTY
YORK COUNTY

4/16/2011

ISLE OF WIGHT
COUNTY

4/16/2011

EF2

0

$300,000

VIRGINIA BEACH

8/27/2011

EF0

0

$150,000

HAMPTON

6/1/2012

EF1

0

$1,000,000

ISLE OF WIGHT

1/11/2014

EF0

0

$40,000

HAMPTON ROADS HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN

DETAILS
The tornado damaged vehicles and a
building at Pier 2, and numerous trees were
blown down or snapped off. The tornado
remained rated as EF1 from northern
Portsmouth to the Norfolk Naval Air Station.
A brief tornado touched down in James City
county about 6 miles northwest of
Jamestown. Several trees were uprooted or
snapped off, and there was some minor
damage to homes in the area.
A tornado touched down near Carrsville in
southern Isle of Wight county. The tornado
damaged eleven homes and six agricultural
buildings along Harvest Drive and Eleys
Lane.
Brief tornado touchdown in an open field
near S.P. Morton Elementary School. No
damage reported.
EF0 tornado tracked along nearly 8-mile
track from near Raynor east-northeast to
approximately one mile northwest of
Smithfield.
EF0 tornado touched down in Great Bridge
section south of Cedar Road between
Shillelagh Road and Battlefield Boulevard.
An EF0 tornado destroyed a carport,
overturned a shed and downed several
trees. Debris was scattered toward
northeast about 100 yards.
Brief tornado touched down in southwest
Southampton County. Numerous trees
were snapped off and a few structures were
damaged. The most significant damage
was to a farm equipment shelter and a roof
on a home.
Tornado tracked from Surry County into
Kingsmill section of James City County.
Tornado tracked from James City County
into York County.
The tornado mainly affected the Yorktown
Naval Weapons Station.
Tornado damage was along a nearly
continuous 20-mile damage path from east
of Walters to just southwest of Smithfield.
More than 2 dozen homes were damaged.
Farm equipment was picked up and tossed
around on several farms.
Weak tornado (EF0) severely damaged a
home on Sandpiper Road. Minor damage to
one other home.
Tornado began on James River just east of
Monitor Merrimac Bridge Tunnel. Its track
went over Chesapeake Avenue, through
downtown Hampton to Hampton Yacht Club
before moving across Mercury Boulevard,
then dissipating over the Chesapeake Bay.
The tornado touched down on Bob White
Road just north of Woodland Drive, then
continued northeast about 2 miles nearly
paralleling Woodland Drive before lifting
near Quaker Road in Isle of Wight. The
tornado touched down just north of Route
10, then continued northeast into Mogarts
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TABLE 4.10: TORNADOES (1995 - 2015)
LOCATION

DATE OF
OCCURRENCE

MAGNITUDE

DEATHS/ PROPERTY
INJURIES DAMAGE

HAMPTON

1/11/2014

EF0

0

$100,000

VIRGINIA BEACH

7/4/2014

EF0

0

$25,000

NORFOLK

7/4/2014

EF0

0

$5,000

VIRGINIA BEACH

7/10/2014

EF0

0/10

$300,000

0/218

$41.56
million

TOTAL

DETAILS
Beach area. Tornado was on the ground
about 1.4 miles before dissipating over
James River.
Tornado touched down near Routten Road
and Cabell Lane where around 50 trees
were snapped and homes had 10 to 20
percent of their roof shingles blown off. The
tornado traveled east northeast damaging
the roof of Fox Hill Central Methodist
Church and completely ripping roof off of
the City of Hampton school maintenance
compound on Windmill Point Road.
Tornado moved to Canal Road snapping
trees, damaging residential rooftops and
blowing out windows of a car. Tornado
continued on to completely destroy the Fox
Hill Athletic Association Building on
Grundland Drive, before ending at the
Grandview Nature Preserve.
A brief EF-0 tornado associated with a
squall from Hurricane Arthur touched down
near Lynnwood in Virginia Beach.
Numerous trees were snapped and
uprooted along Lynndale Road and Kline
Drive.
Tornado touched down near the Forest
Lawn Cemetery in Norfolk.
A weak tornado caused significant damage
to a home from the roof being blown off.
There was also damage to several other
structures including a school gymnasium. A
large pool window was blown out.

Source: NCDC, July 2015

PROBABILITY OF FUTURE OCCURRENCES
According to the Commonwealth of Virginia Hazard Mitigation Plan 2013, VDEM documented statewide
annual tornado frequency and annual significant tornado hazard frequency. Hampton Roads, as shown
in Figure 4.24, is located in an area of medium to high risk for tornado strikes of magnitude F2 or larger.
Please note that this map is Virginia-specific and “high frequency” in the Commonwealth is still relatively
low frequency in parts of the Midwest and southern United States. The probability of future occurrence is
considered likely.
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FIGURE 4.24: HISTORICAL TORNADO HAZARD FREQUENCY

Study
Area

Source: Commonwealth of Virginia Hazard Mitigation Plan 2013
A tornado wind event could occur in Hampton Roads at any time of the year, but is most likely to occur
from April to August, with peak probability in June, as can be seen in the Wind Annual Cycle for the
region (Figure 4.25) below.

FIGURE 4.25: ANNUAL WIND CYCLE

Source: National Severe Storm Labs
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WINTER STORMS
BACKGROUND
A winter storm can range from a moderate snow over a period of a few hours to blizzard conditions with
blinding wind-driven snow that lasts for several days. Some winter storms may be large enough to affect
several states, while others may affect only a single community. Many winter storms are accompanied by
low temperatures and heavy and/or blowing snow, which can severely impair visibility.
In Hampton Roads, winter storms typically include
snow, sleet, freezing rain, or a mix of these wintry
forms of precipitation. Sleet—raindrops that freeze
into ice pellets before reaching the ground—usually
bounce when hitting a surface and do not stick to
objects; however, sleet can accumulate like snow
and cause a hazard to motorists. Freezing rain is
rain that falls onto a surface with a temperature
below freezing, forming a glaze of ice. Even small
accumulations of ice can cause a significant hazard,
especially on roads, power lines and trees. Ice
storms have also occurred in the region, when
freezing rain falls and freezes immediately upon
impact.
A VDOT snowplow plows I-64 East. (Photo by Tom

Communications and power in the region can be
Saunders, VDOT)
disrupted for days, and even small accumulations of
ice may cause extreme hazards to motorists and pedestrians. Perhaps one of the most common impacts
of winter storms in the region is vehicle accidents and stranded, disabled vehicles. Unaccustomed to
driving in snow and ice much of the year, drivers attempt to drive at normal speeds despite deteriorated
road conditions. Lacking the large fleets of snowplows of some counties and municipalities further north,
the region’s secondary roads are not cleared as often or as quickly, and roads may remain unplowed or
untreated for many days. This impacts special needs populations and others who may become
housebound by severe winter storms. Most of the airports in the region also shut down for some time
until the runways can be cleared.
Recent winter storms in the region have caused severe economic disruption with lengthy school and
business closures, damage to vehicles and reduced community services for extended periods. In
agricultural portions of the study area such as Southampton County, freezing temperatures may affect
agricultural production, depending on when the event occurs relative to the growing periods of certain
crops. Nor’easters often cause winter storms in the region, so the impacts of coastal flooding and
shoreline erosion are also associated with winter storm events.
The Northeast Snowfall Impact Scale (NESIS) developed by the NWS characterizes and ranks highimpact snowstorms. These storms have large areas of 10-inch snowfall accumulations and greater.
NESIS has five categories: Extreme, Crippling, Major, Significant, and Notable. The index differs from
other meteorological indices in that it uses population information in addition to meteorological
measurements. Thus NESIS gives an indication of a storm's societal impacts. This scale was developed
because of the impact Northeast snowstorms can have on the rest of the country in terms of
transportation and economic impact.
NESIS scores are a function of the area affected by the snowstorm, the amount of snow, and the number
of people living in the path of the storm. The aerial distribution of snowfall and population information are
combined in an equation that calculates a NESIS score which varies from around one for smaller storms
to over 10 for extreme storms. The raw score is then converted into one of the five NESIS categories, with
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the largest NESIS values result from storms producing heavy snowfall over large areas that include major
metropolitan centers (Table 4.11).

TABLE 4.11: NORTHEAST SNOWFALL IMPACT SCALE (NESIS)
CATEGORY

NESIS VALUE

DESCRIPTION

1

1 - 2.499

Notable

2

2.5 – 3.99

Significant

3

4 – 5.99

Major

4

6 – 9.99

Crippling

5

10.0+

Extreme

SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL EVENTS
According to the NCDC, Hampton Roads has experienced 23 significant winter storm events including
snow and ice storms, since 1995 (Table 4.12). These events account for $20.15 million in reported
property damages for the affected areas. The region received presidential disaster declarations from
major winter storms in 1996 (the Blizzard of ’96) and 2000. Some of the most significant winter storms to
impact the region in the twentieth century are discussed below.
On January 30-31, 1966, a blizzard struck Virginia and the Northeast U.S. It was the second snowstorm
to hit Virginia in a week. The first storm dumped nine inches in Norfolk. With fresh snow on the ground,
arctic air settled in and temperatures dropped into the teens. The second storm dumped one to two feet
of snow over a large part of the state. Intense winds and drifting snow continued and kept roads closed
for several days after the storm. Temperatures dropped into the single digits with some falling below zero.
Wind chill temperatures were dangerously low.
The winter of 1976-1977 was the coldest winter on the East Coast of the past century. Storms across
the state dropped a few more inches every few days to keep a fresh coating on the streets that were just
clearing from the previous storms. The average temperature for the month of January in Norfolk was
29.2°F which was 12° below normal. The prolonged cold wave caused oil and natural gas shortages and
President Carter asked people to turn thermostats down to conserve energy. The major elements of this
winter were the cold temperatures. There was little snowfall associated with this winter in the region.
The “Presidents Day Storm” of February 1979 dropped seven inches on snow on Norfolk on February
18-19 and 13 inches of snow were recorded for the entire month. The following winter, 20 inches fell in
Virginia Beach and a foot of snow fell in Norfolk in a storm that hit the region in February. On March 1,
another foot of snow fell in Norfolk and the total snowfall amount of 41.9 inches for Norfolk was the
snowiest winter ever recorded in eastern Virginia.
The “Superstorm of March ’93,” was also known as “The Storm of the Century” for the eastern United
States, due to its large area of impact, all the way from Florida and Alabama through New England.
Impacts in the Southside Hampton Roads region were not as severe, but this storm still caused major
disruption across a large portion of the country.
The “1996 Blizzard” from January 6 to January 13, 1996 affected much of the eastern seaboard. In
Virginia, the winter storm left up to 36 inches of snow in portions of the state. In the Southside Hampton
Roads region, most of the communities saw at least a foot of snow between January 6 and January 12.
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A major ice storm at the end of December 1998 resulted in approximately 400,000 customers being
without power during the maximum outage period. Some customers were without power for about ten
days during the holidays. Many accidents occurred due to slippery road conditions, especially bridges and
overpasses and holiday travel. Many secondary roads were impassable due to fallen tree limbs or whole
trees.
The winter of 2010 was a memorable one for residents of Hampton Roads. The NWS compiled
preliminary winter climate data for 2010-2011 at Norfolk, which indicate an average temperature of 38.9
degrees, or 3.2 degrees lower than the normal of 42.1 degrees. Total snowfall was 21.8 inches, which is
remarkable when compared to the normal of 7.1 inches for an average winter. December 2010 was the
2nd-snowiest on record, at 17.8 inches, because most snow fell before January 1. There was 13.4 inches
of snow for December 26, which is the fourth-biggest daily snowfall on record. (Source: The Daily Press,
3/11/2011, and NWS). The December 26 winter storm created havoc on the roadways. Between
midnight and 10 pm December 26, State Police recorded 421 traffic crashes, 296 disabled vehicles and
1,159 total calls for service in Hampton Roads, Eastern Shore, Williamsburg, Franklin and Emporia. The
NESIS ranking for the December, 2010 winter storm was a Category 3.

TABLE 4.12: WINTER STORM AND NOR’EASTER ACTIVITY (1995 - 2015)
DATE OF
TYPE OF
OCCURRENCE EVENT
1/6/1996

PROPERTY
DAMAGE

Winter
Storm
Winter
Storm

$25,000

2/16/1996

Winter
Storm

$0

3/7/1996

Winter
Storm

$0

12/23/1998

Ice
Storm

$20,000,000

1/19/2000

Winter
Storm

$0

2/2/1996

$0
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No description available. NESIS Category 5, Extreme.
A winter storm tracked northeast from the Gulf Coast
states to off the Virginia coast. It spread a mixture of
snow, sleet and some freezing rain from the lower
Chesapeake Bay southwest into south central Virginia.
Snow developed on the back side of the storm with snow
accumulations across Tidewater ranging from 4 to 8
inches.
A storm tracked northeast from western South Carolina
Thursday night to off the North Carolina coast Friday
morning. Then it moved off north and spread heavy
snow across Virginia.
A low pressure area developed over the Carolinas and
then tracked off Virginia coast. It spread light snow
across central and eastern Virginia.
A major ice storm affected central and eastern Virginia
from Wednesday into Friday. A prolonged period of
freezing rain and some sleet resulted in ice
accumulations of one half inch to one inch in many
locations. The heavy ice accumulations on trees and
power lines caused widespread power outages across
the region. Approximately 400,000 customers were
without power during the maximum outage period. Some
customers were without power for about ten days. Many
accidents occurred due to slippery road conditions,
especially bridges and overpasses. Many secondary
roads were impassable due to fallen tree limbs or whole
trees.
Two to three inches of snow fell overnight as an area of
low pressure passed south of the region. The highest
amounts were measured along a line from Caroline
county in the north, through the City of Richmond, then
along the southern shore of the James River to near the
Newport News area. Snow briefly fell heavily after
midnight, creating hazardous driving conditions.
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TABLE 4.12: WINTER STORM AND NOR’EASTER ACTIVITY (1995 - 2015)
DATE OF
TYPE OF
OCCURRENCE EVENT

PROPERTY
DAMAGE

1/25/2000

Winter
Storm

$70,000

12/3/2000

Winter
Storm

$50,000

2/22/2001

Winter
Storm

$0

1/2/2002

Winter
Storm

$0

12/4/2002

Winter
Storm

$0

1/16/2003

Winter
Storm

$0

2/15/2003

Winter
Storm

$0

1/9/2004

Winter
Storm

$0
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A significant winter storm dropped 8 to 12 inches of snow
across portions of eastern Virginia. There was blowing
and drifting of snow from winds which gusted over 40
mph at times. The snow mixed with sleet and freezing
rain occasionally during the late morning hours. In Isle of
Wight County, strong winds pushed the Pagan River onto
South Church Street. Isle of Wight County snowfall
totaled 7 to 8 inches. Winds gusting over 50 mph created
some blowing snow in the late afternoon and evening
hours. Eighty-four automobile accidents were reported
during the storm in Virginia Beach alone. Portions of
Interstate 264 were closed. Moderate beach erosion was
experienced, especially in the Sandbridge area. Blowing
sand closed portions of Sandfiddler Road. The U.S.
Coast Guard rescued four crew members of a vessel four
miles west of Cape Charles when their craft was caught
in dangerously rough seas. NESIS Category 2,
Significant.
A winter storm struck parts of extreme southern and
southeastern Virginia. The storm affected a relatively
small area, but the areas that had snow received some
hefty totals. Windsor reported 4 inches of snowfall. Local
law enforcement agencies reported scores of accidents,
several of which involved injuries. Schools were closed
the following day in Suffolk, Franklin and Isle of Wight
County.
A winter storm produced 1 to 4 inches of snow across
south central and eastern Virginia. Local law enforcement
agencies reported numerous accidents, some of which
involved injuries. Many schools were dismissed early on
the day of the storm, and several schools in the area
were either closed or had a delayed opening the following
day due to slippery road conditions.
A winter storm produced 8 to as much as 12 inches of
snow across south central and southeast Virginia. Local
law enforcement agencies reported numerous accidents.
Most schools in the area were closed Thursday and
Friday due to very slippery road conditions.
A winter storm produced 1 to 4 inches of snow along with
1/4 to 1/2 inch of ice from south central Virginia northeast
through the middle peninsula and Virginia northern neck.
Numerous trees and power lines were reported down due
to ice accumulations, resulting in scattered power
outages. Local law enforcement agencies also reported
numerous accidents. Some schools in the area were
closed Thursday due to slippery road conditions.
A winter storm produced 4 to 8 inches of snow across
portions of central and eastern Virginia. Local law
enforcement agencies reported numerous accidents.
Most schools in the area were closed Friday due to very
slippery road conditions.
A winter storm produced 1 to 3 inches of snow, along
with sleet and 1/4 to 1/2 inch of ice accumulation, across
central and eastern Virginia. Local law enforcement
agencies reported numerous accidents. Most schools in
the area were closed Monday due to very slippery road
conditions. NESIS Category 4, Crippling.
Two to as much as five inches of snow fell across
portions of central, south central, and southeast Virginia.
The snow produced very slippery roadways, which
resulted in several accidents.
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TABLE 4.12: WINTER STORM AND NOR’EASTER ACTIVITY (1995 - 2015)
DATE OF
TYPE OF
OCCURRENCE EVENT

PROPERTY
DAMAGE

1/25/2004

Winter
Storm

$0

2/15/2004

Winter
Storm

$0

12/26/2004

Winter
Storm

$0

1/30/2010

Winter
Storm

$0

12/25/2010

Winter
Storm

$0

1/21/2014

Winter
Storm

$0

1/28/2014

Winter
Storm

$0

2/16/2015

Winter
Storm

$0

2/26/2015

Winter
Storm

$0

23 Events

DETAILS
Two to as much as four inches of snow and sleet fell
across portions of eastern and southeast Virginia. The
snow and sleet produced very slippery roadways, which
resulted in numerous accidents and school closings for a
few days.
One to three inches of snow fell across portions of south
central and southeast Virginia. The snow produced very
slippery roadways, which resulted in several accidents
and school closings for a few days.
A winter storm produced a narrow band of six to as much
as fourteen inches of snow across the Virginia Eastern
Shore, Hampton Roads, and interior southeast Virginia.
The snow caused very hazardous driving conditions,
which resulted in numerous accidents. Smithfield in Isle
of Wight county reported 12 inches and Isle of Wight
reported 11 inches.
Low pressure moving off the coastal Carolinas produced
between five and fifteen inches of snow across central
and eastern Virginia from Friday night, January 29th, into
Saturday night January 30th.
Low pressure moving north just off the Mid Atlantic Coast
produced between five and sixteen inches of snow
across central and eastern Virginia from Saturday
afternoon, December 25th, into Sunday evening
December 26th. Snowfall amounts were generally
between nine and fourteen inches across the region.
Chesapeake reported 13.0 inches of snow. NESIS
Category 3, Major.
Coastal low pressure intensifying off the Mid Atlantic
Coast produced a widespread two to five inches of
snowfall from the Virginia Piedmont to the Virginia
Eastern Shore. NESIS Category 1, Notable.
Coastal low pressure intensifying off the Mid Atlantic
Coast produced widespread snowfall ranging from two to
ten inches of snowfall from the Virginia Piedmont to the
Virginia Eastern Shore. Highest snowfall amounts were
over southeast Virginia.
Low pressure moving from the Southern Plains east
northeast and off the Mid Atlantic Coast produced
between four inches and nine inches of snow across
central, south central and eastern Virginia from Monday
afternoon, February 16th through early Tuesday morning,
February 17th.
Intensifying low pressure tracking from the Gulf of Mexico
northeast and off the southeast and Mid Atlantic coast
produced between three inches and nine inches of snow
across eastern and southeast Virginia from late
Wednesday night, February 25th into midday Thursday,
February 26th.

$20,145,000

Source: NCDC

PROBABILITY OF FUTURE OCCURRENCES
Winter storms remain a likely occurrence for the region. While storms will be more likely to produce small
amounts of snow, sleet or freezing rain, larger storms, though less frequent in occurrence, could also
impact the region.
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Historical evidence indicates that the region has been impacted by varying degrees of snow storms and
ice storms over the last century. In terms of receiving measurable snowfall, the NCDC estimates that
there is between 83.3 and 89.8 percent probability that the Southside Hampton Roads region will receive
measurable snowfall in any given year, Table 4.13.

TABLE 4.13: PROBABILITY OF RECEIVING A MEASURABLE SNOWFALL
JURISDICTION
Isle of Wight
Norfolk
Suffolk
Virginia Beach

ANNUAL
PROBABILITY

WINTER
PROBABILITY

SPRING
PROBABILITY

FALL
PROBABILITY

83.3%
89.8%
No data
84.0%

94.1%
88.7%
90.0%
85.7%

25.0%
36.4%
63.6%
23.5%

4.0%
5.5%
29.1%
2.7%

Source: NOAA, NCDC, Snow Climatology Page, 2011
Figure 4.26 provides graphic evidence that the chance of snow annually is close to or equal to 100
percent in the rest of the study area.

FIGURE 4.26: CHANCE OF MEASURABLE SNOWFALL IN SOUTHEAST UNITED STATES (%)

Source: NC State University, Climate Education web page: http://climate.ncsu.edu/edu/k12/.SEPrecip
Figure 4.27 indicates the average number of days the region will experience three or more days with at
least three inches of snow. Data produced for the Commonwealth of Virginia Hazard Mitigation Plan
2013 indicate the following frequency characteristics about winter storm characteristics for the region:
• 1.5 or fewer days per year with at least three inches of snow;
• 0.5 or fewer days per year with at least six inches of snow; and,
• three or fewer days per year entirely at or below 32°F.
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FIGURE 4.27: AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS WITH AT LEAST THREE INCHES OF SNOW

Source: Commonwealth of Virginia Hazard Mitigation Plan 2013
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EARTHQUAKE
An earthquake is the motion or trembling of the ground produced by sudden displacement of rock in the
Earth's crust. Earthquakes result from crustal strain, volcanism, landslides or the collapse of caverns.
Earthquakes can affect hundreds of thousands of square miles; cause damage to property measured in
the tens of billions of dollars; result in loss of life and injury to hundreds of thousands of persons; and
disrupt the social and economic functioning of the affected area.
Most property damage and earthquake-related deaths are caused by the failure and collapse of
structures due to ground shaking. The level of damage depends upon the amplitude and duration of the
shaking, which are directly related to the earthquake size, distance from the fault, site and regional
geology.
Most earthquakes are caused by the release of stresses accumulated as a result of the rupture of rocks
along opposing fault planes in the Earth’s outer crust. These fault planes are typically found along
borders of the Earth's 10 tectonic plates. These plate borders generally follow the outlines of the
continents, with the North American plate following the continental border with the Pacific Ocean in the
west, but following the mid-Atlantic trench in the east. Earthquakes occurring in the mid-Atlantic trench
usually pose little danger to humans.
The areas of greatest tectonic instability occur at the perimeters of the slowly moving plates, as these
locations are subjected to the greatest strains from plates traveling in opposite directions and at different
speeds. Deformation along plate boundaries causes strain in the rock and the consequent buildup of
stored energy. When the built-up stress exceeds the rocks' strength, a rupture occurs. The rock on both
sides of the fracture is snapped, releasing the stored energy and producing seismic waves, generating an
earthquake.
Earthquakes are measured in terms of their magnitude and intensity. Magnitude is measured using the
Richter scale, an open-ended logarithmic scale that describes the energy release of an earthquake
through a measure of shock wave amplitude (see Table 4.14). Each unit increase in magnitude on the
Richter scale corresponds to a 10-fold increase in wave amplitude, or a 32-fold increase in energy.
Intensity is most commonly measured using the Modified Mercalli Intensity (MMI) Scale based on direct
and indirect measurements of seismic effects. The scale levels are typically described using Roman
numerals, with a I corresponding to imperceptible (instrumental) events, IV corresponding to moderate
(felt by people awake), to XII for catastrophic (total destruction). A detailed description of the Modified
Mercalli Intensity Scale of earthquake intensity and its correspondence to the Richter scale is given in
Table 4.15.
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TABLE 4.14: RICHTER SCALE
RICHTER MAGNITUDES
Less than 3.5
3.5-5.4

EARTHQUAKE EFFECTS
Generally not felt, but recorded.
Often felt, but rarely causes damage.
At most slight damage to well-designed buildings. Can cause major damage to poorly
constructed buildings over small regions.

Under 6.0
6.1-6.9

Can be destructive in areas up to about 100 kilometers across where people live.

7.0-7.9

Major earthquake. Can cause serious damage over larger areas.

8 or greater

Great earthquake. Can cause serious damage in areas several hundred kilometers across.

Source: United States Geological Survey

TABLE 4.15: MODIFIED MERCALLI INTENSITY SCALE FOR EARTHQUAKES
SCALE

INTENSITY

I

Instrumental

II

Feeble

Some people feel it

III

Slight

Felt by people resting; like a truck rumbling by

IV

Moderate

V

Slightly Strong

VI

Strong

VII

CORRESPONDING
RICHTER SCALE
MAGNITUDE

DESCRIPTION OF EFFECTS

Detected only on seismographs
<4.2

Felt by people walking
Sleepers awake; church bells ring

<4.8

Trees sway; suspended objects swing, objects fall off
shelves

<5.4

Very Strong

Mild Alarm; walls crack; plaster falls

<6.1

VIII

Destructive

Moving cars uncontrollable; masonry fractures, poorly
constructed buildings damaged

IX

Ruinous

X

Disastrous

XI

Very Disastrous

XII

Catastrophic

Some houses collapse; ground cracks; pipes break open
Ground cracks profusely; many buildings destroyed;
liquefaction and landslides widespread
Most buildings and bridges collapse; roads, railways,
pipes and cables destroyed; general triggering of other
hazards

<6.9
<7.3
<8.1

Total destruction; trees fall; ground rises and falls in waves

>8.1

Source: United States Geological Survey

Hampton Roads is in an area that could feel the effects of earthquakes in the Central Virginia Seismic
Zone (see Figure 4.28), an area of frequent, yet very weak, earthquake activity located to the southwest
of Charlottesville, at the New Madrid Fault in Missouri and at the Charleston Fault in South Carolina.
During the last 200 years, both the New Madrid Fault and the Charleston Fault have generated
earthquakes measuring greater than 8 on the Richter scale.
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FIGURE 4.28: CENTRAL VIRGINIA SEISMIC ZONE

Poquoson

Source: Virginia Department of Mines Minerals and Energy, web site, 2014

Earthquakes in the central and eastern U.S., although less frequent than in the western U.S., are typically
felt over a much broader region. East of the Rockies, an earthquake can be felt over an area as much as
ten times larger than a similar magnitude earthquake on the west coast. A magnitude 4.0 eastern U.S.
earthquake typically can be felt at many places as far as 60 miles from where it occurred, and it
infrequently causes damage near its source. A magnitude 5.5 eastern U.S. earthquake usually can be felt
as far as 300 miles from where it occurred, and sometimes causes damage out to 25 miles.
Earthquakes everywhere occur on faults within bedrock, usually several miles deep. Most bedrock
beneath central Virginia was assembled as continents collided to form a supercontinent about 500-300
million years ago, raising the Appalachian Mountains. Most of the rest of the bedrock formed when the
supercontinent rifted apart about 200 million years ago to form what are now the northeastern U.S., the
Atlantic Ocean, and Europe.
At well-studied plate boundaries like the San Andreas fault system in California, often scientists can
determine the name of the specific fault that is responsible for an earthquake. In contrast, east of the
Rocky Mountains this is rarely the case. The Central Virginia seismic zone is far from the nearest plate
boundaries, which are in the center of the Atlantic Ocean and in the Caribbean Sea. The seismic zone is
laced with known faults but numerous smaller or deeply buried faults remain undetected. Even the known
faults are poorly located at earthquake depths. Accordingly, few, if any, earthquakes in the seismic zone
can be linked to named faults. It is difficult to determine if a known fault is still active and could slip and
cause an earthquake. As in most other areas east of the Rockies, the best guide to earthquake hazards
in the seismic zone is the earthquakes themselves.
Historical data is supportive of the low risk assessment. Since 1774, there have been only three
earthquake epicenters within 65 miles of Hampton Roads, one on the Delmarva Peninsula and two in the
Hampton Roads area. Only minor structural damage as a result of these earthquakes has been reported
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in the region. Impacts of a severe, unlikely earthquake centered in Hampton Roads are unknown based
on the historical record, but could be extrapolated from damage experienced in Louisa County during the
August 2011 quake described below. Damage to local structures would likely be severe because
buildings in the region are not typically designed to withstand high magnitude quakes. Underground
infrastructure damage is also expected to be severe and could cause long-term power, water and sewer
service interruptions in the region. Likewise damage to bridges, tunnels and roads could disrupt
transportation routes for much of the population.
On Tuesday afternoon, August 23, 2011, an earthquake with a moment magnitude of 5.8 occurred about
7 miles southwest of Mineral, Virginia, which is near Lake Anna in Louisa County. The earthquake was
widely felt, with felt reports received from people as far away as Detroit, Atlanta, Boston, Toronto, and
Montreal. Dozens of aftershocks up to magnitude 4.5 have been recorded, including a magnitude 4.2
aftershock approximately six hours after the main shock and a magnitude 4.5 aftershock about a day and
a half later. The Washington Post reported that the two Dominion Virginia Power nuclear plants in North
Anna, Va., 10 miles from the epicenter, shut down automatically when the quake hit. They lost power
from the grid and switched to four diesel generators. Damage was greatest in Louisa County and several
minor injuries occurred. Structural damage to buildings was significant in cities throughout central and
eastern Virginia and Washington D.C., including damage to the Washington Monument and the
Washington National Cathedral. Officials at Fort Monroe, in Hampton, Virginia, also reported some minor
structural damage as a result of the quake.
The Daily Press and Virginian-Pilot newspapers reported a minor, but relatively rare, earthquake with its
epicenter on the Peninsula August 3, 1995. According to the Virginian-Pilot, the quake measured 2.6 on
the Richter scale. The Virginia Tech Seismological Observatory detected the quake with instrumentation
in Goochland County west of Richmond, and in Blacksburg. The quake was centered under the York
River near York River State Park. According to the Daily Press, people at Camp Peary in York County
reported feeling the quake.
The Virginia Tech Seismological Observatory provides additional information on more recent events in
Virginia, including a magnitude 4.0 shock that occurred on August 17, 1984. The epicenter was
approximately 15 miles to the southeast of Charlottesville. The quake was felt from Washington, DC to
the North Carolina border and from Staunton to Norfolk.
A magnitude 3.2 earthquake occurred Saturday, September 22, 2001, with the epicenter near Shadwell,
just east of Charlottesville. The focal depth was within a few kilometers of the surface, and this produced
a strong acoustic signal that local officials attributed to an aircraft in transonic flight. In fact, such
explosive sounds are frequently associated with shallow earthquakes in eastern North America. Unlike
the situation in California, the rocks in the upper few kilometers of the Earth's crust in the east are
extremely efficient transmitters of high frequency seismic energy, and a proportion of this energy is
converted to ordinary sound waves when the seismic waves reach the Earth's surface.
Earthquakes of significant magnitude are unlikely occurrences for Hampton Roads, though the proximity
of the region to the Charleston Fault could increase the possibility of feeling some impact of a large
earthquake if it were to occur along that fault line.
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WILDFIRES
BACKGROUND
A wildfire is any fire occurring in a wildland area (i.e., grassland, forest, brush land) except for fire under
prescription. 4 Wildfires are part of the natural management of the Earth’s ecosystems, but may also be
caused by natural or human factors. Over 80% of forest fires are started by negligent human behavior
such as smoking in wooded areas or improperly extinguishing campfires. The second most common
cause for wildfire is lightning.
There are three classes of wildland fires: surface fire,
ground fire, and crown fire. A surface fire is the most
common of these three classes and burns along the
floor of a forest, moving slowly and killing or
damaging trees. A ground fire (muck fire) is usually
started by lightning or human carelessness and
burns on or below the forest floor. Crown fires
spread rapidly by wind and move quickly by jumping
along the tops of trees. Wildland fires are usually
signaled by dense smoke that fills the area for miles
around.
Fire probability depends on local weather conditions,
outdoor activities such as camping, debris burning,
and construction, and the degree of public
cooperation with fire prevention measures. Drought
conditions and other natural disasters (such as
hurricanes, tornadoes and lightning) increase the
probability of wildfires by producing fuel in both
urban and rural settings. Forest damage from
hurricanes and tornadoes may block interior access
roads and fire breaks, pull down overhead power
lines, or damage pavement and underground
utilities.

A 2008 fire sparked by logging equipment in the
Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge
lasted 121 days and cost more than $10 million. It
was the longest and most expensive wildfire in
Virginia history. (Credit: U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service)

The impacts of wildfire in the Hampton Roads region are both economic and environmental. From an
economic perspective, fires destroy most homes, businesses and infrastructure in their path. The
population displacement and subsequent rebuilding consumes valuable resources of private and public
entities. Communities in the region spend significant capital funds both fighting wildfires and training
staff, and preparing equipment and infrastructure to fight wildfire. Wildfire also endangers the lives and
safety of firefighters and citizens. Loss of life is a possible impact of severe wildfire in the region,
although the lack of mountainous terrain makes escape somewhat easier.
The region’s air, water and soil environments are all altered by wildfire, and even wildfire in adjacent
regions. Dense smoke and the fine particles and gases inside the smoke pose a risk to human health.
Smoke irritates the eyes and respiratory system and can cause bronchitis or aggravate heart or lung
disease even for residents hundreds of miles downwind. Wildfires raise the temperature of forest soils
and potentially wipe away organic value of the soil. And although soils do eventually recover, the impact
on watersheds in the interim can be detrimental to the region’s water bodies. Burned organic matter in
soils may negatively affect infiltration and percolation making soil surfaces water repellant. If water is

4 Prescription burning, or “controlled burn,” undertaken by land management agencies is the process of igniting fires
under selected conditions, in accordance with strict parameters.
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unable to infiltrate, runoff quantity increases and infiltration to groundwater decreases. Both of these
factors may negatively impact water quality downstream.

LOCATION AND SPATIAL EXTENT
In July 2003, the Virginia Department of Forestry (VDOF) released a GIS-based wildfire risk assessment
for the Commonwealth of Virginia. The data are now part of the Southern Foresters web site at
www.southernwildfirerisk.com that serves as a portal for data from several southern states. While this
assessment of wildfire risk is not recommended for site-specific determinations of wildfire vulnerability, the
data were used in this plan as an indicator of general hazard exposure within the region, as shown in
Figure 4.29. Risk assessment designation involved several inputs, including slope, aspect, land cover,
distance to railroads, distance to roads, population density, and historical fire occurrence (VDOF, July
2003, wra-03-statewide). Potential wildfire risk areas are presented in two categories indicating the
relative level of threat to the area as high or moderate. Areas without a high or moderate designation are
considered to be at low risk of wildfire.

FIGURE 4.29: WILDFIRE THREAT

Source: Southern Foresters, 2013
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Aerial imagery indicates that the areas classified as high wildfire threat are lightly developed wooded
areas, including some marshland and other forms of undeveloped land. The moderate wildfire threat
areas include both undeveloped and developed land.

SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL EVENTS
According to VDOF records, the agency responded to 39 events between 2010 and 2013, the most
recent year for which data were available. These data were compiled from completed VDOF fire reports,
and do not reflect every brush and woods fire occurrence in the region for this time period. Many more
fires are likely to have occurred during this timeframe that local fire departments responded to and were
able to contain quickly and efficiently. Because the documented events required state-level assistance
from VDOF, they are considered significant events for the purposes of this plan. Only minor property
damages have been recorded as resulting from wildfire events. Table 4.16 shows damages from wildfire
events in the region between 2002 and 2013, the latest year for which data are available.

TABLE 4.16: HAMPTON ROADS WILDFIRE OCCURRENCES (2002-2013)
YEAR

FREQUENCY

ACRES DAMAGED

2002
72
2003
9
2004
19
2005
19
2006
41
2007
40
2008
31
2009
12
2010-2013
39
Source: Virginia Department of Forestry, 2013

592
42
26
130
298
188
141
46.5
496

COST OF
DAMAGE ($)
$89,800
$1,600
$50
$750
$69,950
$600
$500
not provided
not provided

VALUE OF
RESOURCES
PROTECTED ($)
$4,718,200
$0
$500,000
$1,370,000
$7,315,000
$1,950,000
$0
not provided
not provided

GREAT DISMAL SWAMP FIRE THREAT AND HISTORY
On the western edge of the City of Chesapeake’s border lies the Great Dismal Swamp Wildlife Refuge,
111,000 acres of complete uninterrupted wilderness and swamp owned and managed by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. While the City has very limited development in close proximity to the Refuge
borders and does not actively manage fire or fire threats on federal lands, there are several unique
factors which could present a large wildfire risk to the cities of Chesapeake and Suffolk:
•
•

Limited road access means many thousands of acres are completely inaccessible for normal fire
apparatuses. Most of the refuge is only accessible by canal.
Dangerous soil conditions for fires. The soils within the refuge are primarily peat soils. Peat
forms when plant material, usually in marshy areas, is inhibited from decaying fully by acidic and
anaerobic conditions. Peat has high carbon content and can burn under low moisture conditions.
Once ignited by the presence of a heat source (e.g., a wildfire penetrating the subsurface), it
smolders. These smoldering fires can burn undetected for very long periods of time (months,
years and even centuries), propagating in a creeping fashion through the underground peat layer.

In 1923 a lighting strike within the Refuge ignited a fire that burn uncontrolled for three years. This fire
became known as “The Great Conflagration” and burned over 150 square miles of the refuge. Yellow
peat smoke filled the air around Hampton, Newport News, and Norfolk during this period. Since the mid1940s, fire prevention and suppression techniques have reduced both the number and magnitude of fires
within the refuge and adjacent areas. However, several notable fires during this period are summarized in
Table 4.17.
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On August 4, 2011, lighting struck and ignited much of the dead trees and brush that remained from the
2008 fire. Aided by a drought that had dried plants and the soil, the Lateral West fire steadily grew. This
fire produced dense smoke as the peat soil burned (Figure 4.30). Shortly after the fire started, Hurricane
Irene dumped 12 inches of rain in 24 hours, but that did not put out the fire which burned for another two
and a half months.

FIGURE 4.30: GREAT DISMAL SWAMP LATERAL WEST FIRE, 2011

Source: NASA Satellite, 2011

An active fire management program is housed on the refuge. Seasonal activities include the planning and
implementation of controlled burns, and wildfire suppression. The zone program conducts burns nine
months a year, and averages 35 burn days a year. Burns are conducted in a wide range of habitat types,
including marsh, grasslands, pocosins, and upland pine and hardwood forest.
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TABLE 4.17: GREAT DISMAL SWAMP NOTABLE FIRES
YEAR/FIRE NAME
1955 Easter Sunday Fire
1967 South of Feeder Ditch

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Started along the railroad within the northern part of the current refuge and
burned nearly 150 square miles, reaching the Portsmouth city line.
Someone burning debris ignited this fire that burned 1,350 acres.

1988 April Fools Fire

Escaped prescribed fire burned 640 acres along the state boundary south of
Lake Drummond.

1993 Clay Hill Road Fire

Lightning caused fire that burned 150 acres of pine stands near the refuge’s
western boundary in Suffolk.

1993 Portsmouth Ditch Fire

Fire of unknown origin burned 75 acres adjacent the refuge in Chesapeake.

2004 Corapeake Road Fire

Lightning caused fire started on NC State Natural Area land and spilled over
onto the refuge burning 286 acres.

2006 West Drummond Fire

Lightning strike caused fire that burned 535 acres of maple/gum stand north of
Interior Ditch.

2008 South One Fire

2011 Lateral West Fire

The South One Fire was started when logging equipment working in fallen
Atlantic White Cedar and logging slash caught fire. The fire grew to 4,884
acres before being contained three months later. The fire burned through
slash on the surface of the ground and crept deep into the organic peat soils
where it continued to smolder and spread ultimately igniting additional
vegetation on the surface. The fire cost more than 10 million dollars to
suppress.
Largest fire in recent history sparked by lightning on August 4. Burned for 111
days and consumed 6,300 acres.

Source: U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 2014

The South One Fire in 2008 burns in the distance. (Courtesy: Salter’s Creek Consulting, Inc.)

Today, lightning is the cause of most wildfires at Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge. A typical
summer afternoon thunderstorm can often result in hundreds of lightning strikes on the refuge. Most of
the time, the strikes do not create a wildfire, but surface and ground fires occur on average 2.6 times
each year. In the spring, early season lightning events provide the best chance for large fire growth
under dry, windy conditions. In the summer months, more frequent lightning brings more starts, but less
chance of large fire growth due to higher humidity and greenness of vegetation.
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PROBABILITY OF FUTURE OCCURRENCES
Wildfires remain a highly likely occurrence for the region, though most will likely continue to occur in less
urban areas and be small in size before being contained and suppressed. Wildfire at Great Dismal
Swamp National Wildlife Refuge is similarly a highly likely occurrence.
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DROUGHT
BACKGROUND
Drought is a natural climatic condition caused by an
extended period of limited rainfall beyond that which
occurs naturally in a broad geographic area. High
temperatures, high winds and low humidity can
worsen drought conditions, and make areas more
susceptible to wildfire. Human demands and actions
can also hasten drought-related impacts.
Droughts are frequently classified as one of the
following four types: meteorological, agricultural,
hydrological or socio-economic.
Meteorological
droughts are typically defined by the level of
“dryness” when compared to an average or normal
amount of precipitation over a given period of time.
A USGS streamflow gaging station at the Ogeechee
Agricultural droughts relate common characteristics
River near Eden, Georgia in July 2000 illustrates
of drought to their specific agricultural-related
the drought conditions that can severely affect
impacts. Emphasis tends to be placed on factors
water supplies, agriculture, stream water quality,
such as soil water deficits, water needs based on
recreation, navigation and forest resources. (Photo
differing stages of crop development, and water
courtesy of the United States Geological Survey)
reservoir levels. Hydrological drought is directly
related to the effect of precipitation shortfalls on
surface and groundwater supplies. Human factors, particularly changes in land use, can alter the
hydrologic characteristics of a basin. Socio-economic drought is the result of water shortages that limit
the ability to supply water-dependent products in the marketplace.
In Hampton Roads, droughts can have economic, environmental and social impacts. Economic impacts
include loss of income for farmers dependent on crop harvests, especially in the western portion of the
region, irrigation costs for farms and gardens, higher costs of feed and water for farm animals, and
impacts to farm supply businesses such as tractor sales. Wildfire resulting from drought can impact
timberland. Water utilities may have additional costs to treat and provide limited water supplies, and food
prices in general may be driven higher. Environmental impacts in the region may include loss or
destruction of fish and wildlife habitat, and lack of food or drinking water for wild animals and resultant
disease in those populations, migration of wildlife, and poor soil quality which may lead to soil erosion.
Social impacts may result from changes in lifestyle associated with chronic drought and associated water
restrictions. Severe drought often causes anxiety or depression about economic effects of drought in
farming communities, health problems related to poor water quality and fewer recreational activities if
drought continues and water supplies are curtailed.
Figure 4.31 shows the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) summary map for the United States from
1895 to 1995. PDSI drought classifications are based on observed drought conditions and range from 0.5 (incipient dry spell) to -4.0 (extreme drought). As can be seen, the Eastern United States has
historically not seen as many significant long-term droughts as the Central and Western regions of the
country.
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FIGURE 4.31: PALMER DROUGHT SEVERITY INDEX, 1895-1995 PERCENT OF TIME IN
SEVERE AND EXTREME DROUGHT

Source: National Drought Mitigation Center

LOCATION AND SPATIAL EXTENT
Drought typically impacts a large area that cannot be confined to geographic boundaries; however, some
regions of the United States are more susceptible to drought conditions than others. According to Figure
4.31, Virginia is in a zone representing 5 percent to 9.99 percent of the time with PDSI less than or equal
to -3 (-3 indicating severe drought conditions), meaning that drought conditions are a relatively low to
moderate risk for the Hampton Roads region. The region would be uniformly exposed to this hazard and
the spatial extent of that impact could potentially be large. However, drought conditions typically do not
cause significant damage to the built environment. Agricultural areas in Chesapeake, Isle of Wight
County, James City County, York County and Southampton County are more likely to be impacted by
drought, especially in the early stages. As water restrictions are put in place as a result of acute water
shortages, impacts on urban consumers increase (use restrictions, drinking water supply effects and
saltwater intrusion).

SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL EVENTS
The drought of record for Virginia occurred in 1931 when the statewide average rainfall amount was 7.64
inches compared to an average mean rainfall amount of 17.89. This was during this period that also saw
the Great Dust Bowl that helped lead to the Great Depression.
Since 1993, the NCDC has recorded only 2 instances of drought to impact the Southside Hampton Roads
region (Table 4.18). Though instances are recorded on a monthly basis by the NCDC, events are usually
part of ongoing drought conditions that last several months or years.
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TABLE 4.18: OCCURRENCES OF DROUGHT (1993 - 2016)
LOCATION
17
jurisdictions,
including Isle
of Wight
20
jurisdictions,
including Isle
of Wight,
James City
County,
Williamsburg,
and Suffolk
Hampton
Roads

DATE OF
OCCURRENCE
10/31/1993

DETAILS
Unusually dry weather during the summer and early fall led to many communities
in southeastern Virginia to place water conservation measures into effect in
October 1993.

9/1/1997

A very dry period from May through September resulted in drought-like conditions
across much of central and eastern Virginia. Monthly rainfall departures from
normal for Norfolk included: -2.21 inches in May, -2.73 inches in June, -3.05 inches
in August, and -1.93 inches in September. This caused significant crop damage
throughout much of the area which was estimated to be around $63.8 million.
Damages reported in the study area were $9.2 million.

10/1/2000

Although not technically a drought, much of eastern Virginia experienced extremely
dry conditions during the month of October. Norfolk International Airport also
received only .01 inches of precipitation during the month. This was the driest
month ever recorded at Norfolk. A very wet summer prevented a more hazardous
fire situation than would normally be experienced under such dry conditions.
However, several small brush fires were reported over the region. Crops also were
able to withstand the lack of rainfall due to a very wet summertime. No damages
reported.

Source: NCDC

In addition to this official drought record, periods of drought-like conditions are also known to have
impacted the region in 1997, 2002, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2008, and 2010. Water restrictions have been put
into place as far back as 1997 and shallow wells have lost water in the region. Additional historical
accounts were available for the most recent droughts in 2002, 2007, 2008 and 2010.

August, 2002: Drought
During the summer of 2002, Virginia experienced significant drought impacts due to precipitation deficits
that dated to 1999 in most areas of the Commonwealth. While this drought did not reach the level of
severity of the drought of record (1930-1932), increases in water demands when compared to the 1930’s
resulted in significant impacts to all sectors of Virginia’s economy and society. The intensity of these
drought impacts peaked in late August 2002. Wildfire indices were at levels previously unrecorded in
Virginia, the vast majority of Virginia agricultural counties had applied for Federal drought disaster
designation, stream flows reached periods of record lows, and thousands of individual private wells failed.
During the third week of August several public water supply systems across the Commonwealth were on
the brink of failure. Several large municipal systems, such as Charlottesville and Portsmouth, had less
than sixty days of water supply capacity remaining in reservoirs. Several smaller rural systems that rely
primarily on withdrawals from free-flowing streams, such as the towns of Farmville and Orange, had at
most a few days of water supply available and were forced to severely curtail usage.
According to Commonwealth of Virginia records, a declaration of a State of Emergency Due to Extreme
Drought Conditions was executed by the Governor of Virginia on August 30, 2002. The Executive Order
was to be effective from August 30, 2002 through June 30, 2003. The 2002 drought resulted in several
changes to the way Virginia predicts and responds to drought. In 2005, Isle of Wight County sought
federal disaster drought aid because of drought conditions effecting crop production.

September, 2007: Drought
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A statewide drought in late summer, early fall 2007 came very close to setting a 130-year statewide low
precipitation record. Late October rainfall was helpful, but impacts to livestock, peanuts, hay and cotton
were experienced and many crop insurance claims were made in Southeast Virginia.

Summer, 2008: Hydrologic Drought
Low stream flow in summer 2008 resulted in severe hydrologic drought.

Summer, 2010: Drought
Below average rainfall across much of the state resulted in 67 localities requesting the Governor’s
assistance in obtaining a Federal disaster designation due to drought. Crop yields were well below
average with particular emphasis on corn and soybeans.

PROBABILITY OF FUTURE OCCURRENCES
Based on current and seasonal outlook drought maps available through the National Drought Mitigation
Center, Hampton Roads is not currently in an area of abnormally dry conditions as of November 2016.
Based on past events, the Hampton Roads region could possibly experience recurring drought conditions
when precipitation falls below normal for extended periods of time.
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EXTREME HEAT
BACKGROUND
Extreme heat is defined as temperatures that hover ten degrees or more above the average high
temperature for the region and last for several weeks.
In Hampton Roads, humid conditions resulting from maritime air masses may also add to the discomfort
of high temperatures. Health risks to residents in the region exposed to extreme heat include
dehydration, heat cramps, fainting, heat exhaustion and heat stroke. According to the NWS, heat is the
leading weather-related killer in the United States, although no deaths have been reported for the
historical events described below. The elderly and those with medical conditions such as diabetes are
most at-risk, along with those who work outdoors in hot, humid weather.

LOCATION AND SPATIAL EXTENT
Extreme heat typically impacts a large area that cannot be confined to any geographic boundaries.
Therefore, Hampton Roads is uniformly exposed to this hazard and the spatial extent of that impact is
potentially large. Extreme heat typically does not cause significant damage to the built environment.
Summertime temperatures in Hampton Roads region can easily climb into the high 90 to low 100 degree
Fahrenheit range with high humidity rates. Coastal areas may experience slightly (1 to 2 degrees) lower
temperatures at some times as a result of late day sea breezes or lower water temperatures, depending
on the season.

SIGNIFICANT HISTORICAL EVENTS
While temperature extremes occur fairly frequently in the region, the NCDC has only recorded three
extreme temperature events recorded that have impacted the region as shown below. The committee
acknowledges that there have been other, unrecorded extreme heat events during the period since 1950;
however, records on these events are not available from the communities and were not reported through
the NCDC or NWS.

August 1-31, 1995: Heat Wave
There were 22 injuries and $100 property damage associated with this heat wave that gripped the region.
May 18−21, 1996: Extreme Heat
An early-season, four-day heat wave produced record or near record high temperatures across central
and eastern Virginia. High temperatures were in the 80s and low 90s across the region on May 18.
Then, on May 19, May 20 and May 21, high temperatures were in the 90s throughout the area. May 20
was the hottest of the four days as readings climbed into the mid- to upper-90s. Norfolk International
Airport set a record with 98 degrees. The heat wave was responsible for numerous reports of heat
exhaustion and forced many non-air conditioned schools to close or have early dismissals. There were
no reported property damages, fatalities, or injuries.
The NWS reported that the summer of 2010 (June - August) had an average temperature of 81.1 degrees
Fahrenheit, ranking it as the warmest on record. Previously, the warmest summer on record had
averaged 80.0 degrees Fahrenheit in 1994.
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July 21–23, 2011: Excessive Heat
An extended period of excessive heat and humidity occurred across most of central and eastern Virginia
from July 21st to July 23rd. High temperatures ranged from 96 to 103 degrees during the afternoons, with
heat index values ranging from 110 to 119. Overnight lows only fell into the lower 70s to lower 80s.

PROBABILITY OF FUTURE OCCURRENCES
It is highly likely that the Hampton Roads region will experience periods of extreme heat in the future.
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HAZARDOUS MATERIAL INCIDENTS
BACKGROUND
Hazardous material (HAZMAT) incidents can apply to fixed
facilities as well as mobile, transportation-related accidents in
the air, by rail, on the Nation’s highways and on the water.
Approximately 6,774 HAZMAT events occur each year, 5,517
of which are highway incidents, 991 are railroad incidents and
266 are due to other causes (FEMA, 1997). In essence,
HAZMAT incidents consist of solid, liquid and/or gaseous
contaminants that are released from fixed or mobile containers,
whether by accident or by design, as with a terrorist attack. A
HAZMAT incident can last hours to days, while some
chemicals can be corrosive or otherwise damaging over longer
periods of time. In addition to the primary release, explosions
and/or fires can result from a release, and contaminants can be
extended beyond the initial area by persons, vehicles, water,
wind and wildlife.
City of Portsmouth Hazardous
HAZMAT incidents can also occur as a result of, or in tandem
Materials Response Team.
with natural hazard events, such as floods, hurricanes,
(Source:
City of Portsmouth)
tornadoes and earthquakes, which can also hinder response
efforts. In the case of Hurricane Floyd in September 1999, communities in Eastern North Carolina were
faced with flooded junkyards, disturbed cemeteries, deceased livestock, floating propane tanks,
uncontrolled fertilizer spills and a variety of other environmental pollutants that caused widespread
toxicological concerns.
Hazardous material incidents can include the spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying,
discharging, injecting, escaping, leaching, dumping or disposing into the environment of a hazardous
material, but exclude: (1) any release which results in exposure to poisons solely within the workplace; (2)
emissions from the engine exhaust of a motor vehicle, rolling stock, aircraft, vessel or pipeline pumping
station engine; (3) release of source, byproduct, or special nuclear material from a nuclear incident; and
(4) the normal application of fertilizer.
Hazardous material incidents may include chemical agents, or compounds with unique chemical
properties that can produce lethal or damaging effects in humans, animals and plants. Chemical agents
can exist as solids, liquids or gases depending on temperature and pressure. Most chemical agents are
liquid and can be introduced into an unprotected population relatively easily using aerosol generators,
explosive devices, breaking containers or other forms of covert dissemination. Dispersed as an aerosol,
chemical agents have their greatest potential for inflicting mass casualties. Chemical agents can have an
immediate effect or a delayed effect of several hours to several days, and are broadly categorized as
lethal or incapacitating. Fortunately, the compounds are difficult to deliver in lethal concentrations,
difficult to produce, and dissipate rapidly outdoors.
Shippers are relying more heavily on other types of transportation to move hazardous materials. The
Department of Transportation reported that the use of trucks and water carriers had climbed sharply
between 1997 and 2002. The volume of hazardous materials shipped by trucks increased 21 percent to
1.16 billion tons by 2002, while the amount carried by rail rose 7 percent to 109 million tons. During that
period, the volume of hazardous material moving by water climbed 36 percent to 228 million tons,
according to the department’s Bureau of Transportation Statistics. Between 2002 and 2007, truck and rail
shipments of hazardous materials again increased by 3 percent and 19 percent, respectively; but, water
shipment volume decreased by 34 percent to 150 million tons, which is below the 1997 volume carried by
water.
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In Hampton Roads, the negative impacts of hazardous materials incidents are dependent on the nature of
the materials involved. While each chemical transported locally has unique qualities, there are generally
three types of impacts: 1) economic, 2) environmental and 3) life/safety impacts to residents and first
responders.
Economic impacts are likely greatest from potential large-scale incidents involving the port of Hampton
Roads. Incidents that may result in port closure are unlikely, but even an event that blocks the port or a
portion of the port for some period of time would have dire impacts on the port’s ability to move
commodities in or out of the entire region by train, ship or truck. Large spills or large fires have
consequently high costs associated with response, control and cleanup. While local governments may
only absorb some of those costs, economic costs to other industries would occur. Local emergency
planners are especially aware of flammable crude oil transports in the York County portion of the planning
area. Recent derailments involving this commodity, such as the one in Lynchburg in 2015, are high
profile events as they often involve large spills and large fires.
Lesser, but still significant, economic impacts from hazardous materials incidents in the region could
include the costs of litigation to resolve large spills, traffic control problems and lost time and wages for
travelers impacted by roadway spills or incidents, and the impacts of corrosives such as sodium
hydroxide on bridge and roadway infrastructure. In cases where evacuations are necessary to protect
human life and safety, lost wages can be significant. For example, a natural gas leak in a downtown
business district could result in evacuation of downtown businesses and shut down transportation routes.
Derailment of a single train carrying hazardous materials shuts down the rail line to other trains for a long
period of time, as well, which has economic consequences for numerous carriers, suppliers and buyers.
As intermodal transportation from overseas increases through the region, shipping through the port is
growing and that increases highway traffic and rail traffic. The potential economic costs of hazardous
materials incidents are, consequently, increasing in the region.
There are potential impacts to the health and safety of residents and travelers through Hampton Roads,
as well. Response personnel are trained to respond in a variety of situations, but can nonetheless be
exposed to harmful vapors or come into contact with hazardous chemicals. There is a potential for largescale evacuations of businesses and residents if raw chemicals are released into the air or water under
certain conditions that could endanger human health.
Environmental impacts of highest concern in Hampton Roads include the results of spills of petroleum
products into the region’s waterways. The region’s emergency managers have contingency plans in
place with the U.S. Coast Guard and others, and conduct regular training and exercises to prevent and
then control further damage or secondary damage from fire or contaminant(s) spreading to sensitive
environmental areas and critical infrastructure. However, a spill could still impact water quality, aquatic
life and valuable wetlands along the shoreline. There is also a potential for hazardous materials incidents
along roadways or railroads to impact groundwater with subsequent well water impacts for residents.
Local emergency managers also noted the region’s valuable migratory bird corridors, which could
potentially be impacted by airborne contaminants, and the occurrence of illegal dumping which
contributes hazardous materials to waterways, floodplains, wetlands, and forests without the benefit of
appropriate response and cleanup.

LOCATION AND SPATIAL EXTENT
The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986 (EPCRA) was created to increase
public awareness of the existence of hazardous materials in the community. The Act is a freestanding
title in the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA), and requires certain facility
owners/operators to routinely report the presence, quantity, and releases of hazardous materials at their
facility. The Act also provides an avenue in which this information can be disseminated to the public, as
well as requiring state and local governments to undertake planning measures to respond to emergencies
involving those materials.
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As a result, each community in Hampton Roads has identified a Local Emergency Planning Committee
(LEPC) to take on the responsibilities of hazardous materials planning. These plans reside with the
Emergency Coordinator of the community and provide detailed outlines of hazardous materials response
and identification. Key components of the plans include the following that address the location and
spatial extent of hazardous materials within the community:
• Identification of routes that are used for transportation of extremely hazardous materials, types of
hazardous materials and facility locations of the materials; and,
• Identification of critical facilities which have additional risk due to proximity of transportation
routes or fixed facilities.

HISTORICAL OCCURRENCES
The Federal Railroad Administration, Office of Safety Analysis, maintains accident reports for railroad
accidents with damages greater than $8,500. In Hampton Roads, there have been 22 accidents involving
hazardous materials since 1998. The worst accident was in Suffolk in 2006, when one rail car suffered
$18,212 of damage and 7 people had to be evacuated. Of the 22 accidents in the past decade, 6 rail
cars carrying hazardous materials were damaged, and there was no record of hazardous materials being
released.
There have been 454 documented HAZMAT events in Hampton Roads since 1998 (Table 4.19), based
on information from the U.S. Department of Transportation, Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration, Office of Hazardous Materials Safety Incidents Report Database. There were no fatalities,
and 15 injuries associated with these events, and a total of $1,104,153 damage. The worst event was in
2013 in Norfolk, when 4,500 gallons of ferric chloride spilled on the highway, causing $340,000 damages.

TABLE 4.19: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS (1998 – 2015)
Date

Mode of
Transport &
Injuries

Quantity
Released

11/21/2007

Highway

0.00cf

LPG

$10,706

1/11/2004

Highway

0.00g

Sodium Hydroxide

$0

Chesapeake

5/12/1998

Highway

0.50g

Hydrogen Peroxide

$335

Chesapeake

6/19/1998

Highway

0.13g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

6/22/1998

Highway

0.25g

Acetone

$403

Chesapeake

8/10/1998

Highway

15.00g

Compounds, Cleaning Liquid

$0

Chesapeake

10/16/1998

Rail

1.00g

Ethanol

$0

Chesapeake

11/25/1998

Highway

50.00g

Diesel Fuel

$100,050
$465

Community
Branchville
(Southampton
Co.)
Courtland
(Southampton
Co.)

Commodity

Damages

Chesapeake

12/1/1998

Highway

0.05g

Hydrogen Peroxide &
Peroxyacetic Acid Mixtures

Chesapeake

12/14/1998

Highway

55.00g

Flammable Liquid

$85

Chesapeake

2/12/1999

Highway

4.00g

Potassium Hydroxide

$500

Chesapeake

9/29/1999

Highway

1.00lb

Resourcinol

$0

Chesapeake

11/8/1999

Highway

5.00lb

Sodium Nitrate

$460

Chesapeake

1/13/2000

Highway

3.00g

Disinfectants, Liquid, Corrosive

$375

Chesapeake

5/18/2000

Rail

1.00g

Sodium Hydroxide

$0
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TABLE 4.19: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS (1998 – 2015)
Community

Date

Mode of
Transport &
Injuries

Quantity
Released

Chesapeake

8/11/2000

Highway

0.06g

Hydrochloric Acid

$0

Chesapeake

9/6/2000

Rail

1.00g

Diethyl Ether

$0

Chesapeake

11/7/2000

Highway

5.00lb

Oxidizing Solid, Corrosive

$1,010

Chesapeake

12/5/2000

Highway

3.00g

Toluene

$100

Chesapeake

1/2/2001

Highway

0.02g

Trichloroethylene

$85

Chesapeake

1/26/2001

Highway

125.00g

Gasohol

$2,620

Chesapeake

4/2/2001

Highway

2.00g

Chloroform

$0

Chesapeake

6/19/2001

Rail

5.00g

Carbmate Pesticides

$7,500

Chesapeake

7/5/2001

Rail

1.00g

Flammable Liquids

$0
$0

Commodity

Damages

Chesapeake

7/17/2001

Rail

1.00g

Corrosive Liquid, Acidic,
Organic

Chesapeake

10/15/2001

Highway

0.19g

Caustic Alkali Liquids

$525

Chesapeake

10/30/2001

Highway

0.25g

Hydrofluoric Acid Solution

$315

Chesapeake

2/11/2002

Highway

25.00g

Gas Oil

$0

Chesapeake

2/12/2002

Highway

1.50g

Combustible Liquid

$100
$20

Chesapeake

6/26/2002

Highway

5.00g

Environmentally Hazardous
Substances, Liquid

Chesapeake

9/20/2002

Highway

3.00g

Toluene

$400

Chesapeake

9/24/2002

Highway

5.00g

Petroleum Distillates

$370

Chesapeake

5/5/2003

Highway

5.00g

Flammable Liquids

$475

Chesapeake

6/30/2003

Highway

5.00g

Caustic Alkali Liquids

$475

Chesapeake

6/30/2003

Highway

1.00g

Hydrochloric Acid Solution

$400

Chesapeake

7/10/2003

Highway

0.02g

Trimethylhexamethylendiamines

$365

Chesapeake

7/15/2003

Highway

0.03g

Ethyl Chloride

$525

Chesapeake

9/16/2003

Highway

15.00g

Flammable Liquid

$0

Chesapeake

9/23/2003

Highway

5.00g

Ammonia Solution

$100

Chesapeake

10/31/2003

Highway

200.00g

Styrene Monomer

$0

Chesapeake

11/20/2003

Highway

0.01g

Oxidizing Liquid

$365

Chesapeake

11/23/2003

Highway

3,000.00g

Diesel Fuel

$119,500

Environmentally Hazardous
Substances, Solid
Environmentally Hazardous
Substances, Liquid

Chesapeake

12/16/2003

Highway

1.00lb

$175

Chesapeake

12/26/2003

Rail

1.00g

Chesapeake

2/19/2004

Rail

1.00g

Combustible Liquid

$0
$1,500

$0

Chesapeake

2/23/2004

Rail

25.00g

Environmentally Hazardous
Substances, Liquid

Chesapeake

4/08/2004

Highway

0.06g

Paint

$500

Chesapeake

5/10/2004

Highway

0.25g

Corrosive Liquid, Basic, Organic

$525

1.00lb

Environmentally Hazardous
Substances, Solid

$385

Chesapeake

6/7/2004

Highway
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TABLE 4.19: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS (1998 – 2015)
Community

Date

Mode of
Transport &
Injuries

Quantity
Released

Chesapeake

7/20/2004

Rail

1.00g

Petroleum Distillates

$1,000

Chesapeake

9/20/2004

Rail

8.00lb

Corrosive Solids

$1,000

Chesapeake

3/22/2005

Highway

0.50g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

4/13/2005

Highway

16.00lb

Batteries

$0

Chesapeake

5/3/2005

Highway

10.00 lb

Fire Extinguishers

$0

Chesapeake

5/6/2005

Highway

60.00 lb

Life-saving Appliances

$0

Chesapeake

8/11/2005

Highway

0.25g

Sodium Hydroxide

$0

Chesapeake

3/27/2006

Highway

1.00g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

5/2/2006

Highway

0.04cf

Carbon Dioxide

$0

Chesapeake

7/12/2006

Highway

0.50g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

9/6/2006

Highway

0.02g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

10/3/2006

Highway

1.00g

Paint

$0
$0

Commodity

Damages

Chesapeake

11/3/2006

Rail

0.06g

Environmentally Hazardous
Substances, Liquid

Chesapeake

2/9/2007

Highway

0.66g

Sulfuric Acid

$0

Chesapeake

9/25/2007

Rail

0.06g

Amines, Liquid, Corrosive

$0

Chesapeake

10/16/2007

Highway

1.00g

Corrosive Liquid, Basic,
Inorganic

$0

Chesapeake

10/17/2007

Highway

3.00g

Hydrochloric Acid

$0

Chesapeake

10/29/2007

Highway

2.00 lb

Flammable Solids, Organic

$0

Chesapeake

11/16/2007

Highway

0.09g

Tetrahydrofuran

$0

Chesapeake

4/1/2008

Highway

0.25g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

4/4/2008

Highway

2.00g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

6/16/2008

Highway

15.00g

Gasoline

$5,050

Chesapeake

3/10/2009

Highway

1.06g

Flammable Liquids

$0

Chesapeake

9/11/2009

Highway

5.00g

Flammable Liquids

$650

Chesapeake

12/31/2009

Highway

0.13g

Sodium Hydroxide

$0

Chesapeake

5/17/2010

Highway

3.00g

Corrosive Liquid, Acidic,
Organic

$2,881

Chesapeake

9/9/2010

Highway

0.13g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

10/1/2010

Highway

0.53g

Sodium Hydroxide

$0

Chesapeake

11/8/2010

Highway

0.04g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

5/16/2011

Highway

0.03g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

11/21/2011

Highway

0.13 lb

Organic Peroxide, Type F, Solid

$0

Chesapeake

2/23/2012

Highway

1.50g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

6/22/2012

Highway

1.00g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

7/19/2012

Highway

4.00g

Paint

$0
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TABLE 4.19: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS (1998 – 2015)
Community

Date

Mode of
Transport &
Injuries

Quantity
Released

Chesapeake

8/27/2012

Highway

40.00g

Aryl Sulfonic Acids

$4,000

Chesapeake

11/26/2012

Highway

1.00g

Paint

$0

Chesapeake

8/22/2013

Highway

30.00g

Fuel Oil (NO. 1, 2, 4, 5, or 6)

$7,327

Organic Peroxide Type D,
Liquid

$0

Commodity

Damages

Chesapeake

9/29/2014

Highway

0.02g

Franklin

1/5/1998

Highway

0.02g

Phosphorous Trichloride

$0
$2,850

Franklin

3/2/1999

Highway

40.00 lb

Calcium Hypochlorite, Hydrated
Mixtures

Franklin

3/23/2000

Highway

150.00g

Hypochlorite Solutions

$638

Franklin

8/17/2001

Highway

1.00g

Hydrogen Peroxide

$200

Franklin

4/8/2002

Highway

0.07g

Phosphorus Trichloride

$0

Franklin

8/27/2002

Highway

0.06g

Phosphorus Trichloride

$0
$0

Franklin

5/27/2005

Rail

2.00g

Elevated Temperature Liquid,
N.O.S.

Franklin

1/13/2007

Rail

1.00g

Flammable Liquid

$0

Hampton

9/4/1999

Highway

25.00g

Potassium Hydroxide

$500

Hampton

9/22/2003

Highway

15.00g

Gasoline

$6,000

Hampton

6/22/2004

Highway

35.00gg

Gasoline

$1,550

Hampton

8/12/2004

Highway

1.00g

Flammable Liquids

$20

Hampton

4/02/2014

Highway

50.00g

Potassium Hydroxide

$0

Hampton

7/14/2014

Highway

5.00g

Gasoline

$1,384

Newport News

1/29/1998

Highway

0.26g

Methyl Tert-Butyl Ether

$0

Newport News

3/4/1998

Highway

0.25g

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

Newport News

4/1/1998

Highway

0.75g

Corrosive Liquids

$160

Newport News

4/23/1998

Highway

0.02g

Hydrochloric Acid

$0

Newport News

5/4/1998

Highway

0.25g

Sulfuric Acid

$0

Newport News

5/12/1998

Highway

0.01g

Sulfuric Acid

$0

Newport News

5/20/1998

Highway

0.00g

Sulfuric Acid

$0

Newport News

5/27/1998

Air

0.01g

Formaldehyde

$0

Newport News

6/15/1998

Highway

0.05g

Phosphoric Acid

$145

Newport News

6/15/1998

Highway

0.25g

Phosphoric Acid

$0

Newport News

7/21/1998

Highway

0.25g

Ammonia Solution

$178

Newport News

8/4/1998

Highway

0.06g

Sodium Hydroxide

$0

Newport News

8/17/1998

Highway

1.06g

Tetrahydrofuran

$0

Newport News

9/2/1998

Highway

0.01g

Sodium Hydroxide

$0

Newport News

9/16/1998

Highway

5.00g

Sulfuric Acid

$5

Newport News

9/22/1998

Highway

0.26g

Methanol

$0
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TABLE 4.19: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS (1998 – 2015)
Community

Date

Mode of
Transport &
Injuries

Quantity
Released

Newport News

10/14/1998

Highway

0.06g

Heptanes

$0

Newport News

11/11/1998

Highway

0.38g

Aerosols, Poison, Packing
Group III

$310

Newport News

4/2/1990

Highway

0.06g

Terpene Hydrocarbons

$0

Newport News

9/30/2003

Highway

10.00g

Diesel Fuel

$10

Newport News

8/22/2005

Highway

0.13g

Flammable Liquids

$0

Newport News

10/06/2005

Highway

0.01g

Paint

$0

Newport News

12/15/2005

Highway

1.50 lb

Fire Extinguishers

$0

Newport News

3/29/2006

Highway

0.00

Radioactive Material

$0

Newport News

4/3/2007

Highway

0.05g

Hydrochloric Acid Solution,
Inhibited

$0

Newport News

4/17/2007

Highway

1.00lb

Fire Extinguishers

$0

Newport News

8/18/2008

Highway

0.01g

Corrosive Liquids

$0

Newport News

9/4/2009

Highway

1,100.00g

Diesel Fuel

$2,750

Newport News

4/28/2011

Highway

0.06g

Petroleum Distillates

$0

Newport News

7/12/2011

Highway

0.13g

Alcohols

$0

Newport News

10/15/2012

Highway

0.25gg

Paint

$0

Newport News

6/17/2013

Air

0

Carbon Dioxide, Solid or Dry Ice

$0

Newport News

4/16/2015

Highway

15.00g

Environmentally Hazardous
Substances, Liquid

$0

Norfolk

1/21/1998

Highway

1.00g

Isopropanol

$125

Norfolk

1/27/1998

Highway

0.25g

Sodium Hydroxide Solution

$0

Norfolk

2/3/1998

Highway

0.75g

Corrosive Liquid Basic Inorganic

$0

Norfolk

2/3/1998

Highway

0.75g

Corrosive Liquid Basic Inorganic

$0

Norfolk

2/25/1998

Highway

0.13g

Flammable Liquids

$125

Norfolk

3/4/1998

Rail

Combustible Liquid

$0

Norfolk

3/4/1998

Highway

0.02g

Styrene Monomer Inhibited

$0

Norfolk

3/26/1998

Highway

0.02g

Corrosive Liquids

$0

Norfolk

4/6/1998

Highway

5.00g

Petroleum Distillates

$125

Norfolk

4/7/1998

Highway

0.02g

Xylenes

$0

Norfolk

5/8/1998

Highway, 1
injury

0.25g

Flammable Liquids

$0

Norfolk

5/29/1998

Highway

0.75g

Flammable Liquids

$0

Norfolk

6/1/1998

Highway

0.25g

Petroleum Distillates

$0

Norfolk

6/10/1998

Highway

0.75g

Hypochlorite Solutions

$125

Norfolk

7/21/1998

Air

2.20 lb

Fire Extinguishers

$0

Norfolk

7/23/1998

Air

0.04g

Paint

$0

Norfolk

8/11/1998

Highway

0.06g

Potassium Hydroxide Solution

$125
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TABLE 4.19: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS (1998 – 2015)
Community

Date

Mode of
Transport &
Injuries

Quantity
Released

Norfolk

8/11/1998

Highway

0.13g

Corrosive Liquid Acidic
Inorganic

$125

Norfolk

8/11/1998

Highway

0.03g

Flammable Liquids

$125

Norfolk

8/12/1998

Highway

0.06g

Corrosive Liquid Acidic Organic

$125

Norfolk

8/27/1998

Highway

2.00g

Alkylamines

$125

Norfolk

9/10/1998

Highway

5.00g

Combustible Liquid

$100

Norfolk

9/29/1998

Highway

0.75g

Compound Cleaning Liquid

$125

Norfolk

9/30/1998

Highway

0.50g

Corrosive Liquids

$125

Norfolk

11/16/1998

Highway

0.02g

Corrosive Liquid Basic Organic

$0

Norfolk

12/10/1998

Air

0.12g

Corrosive Liquids

$0

Norfolk

1/7/1999

Highway

1.00g

Adhesives

$25

Norfolk

2/1/1999

Highway

0.08g

Toxic Liquid Inorganic

$0

Norfolk

2/8/1999

Highway

0.13g

Corrosive Liquids

$3

Norfolk

2/10/1999

Highway

0.25g

Corrosive Liquid Basic Inorganic

$20

Norfolk

2/12/1999

Highway

0.50g

Isopropanol

$125

Norfolk

3/24/1999

Highway

2.00g

Styrene Monomer Inhibited

$0

Norfolk

5/28/1999

Highway

1.00g

Flammable Liquids

$5

Norfolk

7/23/1999

Highway

1.50g

Phosphoric Acid

$125

Norfolk

7/29/1999

Highway

0.31g

Potassium Hydroxide Solution

$125

Norfolk

8/27/1999

Highway

1.00lb

Sodium Fluorosilicate

$1,483
$0

Commodity

Damages

Norfolk

9/7/1999

Air

0.02g

ISOPROPANOL or
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL

Norfolk

10/27/1999

Highway

0.50g

Corrosive Liquid Basic Inorganic

$5

Norfolk

11/12/1999

Highway

2.00g

Fuel Oil No. 1 2 4 5 Or 6

$0

Norfolk

11/18/1999

Highway

0.07g

Isopropanol

$125

Norfolk

1/4/2000

Air

0.09g

Aerosols Flammable

$0

Norfolk

3/8/2000

Highway

0.06g

Compound Cleaning Liquid

$1

Norfolk

4/21/2000

Highway

0.01g

Coating Solution

$125

Norfolk

5/1/2000

Highway

0.50g

Phosphoric Acid

$125

Norfolk

5/2/2000

Highway

0.50g

Phosphoric Acid

$125

Norfolk

5/2/2000

Highway

1.50g

Battery Fluid Acid

$125

Norfolk

5/3/2000

Highway

25.00g

Corrosive Liquid Basic Inorganic

$1,300

Norfolk

6/21/2000

Highway

0.63g

Carbon Dioxide

$250

Norfolk

6/21/2000

Highway

0.63g

Carbon Dioxide

$250

Norfolk

8/11/2000

Highway

200.00g

Fuel Oil No. 1 2 4 5 Or 6

$200

Norfolk

11/3/2000

Air

0.01g

Toxic Liquids Organic

$0
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Community

Date

Mode of
Transport &
Injuries

Norfolk

11/20/2000

Highway

Norfolk

11/22/2000

Highway

Norfolk

3/13/2001

Norfolk

Quantity
Released

Commodity

Damages

Caustic Alkali Liquids

$0

1.00g

Regulated Medical Waste

$10

Highway

18.00g

Gasoline

$4,023

9/20/2001

Highway

50.00g

Gasoline

$3,655

Norfolk

10/10/2001

Highway

3.00g

Sodium Hydroxide Solution

$0

Norfolk

12/19/2001

Air

0.03g

Perfumery Products

$0

Norfolk

1/24/2002

Highway

1.00g

Fuel Oil (No. 1 2 4 5 Or 6)

$1

Norfolk

2/20/2002

Air

0.01g

Flammable Liquids

$0

Norfolk

3/11/2002

Highway

0.00g

Sulfuric Acid

$300

Norfolk

6/20/2002

Rail

1.00g

Flammable Liquids

$0

Norfolk

6/22/2002

Air

1.00 lb

Consumer Commodity

$10

Norfolk

12/19/2002

Highway

1.00g

Corrosive Liquids

$0

Norfolk

8/8/2003

Highway

0.02g

Sodium Hydroxide Solution

$0

Norfolk

8/17/2004

Rail

1.00g

Environmentally Hazmat

$0

Norfolk

1/15/2005

Water

25.00g

Toxic Liquids Corrosive Organic

$0

Norfolk

2/19/2005

Highway

0.06g

Flammable Liquids

$0

Norfolk

2/23/2005

Water

Aerosols Non-Flammable

$0

Norfolk

3/24/2005

Highway

3.00g

Diesel Fuel

$0

Norfolk

5/2/2005

Highway

100.00gg

Fuel Oil Diesel

$0

Norfolk

7/28/2005

Highway

0.13g

Flammable Liquids

$0

Norfolk

8/9/2005

Highway

20.00g

Gasoline

$0

Norfolk

4/24/2006

Highway

0.02g

Hydrogen Peroxide

$0

Norfolk

11/15/2006

Highway

75.00g

Sodium Hydroxide Solution

$0

Norfolk

4/6/2007

Highway

1.00g

Corrosive Liquid Basic Inorganic

$0

Norfolk

4/12/2007

Highway

0.04g

Corrosive Liquids Toxic

$0

Norfolk

6/7/2007

Highway

1.00g

Sulfuric Acid

$0

Norfolk

7/27/2007

Highway

150.00g

Sodium Hydroxide Solution

$16,550

Norfolk

8/30/2007

Highway

0.02g

Sodium Hydroxide Solution

$0

Norfolk

1/24/2008

Highway

0.13g

Paint

$0

Norfolk

6/23/2008

Rail

1.00g

Isopropanol

$2,000

Norfolk

10/16/2008

Highway

0.06g

Paint

$0

Norfolk

2/23/2009

Highway

0.16g

Isopropanol

$0

Norfolk

5/5/2009

Highway

0.08g

Corrosive Liquid Basic Organic

$0

Norfolk

7/15/2009

Highway

0.26g

Nitric Acid

$0

Norfolk

8/18/2009

Air

0.00

Cartridges Small Arms

$0
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Date
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Transport &
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Quantity
Released

Norfolk

5/2/2010

Water

0.53g

Corrosive Liquid Acidic
Inorganic

$4,000

Norfolk

10/10/2010

Water

5.00g

Cadmium Compounds

$11,000

Norfolk

2/14/2011

Highway

0.13g

Ethyl Alcohol

$0

Norfolk

3/20/2011

Air

14.99 lb

Fire Extinguishers

$0

Norfolk

5/8/2011

Air

0.00g

Oxygen

$0

Norfolk

7/11/2011

Highway

18.00 lb

Fire Extinguishers

$0

Norfolk

7/13/2011

Highway

0.17g

Methanol

$0

Norfolk

8/17/2011

Water, 8 injuries

5.00g

2-Dimethylaminoethyl Acrylate

$7,956

Norfolk

9/11/2011

Air

0.13g

Norfolk

1/16/2012

Highway

1.00g

Sulfuric Acid

$0

Norfolk

2/14/2012

Highway

0.26g

Paint

$0

Norfolk

11/15/2012

Highway

16.00 lb

Batteries

$5,000

Norfolk

7/15/2013

Highway

25.00g

Hydrochloric Acid

$0

Norfolk

9/13/2013

Highway

4,500.0g0

Ferric Chloride

$340,000

Norfolk

5/9/2014

Highway

0.24g

Paint

$0

Norfolk

9/29/2014

Highway

0.00

Carbon Dioxide, Solid or Dry Ice

$0

Norfolk

7/17/2015

Highway

5.00g

Diethyl Sulfide

$0

Portsmouth

4/2/1998

Highway

15.00g

Ethylene Glycol Diethyl Ether

$500

Portsmouth

3/19/1999

Highway

400.00g

Dimethyl ethanolamine

$100,000

Portsmouth

9/20/1999

Highway

2.00g

Aluminum Chloride Solution

$0

Portsmouth

11/1/1999

Highway

30.00g

Sulfuric Acid

$30

Portsmouth

12/10/1999

Highway, 1
injury

1.00g

Sulfuric Acid

$1

Portsmouth

2/17/2000

Highway

0.08gg

Formaldehyde Solutions

$0

Portsmouth

8/4/2000

Highway

5.00g

Printing Ink Flammable

$0

Portsmouth

8/15/2001

Highway

1.00g

Resin

$0

Portsmouth

1/31/2002

Highway

0.25g

Chloroform

$500

Portsmouth

3/7/2002

Highway

0.06g

Organic Peroxide Type B Liquid

$0

Portsmouth

2/12/2003

Highway

5.00g

Fuel Aviation Turbine Engine

$18

Portsmouth

3/25/2003

Highway

2.00g

Fuel Aviation Turbine Engine

$9

Portsmouth

9/4/2003

Highway

1.00g

Gasoline

$10

Portsmouth

11/13/2003

Highway

0.20g

Butyl Acetates

$70

Portsmouth

12/12/2003

Highway

5.00g

Compound Cleaning Liquid

$0

Portsmouth

1/5/2004

Highway

15.00g

Fuel Aviation Turbine Engine

$52

Portsmouth

2/22/2005

Highway

10.00g

Paint

$8,100
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Portsmouth

10/20/2005

Highway

7.50g

Helium Refrigerated Liquid

$0

Portsmouth

10/24/2005

Highway

100.00g

Paint Related Material

$0

Portsmouth

4/26/2007

Highway

0.04g

Corrosive Liquids Toxic

$0

Portsmouth

5/12/2007

Highway

25.00g

Hydrochloric Acid Solution

$0

Portsmouth

5/15/2007

Highway

10.00g

Gasoline

$4,030

Portsmouth

7/12/2007

Highway

1.00g

Paint

$0

Portsmouth

8/8/2007

Highway

0.50g

Paint

$0

Portsmouth

10/24/2007

Highway

0.25g

Paint

$0

Portsmouth

2/11/2008

Highway

0.05g

Paint

$0

Portsmouth

6/27/2008

Highway

0.25g

Paint

$0

Portsmouth

7/3/2008

Highway

0.25g

Hydrogen Peroxide

$0

Portsmouth

8/21/2008

Highway

0.13g

Paint

$0

Portsmouth

9/26/2008

Highway

10.00g

Environmentally Hazmat

$0

Portsmouth

10/24/2008

Highway

0.02g

Amines Liquid Corrosive

$0

Portsmouth

3/26/2009

Rail

0.00

Air Bag Inflators

$0

Portsmouth

8/13/2009

Highway

1.00g

Hydrochloric Acid Solution

$0

Portsmouth

9/17/2009

Highway

0.50g

Corrosive Liquid Basic Organic

$0

Portsmouth

9/28/2009

Highway

1.00g

Paint

$0

Portsmouth

4/28/2010

Highway

0.06g

Corrosive Liquid Acidic Organic

$0

Portsmouth

9/10/2010

Highway

3.00g

Corrosive Liquid Acidic Organic

$0

Portsmouth

1/4/2011

Highway

500.00g

Sulfuric Acid

$5,373

Portsmouth

2/28/2012

Highway, 1
injury

200.00g

Sodium Hydroxide

$0

Portsmouth

8/14/2012

Highway

0.00

Compressed Gas

$0
$0

Commodity

Damages

Portsmouth

10/7/2012

Highway

0.05g

Corrosive Liquid, Basic,
Inorganic

Portsmouth

5/9/2013

Highway

5.00g

Paint Related Material

$0

Portsmouth

9/26/2013

Highway

5.00g

Corrosive Liquid, Basic,
Inorganic

$0

Portsmouth

10/31/2013

Highway

0.00g

Sulfuric Acid

$0

Smithfield (Isle of
Wight Co.)

2/7/2012

Highway

800.00g

Diesel Fuel

$221,000

Suffolk

8/10/1999

Highway

3.00g

Formaldehyde Solutions

$500

Suffolk

8/6/2000

Highway

233.13g

Chlorine

$0

Suffolk

1/8/2001

Highway

10.00cf

Ammonia Anhydrous Liquefied

$40,012

Suffolk

4/17/2001

Highway

75.00g

Fuel Oil No. 1 2 4 5 Or 6

$3,936

Suffolk

8/20/2001

Highway

1287.10g

Methanol

$0

Suffolk

1/27/2002

Highway

7700.00g

Gasoline

$220,500
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Date

Mode of
Transport &
Injuries

Quantity
Released

Suffolk

9/30/2002

Rail

2.00g

Acrylic Acid Inhibited

$0

Suffolk

11/20/2005

Highway

4.01cf

Liquefied Petroleum Gas

$21,030

Suffolk

3/16/2006

Rail

0.00g

Sodium Hydroxide Solution

$7,000

Suffolk

10/31/2006

Highway, 2
injuries

20.00g

Petroleum Gases Liquefied

$0

Suffolk

10/2/2009

Highway

5.00g

Hypochlorite Solutions

$0
$0

Commodity

Damages

Suffolk

9/21/2011

Highway

0.10g

Organic Peroxide Type D,
Liquid

Virginia Beach

2/11/1998

Highway

4.00g

Potassium Hydroxide Solution

$100

Virginia Beach

4/13/1998

Highway

0.75 lb

Carbamate Pesticides Solid
Toxic

$400

Virginia Beach

8/12/1998

Air

0.03g

Gasoline

$0

Virginia Beach

12/7/1998

Air

Gasoline

$0

Virginia Beach

2/22/1999

Highway

20.00g

Fuel Aviation Turbine Engine

$670

Virginia Beach

5/11/1999

Highway

0.01g

Hydrochloric Acid Solution

$250

Virginia Beach

5/19/1999

Air

0.79g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

6/17/1999

Air, 1 injury

Styrene Monomer Inhibited

$0

Virginia Beach

7/9/1999

Highway

0.06g

Hydrochloric Acid Solution

$330

Virginia Beach

7/29/1999

Highway

0.06g

Hydrochloric Acid Solution

$220

Virginia Beach

8/9/1999

Highway

0.50g

Hydrochloric Acid Solution

$120

Virginia Beach

8/31/1999

Highway

0.06g

Organic Peroxide Type B Liquid

$220

Virginia Beach

11/5/1999

Highway

1.00 lb

Sodium Hydrosulfide

$145

Virginia Beach

12/9/1999

Highway

1.50g

Toxic Liquids Organic

$225

Virginia Beach

1/30/2000

Air

5.28g

Resin

$0

Virginia Beach

4/27/2000

Highway

0.50g

Corrosive Liquids

$150

Virginia Beach

8/21/2000

Highway

0.25g

Organic Peroxide Type of Liquid

$100

Virginia Beach

10/4/2000

Highway

0.05g

Corrosive Liquids Toxic

$140

Virginia Beach

12/27/2000

Highway

0.02g

Flammable Liquids

$350

Virginia Beach

2/26/2001

Highway

0.50g

Compound Cleaning Liquid

$200

Virginia Beach

6/18/2001

Highway

0.02g

Organic Peroxide Type of Liquid

$300

Virginia Beach

7/23/2001

Highway

0.50g

Adhesives

$200

Virginia Beach

7/24/2001

Highway

0.03g

Caustic Alkali Liquids

$1

Virginia Beach

10/5/2001

Highway

Dichloromethane

$2,550

Virginia Beach

12/19/2001

Air

0.26g

Fuel Aviation Turbine Engine

$0

Virginia Beach

2/17/2002

Highway, 1
injury

0.07cf

Petroleum Gases Liquefied

$0

Virginia Beach

2/20/2002

Highway

0.02g

Carbamate Pesticides Liquid
Toxic

$80

Virginia Beach

3/7/2002

Highway

0.02g

Organophosphorus Pesticides

$200
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Virginia Beach

3/14/2002

Highway

1.00g

Corrosive Liquid Basic Inorganic

$70

Virginia Beach

4/3/2002

Highway

0.50g

Amines Liquid Corrosive

$200

Virginia Beach

4/16/2002

Highway

0.03g

Ammonia Solutions

$225

Virginia Beach

5/13/2002

Highway

0.02g

Toxic Liquids Organic

$240

Virginia Beach

7/12/2002

Highway

1.00 lb

Organophosphorus Pesticides

$1,550

Virginia Beach

8/6/2002

Highway

0.13g

RESIN SOLUTION Flammable

$100

Virginia Beach

6/25/2003

Highway

5.00g

Compound Cleaning Liquid

$185

Virginia Beach

8/8/2003

Highway

0.50g

Petroleum Gases Liquefied

$33,500

Virginia Beach

12/2/2003

Highway

0.05g

Petroleum Distillates

$105

Virginia Beach

12/8/2003

Highway

0.08g

Gas Oil

$120

Virginia Beach

1/6/2004

Highway

0.19 lb

Resorcinol

$0

Virginia Beach

2/19/2004

Highway

0.02g

Isopropanol

$105

Virginia Beach

3/1/2004

Highway

0.50g

Hydrochloric Acid Solution

$195

Virginia Beach

3/19/2004

Highway

4.00g

Environmentally Hazmat

$145

Virginia Beach

3/29/2004

Highway

0.38 lb

Resorcinol

$0

Virginia Beach

8/18/2004

Highway

30.00 lb

Fire Extinguishers

$135

Virginia Beach

11/11/2004

Highway

0.05g

Organic Peroxide Type D Liquid

$1

Virginia Beach

12/8/2004

Highway

0.02g

Corrosive Liquids

$125

Virginia Beach

12/9/2004

Highway

0.26g

Corrosive Liquid Acidic Organic

$105

Virginia Beach

1/31/2005

Highway

2.00 lb

Calcium Hypochlorite Hydrated

$0

Virginia Beach

3/10/2005

Highway

0.09g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

4/15/2005

Highway

0.13g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

8/22/2005

Highway

0.03g

Toluene

$0

Virginia Beach

9/12/2005

Highway

0.01g

Flammable Liquids

$0

Virginia Beach

9/12/2005

Highway

1.00g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

9/23/2005

Highway

1.00g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

10/19/2005

Highway

0.75g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

11/1/2005

Highway

0.06g

Compound Cleaning Liquid

$0

Virginia Beach

3/20/2006

Highway

1.00g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

5/22/2006

Highway

0.50g

Amines Liquid Corrosive

$0
$0

Commodity

Damages

Virginia Beach

6/2/2006

Highway

0.06g

Corrosive Liquid Acidic
Inorganic

Virginia Beach

6/27/2006

Highway

0.13g

Methanol

$0

Virginia Beach

7/13/2006

Highway

0.06 lb

Fire Extinguishers

$0

Virginia Beach

7/28/2006

Highway

0.05g

Corrosive Liquids

$0

Virginia Beach

9/21/2006

Highway

12.83cf

Liquefied Petroleum Gas

$0
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Virginia Beach

9/29/2006

Highway

0.25g

Heptanes

$0

Virginia Beach

10/17/2006

Highway

1.50 lb

Consumer Commodity

$0

Virginia Beach

2/22/2007

Highway

0.09g

Potassium Hydroxide Solution

$0

Virginia Beach

3/22/2007

Highway

0.26g

Flammable Liquids

$0

Virginia Beach

4/19/2007

Highway

0.25g

Corrosive Liquids

$0

Virginia Beach

4/24/2007

Highway

1.00g

Acetic Acid Glacial

$0

Virginia Beach

5/24/2007

Highway

1.00 lb

Fire Extinguishers

$0

Virginia Beach

6/15/2007

Highway

0.50 lb

Fire Extinguishers

$0

Virginia Beach

8/21/2007

Highway

0.13g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

10/19/2007

Highway

0.27g

Aerosols Non-Flammable

$0

Virginia Beach

12/4/2007

Highway

0.38 lb

Batteries Wet Filled

$0

Virginia Beach

4/9/2008

Highway

0.06g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

4/24/2008

Highway

0.31 lb

Fire Extinguishers

$0

Virginia Beach

6/26/2008

Highway

0.13g

Petroleum Gases Liquefied

$0

Virginia Beach

9/3/2008

Highway

0.09g

Corrosive Liquid Acidic Organic

$0

Virginia Beach

9/4/2008

Highway

1.00g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

9/29/2008

Highway

0.00

Aerosols Flammable

$0

Virginia Beach

10/9/2008

Air

0.02g

Corrosive Liquids

$0

Virginia Beach

10/15/2008

Highway

2.00 lb

Consumer Commodity

$0

Virginia Beach

10/29/2008

Highway

0.13g

Ethanol (Ethyl Alcohol)

$0

Virginia Beach

11/6/2008

Highway

1.00 lb

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

3/11/2009

Highway

0.19 lb

Consumer Commodity

$0

Virginia Beach

4/2/2009

Highway

1.63 lb

Consumer Commodity

$0

Virginia Beach

6/21/2009

Highway

15.00g

Gasoline

$10,050

Virginia Beach

6/24/2009

Highway

0.14g

Paint Related Material

$0

Virginia Beach

7/7/2009

Highway

0.08g

Corrosive Liquids

$0

Virginia Beach

9/2/2009

Air

0.26g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

9/3/2009

Highway

1.00g

Paint Related Material

$0

Virginia Beach

10/6/2009

Highway

0.53g

Sodium Hydroxide Solution

$0

Virginia Beach

10/19/2009

Highway

0.14g

Aerosols Flammable

$0

Virginia Beach

10/22/2009

Highway

0.08g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

12/10/2009

Highway

0.05g

Consumer Commodity

$0

Virginia Beach

12/18/2009

Highway

5.00g

Alcohols

$0

Virginia Beach

12/18/2009

Air

0.03g

Biological Substance Category
B

$0

Virginia Beach

3/2/2010

Highway

0.63g

Isopropyl Alcohol

$0
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Virginia Beach

3/10/2010

Highway

0.31 lb

Fire Extinguishers

$0

Virginia Beach

3/10/2010

Highway

0.02g

Paint Related Material

$0

Virginia Beach

3/15/2010

Highway

0.03g

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

$0

Virginia Beach

3/24/2010

Highway

0.03g

Amines Liquid Corrosive

$0

Virginia Beach

4/19/2010

Highway

0.50 lb

Fire Extinguishers

$0

Virginia Beach

5/7/2010

Highway

0.04g

Aerosols Flammable

$0

Virginia Beach

5/12/2010

Highway

0.50g

Coating Solution

$0

Virginia Beach

5/24/2010

Highway

0.00g

Consumer Commodity

$0

Virginia Beach

5/24/2010

Highway

0.13g

Hydrochloric Acid Solution

$0

Virginia Beach

5/28/2010

Highway

0.02g

Paint Related Material

$0

Virginia Beach

6/15/2010

Highway

0.02g

Organophosphorus Pesticides

$0

Virginia Beach

7/2/2010

Highway

0.01g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

7/9/2010

Air

0.13g

Corrosive Liquids

$0

Virginia Beach

7/26/2010

Air

0.14g

Aerosols Flammable

$0

Virginia Beach

8/17/2010

Highway

1.00g

Caustic Soda Solution

$0

Virginia Beach

9/20/2010

Highway

0.23g

Ethyl Methyl Ketone

$0

Virginia Beach

3/18/2011

Highway

0.08g

Corrosive Liquids

$0

Virginia Beach

7/1/2011

Highway

0.13g

Paint Related Material

$0
$0

Commodity

Damages

Virginia Beach

7/11/2011

Highway

0.09g

Aerosols, Poison, Packing
Group III

Virginia Beach

8/12/2011

Highway

0.38g

Amines Liquid, Corrosive

$0

Virginia Beach

8/15/2011

Highway

1.00g

Paint Related Material

$0

Virginia Beach

9/7/2011

Highway

0.25g

Hydrogen Peroxide

$0

Virginia Beach

9/23/2011

Highway

2.00g

Paint Related Material

$0

Virginia Beach

11/1/2011

Highway

20.00g

Coating Solution

$0

Virginia Beach

11/16/2011

Air

0.01g

Dangerous Goods in Machinery

$0

Virginia Beach

11/21/2011

Highway

358.00g

Diesel Fuel

$6,450

Virginia Beach

12/20/2011

Air

0.08g

Dangerous Goods in Machinery

$0

Virginia Beach

1/16/2012

Highway

3.25g

Chloroform

$0

Virginia Beach

2/9/2012

Highway

0.01g

Resin Solution, Flammable

$0

Virginia Beach

3/6/2012

Highway

0.25g

Paint Related Material

$0

Virginia Beach

3/12/2012

Highway

0.25g

Isopropyl Alcohol

$0

Virginia Beach

4/5/2012

Highway

0.02g

Isopropanol

$0

Virginia Beach

4/16/2012

Highway

2.00g

Hydrochloric Acid

$0

Virginia Beach

5/14/2012

Air

0.07g

Virginia Beach

5/16/2012

Highway

0.04g
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HAZARD IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS

TABLE 4.19: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS (1998 – 2015)
Community

Date

Mode of
Transport &
Injuries

Quantity
Released

Commodity

Damages

Inorganic
Virginia Beach

8/28/2012

Highway

0.02g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

9/20/2012

Air

0.06g

Virginia Beach

1/16/2013

Highway

0.25g

Flammable Liquids

$0

Virginia Beach

3/15/2013

Highway

0.31g

Aerosols, Flammable

$0

Virginia Beach

4/23/2013

Highway

2.00g

Paint Related Material

$0

Virginia Beach

7/23/2013

Highway

1.00g

Paint Related Material

$0

Virginia Beach

9/13/2013

Highway

0.50g

Paint Related Material

$0
$0

$0

Virginia Beach

10/25/2013

Highway

1.00 lb

Smokeless Powder for Small
Arms

Virginia Beach

11/23/2013

Air

0.07cf

Carbon Dioxide

$0

Virginia Beach

4/11/2014

Highway

0.25g

Compounds, Tree Killing, Liquid

$0

Virginia Beach

5/30/2014

Highway

1.00g

Resin Solution, Flammable

$0

Virginia Beach

6/6/2014

Highway

0.04g

Flammable Liquids, Toxic

$0
$0

Virginia Beach

6/24/2014

Highway

1.00g

Corrosive Liquid, Basic,
Inorganic

Virginia Beach

7/31/2014

Highway

1.00g

Acetone

$0

Virginia Beach

8/5/2014

Air

0.13g

Paint

$0

Virginia Beach

11/13/2014

Highway

1.00g

Denatured Alcohol

$0

Virginia Beach

11/25/2014

Highway

0.09g

Virginia Beach

5/12/2015

Highway

0.00g

Virginia Beach

7/8/2015

Highway

1.25g

Virginia Beach

7/16/2015

Highway

Hydrogen Peroxide and
Peroxyacetic Acid Mixtures
Corrosive Liquid, Basic,
Inorganic

$0
$0

Flammable Liquids

$0

2.67cf

LPG

$0
$0

Virginia Beach

7/20/2015

Highway

0.00g

Corrosive Liquid, Acidic,
Inorganic

Williamsburg

4/27/2001

Highway

475.00g

Gasoline

$6,000

Williamsburg

2/18/2003

Highway

1.00g

Paint Related Material

$50

Williamsburg

9/26/2008

Highway

15.00g

Gasoline

$795

8/4/2006

Highway

25.00g

Fuel Oil (NO. 1, 2, 4, 5, or 6)

$0

1/31/2014

Highway

160.00 lb

Environmentally Hazardous
Substances, Solid

$0

Yorktown (York
Co.)
Yorktown (York
Co.)
Totals

15 injuries

$1,104,153

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, 2015

PROBABILITY OF FUTURE OCCURRENCES
Future occurrences of HAZMAT incidents, accidents or issues within Hampton Roads are considered to
be highly likely.
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